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between the desire to continue Dr. Bcleil's inspiring story to its happy conclusion 

and the wish ^hat a work so full of courage and humanity could go on without 

end. I found myself reading the last few pages almost with reluctance, unwilling 

that the spell which this book had cast over me should be broken. 

Anyone who knows Omer Beleil would agree that he is a person with rare 

qualities, it was surely not purely an accident that this man should undergo 

such an experience and win through so miraculously with the courage to per¬ 

form the same operation he underwent on others. Thus Omer, through his 

courage and determination, now utilizes not only his skill as a surgeon, but also 

his unique personal experience to offer solace and hope to his patients. 

Omer argued against receiving a kidney from his brother Sidieg, but he fi¬ 

nally yielded when his brother told him ‘Everybody in this life, whether he’s got 

one kidney or two kidneys, will have to die... but only a few people have the 

chance to do something in their life that is worthwhile\I personally feel that not 

only is it courageous to give but also on occasion it is courageous and noble 

to receive. 

One reflects that five years ago Omer Beleil came home to the Sudan to die 

and today he is busily-establishing a renal transplantation-unit which promises 

to be an outstanding example of the possibilities of achievement in the field of 

medicine in the Sudan. 

Two Lives—do we interpret the title as the two lives of Omer Beleil or the 

life of Omer and that of his brother Sidieg, so propitiously combined. Which¬ 

ever interpretation one prefers, this book represents a pinnacle in the quality 

of human life. 

Ahmed Abdel Aziz 

M.S., F.R.C.S. (Eng.), F.R.C.S. (Edin.) 

M.R.C.P. (Edin.), F.A.C.C.P. 

Senior Surgeon to the Ministry of Health 
Sudan 
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Prologue 

It was a hot, late summer day at UCLA. I was 01 my way 
from the Research Library to get a cup of coffee when I was 
hailed by a friend, Mukhtar Hamour. I had not seen Mukhtar 
for a few davs. He had been hovelled awray in some nook and 
cranny of the library, writing his dissertation in economics. 

It was an overcast day, the sun had not been around for a 
while - nor had iVIukhtar. So we went to the coffee wagon to¬ 
gether for refreshments and conversation. 

As we sat eating Mukhtar asked me if I would like to meet a 
friend of his, a doctor, who was working at Fiarbor General Hos¬ 
pital doing kidney transplants. 

It seems a year before, the doctor himself had received a trans¬ 
plant - but only after first deciding to die as quietly and unobtru¬ 
sively as possible with his kidney disease. <— 

He was now very anxious to record the v/hole experience before 
the mernory of the events, now fresh ar.d full-blown in^Kis mind, 
left him, caught up in the maelstrom of events and new memo¬ 
ries, work, and the business of day-to-driy living. * 

Would I like to meet him? 

“Of course”, I said. “Very much.” 

So the next day leaving my home in Pacific Palisades, I drove 
south along the Pacific Coast highway. The beach crowd had 
not yet arrived so it was clear sailing - onto the Santa Monica 
Freeway, then south onto the San Diegc Freeway. 

I found myself behind a car of nuns, having to slow down to 
55 mph, when I noticed on my left, near the Tijera Blvd. exit, a 
Mausoleum-like structure, replete with the. gaudiness of South¬ 
ern California marble and glass . Although I had passed it many 
times before, I had never wanted to find out who was buried 
there for fear it would spoil its full vulgarity for me. 

Today, as I drove past, it only entered my perceptions in a 
rather indirect way. My mind was on the doctor. I began to 
fully realize how eager I was to meet Kim. Perhaps iit was the 
matter of transplantation that fascinated me - perhaps the fact 
that he was now a doctor in the very same area where he had 
before been a patient. Finally, perhaps, it was the question of 
death, the fact that a doctor had made a conscious decision to 
die and had spent months and months quietly and simply car¬ 
rying it out. S
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. airport exit - the nuns had 
eif speeding f trip onto the Harbor Freeway 

I found myfselLd'after 3 fid street crossings later I pulled 
lust gotten off - f “d exits f d s'tment where the doctor lived- 

25 Har^r General' 
3J » »“’rt b'° , lhe mailboxes, I found the name, OMER 

After. ?„f/ 
BELEIL, M-d- Ap ' imits in the complex, the doors all 

were abou t sixteen um^ . ^ Qf the multitude of post- 
There SSL and worse for w J > of money and people that 

a littlech LPlts built with to® f50°g and 60’s. AS I walked into 
war ^ California during the 5s°eeing on the bottom, through 
came tnt ‘ j passed the P ’ ancj several bicycle parts. 

Children were knocked. After a pause, the 
1 went to apartment nufjoer , targe eyes and long 

door^opened. reached up and took 

started fending nic inside. 
my hand and sta . aristocratic in appearance, in 

I was surprised by he**- Jt ‘of place with the conditions 

«f ** not t0 mcnUo" 

‘ ne'docmLmefo the d<»r. He w„s somethin* too .M- 

3K MS? 
thin mustache. I(e appeared «s “JJ1® 1 ’nt was port English, 
yet self-contained and very nssuicd. His 1 fingers long ant 
part Arabic.* Hls<*esn»re definite, supple. His linger ^ 

graceful. We shook h,-intis. He welcomed me in. 1 
what Mukhtnr hud told me: he was a surgeon. ^ 

The apartment was i.potlcss. The doctor introduced trie 
ally to his daughter. As we sat on the couch, the ti *> 
next to me, still holding my hand, looking up into my y ^ 

Suddenly, from behind the kitchen cabinet the ,S gkin. 
appeared. Tall, elegant, a full woman, with soft veiv jS| 
black ha r pulled back. She carried a small tray m he: ; j 
glasses already filled with Seven-Up. We were introducca 8| 
Immediately discovered she wns a shy woman, but not trn. ^ 
eye—avoidance kind of shyness. Her shyness was the K 

Prologue. 

enabled her to look you in the eye but still keep a part of herself 
to herself. A grace, a charm, a sense of the essentialness of 
privacy. 

We exchanged some pleasantries. I could see already the doc¬ 
tor was eager to begin his story. But as I discovered from other 
Sudanese, he would observe first the proprieties and amenities 
of his culture and chat a little while longer. 

Finally after about 5 minutes of this, the doctor’s wife rose 
and asked me if I would like more Seven-Up. I said “No”, and 
she disappeared into the back bedroom, floated there really, as 
a leaf on a river unconcerned with the turbulence of things 
upstream and downstream from it. 

She knew that her husband was eager to talk to me alone. 

A neighborhood girl came wanting to play with his daughter 
and suddenly the doctor and I were alone - and immediately we 
began to talk about Mukhtar and what Mukhtar had told me. He 
asked me how much I knew about the story. I said, “Very little.” 
He said he wanted to tell me everything fresh. 

Later on, in the following weeks and months, as we grew closer 
together and our conversations became more intimate, he would 
tell me private things; in fact sometimes he would stop and say 
perhaps we will not include this material, he had not intended 
to speak of it. 

However, this first day, he was wary. Cautious. After all it 
was his life he was going to talk about. 

He had obviously heard from Mukhtar that I had known many 
of his countrymen, and therefore, gradually, as we talked - 
more importantly, as we began to laugh together - he became 
more at ease. 

He watched me as I finished the last drop of Seven-Up, Then 
he said he felt perhaps we should tape our conversations and 
only put them into writing, into more permanent form later. 

What did I think? 

I could see he was getting very eager to begin his story, ns if 
the river of his experience was now threatening to burst its 

banks. 

"Taping is fine. Where shall we tape?" 1 asked, "Here. 
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.. -MukMar’s house. There we could be alone, 

««N0”. he Sa'd- a rtO*' 
<*When do you want to s a 

W m like ” he said. 
••Whenever you 

..„.s „p ta you," I »ld• 

we slarted He next hay. 
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Omer Beleil 

My name is Omer Beleil. I am from the Northern Sudan. My 
father moved as early as 1925 to the town of Wad Medani which 
is in the center of the Sudan. He started working in a cotton gin¬ 
ning factory in search of a Jiving. He started as a foreman and 
worked his way up until he became the inspector of the factory 
and then a chief inspector of the whole plant of four factories. 
Now he is retired. 

Before he came to Wad Medani he had some education in his 
small village in the North. He came to the center of the Sudan 
single first and then followed by my mother. Now I have got 
four brothers and six sisters. My mother is alive and well. 

I started my education in Wad Medani. There I had my ele¬ 
mentary and intermediate education. My secondary education 
was in Hantoub across the Nile from Wad Medani. Each step 
was marked by a series of examinations to record progress. 
This is the way a boy proceeds from one level of education to 
the next in Sudan through competitive examinations. 

I was doing quite well really. I was doing very well. 

In fact, when I went to the university, I got all A's. The first 
year, I was top of the whole session. I never had any disease at 
all. I was the best at that time. In that particular yeaT~Wlien I 
graduated, I was the best. Number one. And I went into medi¬ 
cine number one. 

However my own inclination was to go into Engineering. I 
was good at mathematics and science, but my father and my 
older brother sort of pushed me somehow to go into medicine. 

In Sudan the best go into medicine? Is this the prestige area? 

Yes, they convinced me somehow and I went into it. I did very 
well. I finished my whole medical career in school in 1963 with¬ 
out absenting myself a single day. I was very active, working 
at my studies, involved in politics. I maintained the quality of 
both. 

After finishing my studies, I was taken in as an assistant in 
medicine. Surgery actually. I had the good fortune to be taken 
right away. Usually they take people 4 or 5 years after gradua«\^^ 
tlon^ 

I did my internship and then in 1964 I joined the university 
faculty in surgery. 

§ i u fo 
c/> U 
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„pnrs work in the field, I sat f0r tt. 
In 1966, after two y ‘ Royal College of Surgeons of 

W,mVShiP "jStep toward qualifying you be . 
This is the nrs1 „ pARe pass the test you then,§>to 

prafi? of Ser *tudy and work m the held, „ 

final fellowship exam. 

. ^nX'r center in Ceylon and so on. "• V 

1S:: is eligible .0 take the test? 

Thai government STS?,', 
ButVac“ually anybody can sit, all over the world, if (1, yon * 
the money, and (2) you can provide evidence that (a) y0„ h 
rnmoleted four years of surgery, and (b) you have passed you 
medical examination satisfactorily, including the full prescribed 
course at the university. 

I did very well in the primary itself. I got the highest prize, 
The Hallet prize of the Royal College of Surgeons, which is given 
to the chap who is taking the test for the first time around, and 
scores with distinction in every area. It is a world wide competi¬ 
tive exam. I am telling you this really to show you that at all 
times up until my illness I was mentally, physically quite alert. 
I never had a bother at all. I was working hard and I was read¬ 
ing hard and I did not have a bother. If someone had told me 
that within a few years I would be on the brink of death, I would 
have worried about the man - his reason for telling me some¬ 
thing so illogical. I did not, not even for one day, have to thin 
about my family, or that I have a disease, or anything. NoJiroo 
lems. Just a happy, easy-going sort of chap. I was marrie 
the time. 

You were? 

Yes. 

I didn’t realize that. I didn’t realize that. 

Sudan anhi! suPpo^e 1 should tell you about marriage ^ 

of Tijani El Ka?!!11 'I! story- Actua,,y my 1S * 
In Kb* ^ W^° *s a Sreat friend of mine. 

ventures togethJr^u* and * use<* t0 6° out in al™0?* ^ 
tether. However, I had never told him that 1 * 

Omer Beleil 

M? *1! fact 0nc month bef°re I got married I did not 
even know that I wanted to get married - certainly not to his 
sister. I may have spoken to him about marriage, but I never 
said to whom. 

iowever, my sister knew his sister and my father knows her 
u IS ^°W .happened. That is how things are done in 

the Sudan actually. When you want to get married your sisters 
usually know so and so, and they give you a choice of 4 or 5 girls, 
and then they speak about them - their good qualities, their bad 
qualities - then probably you want to see the jprls yourself. And 
that is really how you choose. 

i 
A Sudanese friend of mine, Ahmed El Jack, vfhen his wife was 

15, he spoke to his father about her, and his father spoke to her 
father . . . . in other words, there was a sort of pre-engagement 
arrangement early in their lives. 

Well, perhaps but this is not really the usual way. The usual 
way is to tell your family that you are in good shape and want 
to settle down and marry. They are generally happy for this. 
They will go on and suggest several families. You will pick 
from one of those. Whether you know the girl before, whether 
you talk to her, I think this 'I love you’ initial courtship period 
is not really available to everybody. Not really necessary. Not in 
the Sudan, anyway. 

Can the girl refuse? 

I doubt if she can. 

No, she cannot. 

Well, I guess she can. 

There are ways of refusing. Not directly, but if she doesn’t 
want to get married she can always confide in her mother or her 
sister. There are ways. I know of a lot of girls who don’t want 
to marry particular chaps, so they do many things in order to 
avoid this. 

However, I am still leery about whether knowing the girl, a 
period of engagement ds it were, as in America, is really a test 
period at all. Marriage is really quite different, quite difficult. I 
think whichever way you get into it really, you don t come down 
with any more advantage one way or the other, by knowing the 
girl first or not. It is still pretty much hit or miss. Also, it has 
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tl . mlt m0re about a p.lrl - especially 
11 vn«r sisters can Had ow. with them - than you can 

!n'h"cvti« been in It 'B b»r<lcr "> ,001 " s,rl' 
ever lln:l out by teeW >« » ,MV 
friend than a man - (n l9fi4 That was imme- 

Nnrnt and 1 fiot 1Vn,1);,Ip ;« the Sudan, when civilian 
uVX after the (O:to'bor ( mnrricd and wc went 
JSi eveKame the We spent a very nice 
on our honeymoon to Beirut b wh|Ch has significance for 
month there, and then went.tovvc came back to the 
SnNreffc/ou^Smo. I worked for another 4 years 

in the Sudan in su rgery... • 

This was Iron, 1664 •» 1968, between tho two eynms. 

Between the two exams. 

... and in 1968, In September, I came to ^rn 
bv my wife and my daughter - • r and j m0nth when we 
of August 196G, so she was ab ^chcduied to spend 5 years 
came to England. Ongin, / r:nai fellowship exam, and then, 
there, 3 years .preparing for y fellowship 

exam would make me eligible as a lecturer in surgery. 

A lecturer? 

A lecturer. 

There was never any question of going into private practice? 

No, I never thought of going into private practice. 

So then medicine for you was to research in and lecture. 

Exactly. I really put myself down to the grindstone preparing 
for the secondary test. I worked hard. I was there many nights 
in the hospital. I would spend from 7 in the morning to 5 and 6 
at night, then from 5 or 6 at night to 8 in the hospital and then 
go back home and start to study. I was rushing. I didn’t know 
why. For me, there was something to prove. It was defined that 
ASii?Uii^ get t^ir?u6h the fellowship in the shortest time possible. 

ftried SSJ,aaSnH rret To be,P“mber one again in the big pond. 
I tried to sit and crash myself. The whole 3 years’ program, to 

f burr llrlcil 

\vbViml? mitr° 1 wufkfd h.nci and I j»ot through 
fiii il It'llnvt' / T, y 1 m< time, I was Instowrd my 
) tla wiwP " U1oya.1 S‘» of England, 

Iji i f , ")r 1 '‘dd yaa licftnc, ami was granted the 
iliph mu of Dnctm of Suvj’ory on Mny 2, liKiN 

,UIU'' * began ta think, why .should 1 waste time, why 
at t Just go on and continue my studies in neurosurgery. 

Neurosurgery? 

Yes. 

My thinking about neurosurgery, then and now, is this: neuro- 
sutgciy sits on the top of human knowledge. To me it has always 
been the logical science, where symptoms and signs blend to* 
gethet, wot king towatd a precise and logical diagnosis It is tied 
to mathematics, 1 and 1 equal 2 

The otic scientific fundamental the key to medical success • 
would be if the symptoms ate such and such and the findings 
ate so and so, and the solution is located in that particular part 
of the brain. 

^ ou could work things out if you knew neurology well. It is 
precision. After all, what is the mind but the portion that con¬ 
trols toe whole body. I he real talent, 1 think, in all medicine is 
to get down to knowing the different areas of tho brain. Tho¬ 
roughly, precisely. 

Anyway, it appealed to me. Neurosurgery, more intricate, more 
intellectual, involving a lot of thinking, not just mechanical work. 

It is a new frontier then. 

?°l- y°u think clearly about it, people have already put 
new kidneys in - I myself have done many times now - a new 
heart has been put in, in a sense what more can you venture into 
in these scientific fields? People have almost gone all the way 
through to the end. But the brain. It is still a mystery. Nobody 
has really ventured to go half the way ot even a quarter of the 
way. 

So, I went to National Institute of Neurosurgery in Queen’s 
Square where I spent two w-eeks with the Professor of Neuro¬ 
surgery, Professor Valentine Logue. He is a straight man, you 
know, in every way. How he talks, how he integrates things’ how 
he comes out at a decision. And in the cases that I saw - rate 
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,, tn come to a definite and^rgr 
asthcyare * when he was able ^ ^ brairl) {he results 

<tc^T^ciiio^and remove compietely changed. It was 

wtM^-fantSstic. The patient attracted to pursuing 
really impressive. More than ever I was 

neurosurgery as a career a er NeurosurgiCal Studies at 

So I called Mr. Kelly, the D,reCt°r jnterest. He told me 

IS «ntef alyXre in the world, he shonid 

have at least 5 years training in the field. 

low ship period - starting immediately. 

We both knew that my university would accept it. I hadapro^ 
fessor there who liked me very much, and was very impressed 
bybthe amount of work that I had done in Khartoum. Ahso he 
was aware I had completed my exam in England in six months 
it was really sort of a record - so I knew that he would accept. 

However, I didn’t want him to write until I myself had been 
certain 1 wanted to take it or not. 

1 thought it over. Within a few days I decided. I would pursue 
a neurosurgical career along the lines suggested by Mr. Kelly. 

How about your wife? What were her thoughts? 

Naturally for her, she had been thinking that we would come 
to London, get a fellowship, go back home where I would be a 
lecturer, a surgeon and have prestige in the Sudan. That is all. 
She wanted me to go into private practice, especially as a sur¬ 
geon. 

Was she homesick? 

Not really. She wanted to see the rest of England, visit Europe, 
have a good time, go back and get a good car, have a house. 
Live. But I talked to her. 

I told her I never felt that private practice is my line at all. 
I put the problem to her plainly. If I was going into neurosurgery, 
she must realize two facts. (1) It will be a career which the 

-10— 

Omer Bekil 

results initially will be verv haH 
pie say. I will not be taking cases ,vi?i,.,?Ust-,1not *orr/ *hat P*0' 
ticularly good, cases which wouldenhance' make me lock par- 

We will probably be broke for qJite a while 
wouldn’t have arteriography, we wouldnVhave realfy din'td 
diagnostic needs we uWdepend on crude means er inves-fga 
tions and so forth, therefore, there would be a high percentage 
of patient-loss. y e 

So really it would be almost pure research? 

Yes. Pure research. But I told her. (2) it would really be sat¬ 
isfying mentally, and be satisfying for the hospital and the 
medical school - it is always important to have somebody in the 
forefront of a discipline, in the know, as it were. But financially 
for us, not very much. 

She accepted this and we agreed to do this, on the condition 
that she could visit, go to the Sudan sometime within the next 5 
years. 

One more question: Why did you ever decide - so early in 
your career and marriage - to have a child? 

You know, in the Sudan, once you get married, probably after 
the third or fourth month, your wife’s mother, and your mother 
will start to be very anxious. They want to know when will the 
wife be .pregnant. Their anxiety is: can you produce? And can 
she produce? IF not, there is sort of a . . . 

A stigma? 

A stigma. In the Sudan, if you are not married the first ques¬ 
tion is: when are you going to get married. I. en’ . - fet 
married, when are you going to get a chil . v^en y0U 
a child, probably when are you go.ng t0getLa* However** 
have a house, probably when are youi go g Yqu knQW jn . 
thought early on of not getting anoth ’ dlf(jCU|t ■ 
different country it would definitely hon^t. the time 
time you can go to the theatre, finding a honn, 

can be together. Everything. 

Was Sara important to you yet? 
i. che really wasn’t important enough 

Well, not really, no really. She r r days after 1 was pre- 
to me at that time. However, in ujtc a bit of time in the 
sented for neurosurgery, 1 did sp 

we 
a 

the 
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TWO LIVES 

tse j ^egan to play with her more and more. She did become 

a little more important. 
crvn^ back to the story, I v.rote to Professor Bakhit 

Hov*e%e*. h _]a;ning the situation. I told him of my talk \vith 
:n the Scaan.. 0f t]le implications of neurosureery but 

and 

J ~ .rf hp a £003 neuiii - .11 au 1 

on. I rn--. - neuro!ogy. He agreed that this was wise 
seme time m rnea neurology course in Queen's Square, 
so I nrm«faie'y l°-«d »£,“ , ^gan to discover .hat my kid- 
Tfcis was only s« da- . perfect life was slipping through 
revs were faihng * tnal H 
av kidneys, as it were. 

Death Sentence 

What you reaUy have be*n c, • 
point in your life everything’SfL? tiU B0T 15 u: 
downright easy. s Eas been very satisfying 

Yes. Everything. Whatever I wanted I had 

That’s what I am saying. I was ’3 har.... • . 
I wanted I had - or was getting. A?.i 7as rd"-r-'~^ 
that day, six days after I starte'1 t^* -eu—"" 
groggy. “ -se- 

tiJ this 
if not 

I went back home. I was thinking :ha* I’ve ----- 
titis or something. I checked mv urine and 
of protein - protein which if I were healthy 7;^"’ 
kept in the bloodstream to pass to the other na-ts 
Something was wrong. .* y 

So I made an appointment with somebody called 2- J:- - 
Dickinson. This man, I will have a lot more to” sav when We 
come to him later. But for now, I will jus: say that he is one of 
the real . . . how could I describe it? Perhaps ... let me put it 
this way: if we were to study all of humanity, to come uo with 
the ideal human, I would say that such a man would be Dr" John 
Dickinson. 

He was a doctor and a man? 

A doctor and a man. In fact, the doctor and the man. At that 
time he was assistant professor in the University College Hos¬ 
pital and he is now an associate professor. His field is Nephro¬ 
logy and hypertension. 

So I went to him to have him examine my urine. Howev er, 
neither he nor I at that time, thought that an> ning ‘ 
very serious. Until a few days later when ne g kidney 
test - and fully realized the extent to which my renal, or kidney 
functioning, had deteriorated. 

At this time I think I should overwhelm tog"problem in diag- 
kidney disease. In a sense, the of the two kidneys you 
nosing kidney failure is that Y Actually, 25% of one kid- 
have is necessary to support 
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we,imM over a *»£S?SZK?5£ &“"&!l£S 

^X53£B5V ■»and in somewhat heallhy man- 
to 

ner' . . function of the kidney? 
What then is t e is t0 help purify the blood of the 

in lay terms, the^fuu^t^ tQ regulate blood pressure, 

toxic products o water in the body. Of course, in 
It takes from the bi«» remains in the system, as well as the 

resTof1 the important materials for the body. 

re le are re-absorbed, as it were, as the blood pas- 
These matenals during its purifying process. However, 

ses through the moi > an abnormal or diseased kidney, 
in an abnormal pers - the usual waste products, 
the kidney leaks out pro ein a B properly. 
His kidney mesh, in a sense, 

.. . ofnrp one kidney could do the whole job. That is 
As I said bef° ' lantati0n you can remove the kidney from 

why, m kidney_tr pi Someone else who needs it without 
a live person and give iiw this is balanced by 
really jeopardizing theIn® «>“r ^ ^ tQ 2QC_ effe* 

a bad thing- >ou anything is wrong. I mean, you could 
uveness before you realiz y h g^ bad kidneys and still 

?«» -ough to sustain you You 
the kKinej m gm years - 20 years perhaps - 
r'stof ^ye urine without any obvious ill health 

effects. 

For example I was a surgeon at that time, but still I did not 
know I had uremia until the day I discovered an excess proton 
in my urine. The grogginess was the first due. And 1 was 
ready a terminal case of kidney deterioration before t 
symptom presented itself. 

How many people in the Sudan? 

About 14 or 15 million. 

What percentage might have a similar condition? What are 
the odds of someone else .... 

I really can’t say in the general population. But I can tell you 
in doctors. We have about 300 doctors in the Sudan. Ten of them 
have renal failure. This I know. That is a lot really. 
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Death Sentence 

Are doctors a random sample? 

Nutrition, good food, phyfiSd Sams.' 
don’t know whether work has anything to do wkh it ^ b 

Anyway, the first day when I went to see Dr ni.i- 
never thought I had that sort of thing But wh™t,?‘ckmson I 

back with the results of my blood tfst I knew there'Sust'be 
something wrong. I could tell from the way he examinS me 
Carefully, concerned. y examined me. 

I told him “I have the feeling now that probably I will have 

to be coming to you regularly One favor, Dr. Dickinson, please 
don’t ever tell me what you find.” ’ p ’ 

Why did you say that? 

Frankly, I was so obsessed with neurology, with my studies. 

I wanted to pursue my career. I wanted nothing else to think 
about, really. 

It wasn’t a fear of what it might be? 

No. Merely functional. At that particular time I wanted a free 
mind to study. _ 

But then, having examined my blood and Ainnpover a month 
or so of periodic visits, he came to a conclilsli5n and decided he 
had to talk to me. 

He called me in. He said to me, “I must explain the case 
plainly. I have discovered, with Professor Sir Max Rosenheim, 

/That your^idney)function is bad. You are going rapidly downhill. 
It will not be very long before you will need lo change your diet 
to low protein, low pofassium, low sodium. But the diet will not 
improve things. It will only slow down the rate of deterioration 
of the kidney function. You will still need some sort of extensive 
help and treatment before long.” 

I remember I was really blank at that particular moment. I 
couldn’t think about anything. He said, ’’Well?” I said, “Well.” 
He was probably thinking to himself that I would not act at that 
time anyway, so he said, “Perhaps you can come and see me 
Tuesday in my office. I will be free on that day.” I said, "Okay, q 
fine.” And then he said, “We will probably discuss the question 
of biopsy, we might want to take some tissue from your kidney. 
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/* ..nk<iv.. and then 1 left. I wasn’t really think- 

sjisjxs^i 
17 . , nlV rar - and then, suddenly, perhaps it 
I went outside - into n y > timCi the whole picture of pa¬ 

wns my being alone for m kidney failure began to flash 
tients being diseased wun 
before my memory. iuic iuy *“'-**—j ~ 

,, a dcath sentence.’' That was my first thought. 
-Acute uremia is a ou have acute uremia have never 

... thinking back, pauen^ 
once come back." 

, . of dialysis - treatment on a machine to purify 
hMhinnd0 m do the job Of the bad kidney - or of transplantaion - the blood, to do bej ^ a new one . was very new> 

to replace the d & ^ ^y^ thg other day) renal medicine 

^ those specialized corners of medicine that unless you 
are "involved in it you really know very little about it. 

Why? Why specialized? Why a career? 

It is in a corner because it involves a lot of chemistry. To be 
really good in renal medicine you have to be really good at medi¬ 
cine in general. Renal failures start in the kidneys but are some¬ 
how integrated with the rest of-the whole body. After all, it is 
the blood and the waste products, the protein and the other ma¬ 
terial of the whole system we are concerned with - it is not just 
a question of understanding one organ. You must know the whole 
system - and more specifically, its chemistry. 

So I am in the car and I begin to think and that is my first 
thought. A death sentence. I begin to think that this is an incur¬ 
able condition. I did not have any pain to indicate any stones. 
You hopefully think of a stone so it can be removed. The chances 
are it - and you - will simply go downhill. 

You would never think of questioning the doctor’s expertise? 

No, I had great faith in this man. I had seen him on several 
occasions working in the hospital. He is extremely good - and 
besides, I never thought of questioning another doctor. 

I began to think about priorities. If I am to die, what is the 
prime factor to be considered? This had been always my way of 
h Wh£n<rver 1 ,am presented with a situation I imme¬ 
diately think, what is the most important issue? In surgical 
training this is sort of carved into your thinking. Forget Jjout 
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everything except what is the mn . 
problem. A crisis priority thinkin„S'rt!™rnediate element in the 

. , _ linking. Think of the priorities first. 
At this time for me, the nrim-i,. 

gat? Shall I tell her? Shall I not telpher?What sha11 1 say t0 Na' 

Without any hestitalion I dorian 
decided not to tell her. 

Wait a minute. Suddenly a wifn , 
married, dragged off to England t„y°U !net through your sisters, 
you have just finished telling her v.^akma.-Studj! widow out of, 
and non-remunerative career nn» ^R°’ng into a new 
more years to prepare for -'suddonU* Wlll take at least five 
are going to die, your first thought \l’ ™iT,n y°u discover you 
my wife? gnt ls- what am I going to tell 

Yes, of couse. 

You were very much in love with her then? 

Yes, of course. I still am. I still am. 

TharwjshreFrTdday. nexi^yTS' 
posed to drive down* to Ipswiclfo^isuTcSuplewTo arTstX 
•nB m a place called Letchworth, 40 miles from London * 

We drove to Letchworth and it was a very nice dav I didn’t 
say anything on the trip about the disease. I think I was l am 

mysdf forgetting “ 1 ‘hi"k ’ “ "°rr'la'' At limes 1 even found 

T.®at "°u alLthe time- 1 began to think renal failure. Uremia. 
1 nat night. The next night. I began to think: “What could dete- 
norate my condition even more quickly? 

‘And if that happened, what is going to happen to Nagat and5 
^ ra> how will they go back to the Sudan? What about the rest 

°t my things, the rest of my family, how will they find out? 

Should I write something down? Should I write things down 
how and put it somewhere? Perhaps I should tell somebody?” 
t>ut when I came to thinking of maybe telling somebody the 

<s> U 
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no i hove cot a lot of friends in London 
problem arose: who to tell, na b lhis ,arge world it is my 
but my wife should liavc pr'°r> V n0t know, nobody should 
wife who should know UrLl ^ g|ic was not going to know yet, 
fr£S;ncK^"Cky^in.AndSllcnt. 

In the house. 

With everybody. 
. t to Dr Dickinson. We sat down. Dr. Dick- 

, i -This is not the foremost thing on my mind. Biopsy is 
.caSmic. u VoMdo nothing lo change my ultimate fate. I 

\\i\nt to talk about time. 

„ it „0„|d have no bearing on your ultimate fate why should 

they ask for it then? 

I did not know it at that time, of course, but they were already 
deeo him thinkTng and planning for dialysis and transplantation 
t me Dialysis? life on a machine, where three days a week 
for seven or eight hours - perhaps ten hours '.y°u *ie ne£t to t^e 
machine attached to it, and your blood passing through it. get- 
Un. purified - all this to sustain you until the possibility of trans¬ 
plantation occurs. Biopsy is a necessary diagnostic prelude to 
all this. So I suppose they wanted to get the ball rolling as fast 

as tl ey could. 

However, none of that had any meaning to me at that time. 
The important point to me is how far will my deteriorating kid¬ 
neys carry me? Do I have a short time? “How long do I have 
to live?” I ask him. I didn’t want him to tell me the exact 
figure but I wanted him to give me some idea because my prob¬ 
lem was my wife and daughter. Should we go to the Sudan to¬ 
gether? Should wre go now? The most important part of the whole 
problem is to decide what will happen to them. 

Why not figures? Why did you want to leave it vague? 
you running away from the knowledge a little? 

Perhaps, yes. 

You wanted him to be specific cnougl 
not so specific that you truly had to confi 

make decisions but 
your condition? 

) 

Death Sentence 

Yes, at that time. But he could see how fierce I was about it 
s0 he laid down the whole thing i„ front of me. DirectW Bluntlv. 

^all^he^will noStabe’inY°Ur kidneyS are not function>ng well 

than 6 or 7 months. We can probab'lvt0tieUStainHyOUr Hfe f°r m0re 
a while, but ...” P °bably tie you down wi*h a diet for 

schedule. Now if ZagJeT’to c^^int^hetosmSu^ this* ^ 
how long will it take?” “Two davs » . £ ISJthls bl0psy' 

was again: Nagat. What am I going to sav to’her^ I'don’t 
why, but Nagat still came first. g y her? 1 don 1 know 

in a sense, you are leaving the medical decisions to Dr Dick¬ 
inson and concerning yourself mainly with the human decisions? 

Yes. 

He is the doctor and you are the man. Dr. Dickinson and Mr 
Beleil. 

Exactly. I.thought, how am I going to tell her that I am going 
into the hospital? Should I say I will be on 24 hour call for these 
two days, or should I wait until her brother, Tijani comes to 
London. Tijani was travelling here, in the United States - in Los 
Angeles actually - on an Eisenhower tour, but was scheduled 
to return to London in a month. 

I decided to wait the month. When he would come, I would 
tell him immediately that I have to go in the hospital. For some 
tests. Nothing serious, but I should go. Tijani would not tell her 
anything, and Nagat would not have time to think about things 
herself. I would tell her I’ve got something to do in the hospital 
for 48 hours, a series of intensive operations to perform on a 
patient. 

I went back home and now I began to think seriously about 
the whole problem. I began to think seriously about the chances 
of living and dying. Specifically. Exact figures. This time 1 
began to read something about acute uremia. I went to the li¬ 
brary and took out the books. But I could tell you, after reading 
they, I soon came out with the following decision. That machine 
life is no good for me. I did not know the scientific basis for mv 
decision at that time, I must have been very ignorant, because 
now when I think of it, machine life is probably a good me. A 
reasonable life at least, you can keep somebody alive on the 
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machine for 10 years and 
know of patients who have 
have a pood transplant now 

you could transplant after that. I 
been on u machine for 7 years. They 
and they are doing well. 

But 1 knew I could not produce with the machine, I could not 

function. 

Certainly not at the level . .. 

Certainly not at the level that I wanted to, exactly. I could 
no: pursue mv neurosurgical studies, that would be for sure. If 
1 had already been a good neurosurgeon, probably I could, but 
as a student', training, it was a tough period. You have to put 
a lot into it. It is tough work. Study for hours and hours. Be in 
the operating theatre at all hours of the day and night. You have 
to lock into the brain and you have to have good eyesight, and 
whvr v, „ are luing on a machine you cannot see as well, there 
are difficulties with the machine . . . 

Life on the machine not only consumes time but it also low¬ 
ers... 

The quality of life. 

I'd probably be just a doctor in the Sudan, a doctor seeing 
patients. which is alright, but I could not do what I wanted to 
do with a machine. It breaks my ambition for what I wanted 
to do That is it in simple terms. That is why I did not give it 
that much consideration. 

'•Besides." I thought, "if I am going to have a machine I will 
have it when the time comes anyway. The machine doesn’t need 
th_: much thinking about. You just have to come and have a 
jh.'.t placed in the arm, which creates access to your circulation 
and the second day you can be dialysed on the machine. There- 
{cre machine is not something of immediate importance. So 
muen fer the machine. I thought the other problem, the other 
consideration, is transplantation. 

For the record, money was never a consideration? 

rw(^m‘eVr^MC^Sldreredumoaey any time- The Sudanese 
considered money Sill* machine or my hosPital- I never 

my know ledge^f ^r ins plan tat i on*S transPlanlati°n. At that time 
go oi transplantation was very limited. Although I 
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was told by Dr. Dickinson sorm n,,„ i 
chances of getting a kidn< v ? a ",lU "• 1 ,ls" kn, w n,y 
mg reasons: (1) you hav. L, v,'ry k""d I «r th- follow- 
the donor you are interested m , ‘‘s"ni,bl■" ,1"n"r »nd usually 
no physical troubles in the past 'no ho-hw " «younB p,‘rs,!n w,,h 
of donor everyone else wants as well^v ’ .'hTr 'h'' k,'n<l 
reasonable kidneys to satisfy the ( ' 11 h,‘ ,V('^y fL‘w 
donor from whom you want thekuin-v "v, m™' '‘k'k/^u'ht 
died in an accident - obviously I v as ihm( ‘ \ y ^‘*v“ 
at that time - and either (a) he would "i? "t, °f dVad <lon1°rs 
you could not reach him in lime, or fb» overwind 'ipJ’0J.‘1 s° 
about the accident and you just could no* ap^mach 
his family and ask for kidney removal The relatives would bS 
in a state of grave anguish and disturbance af his death It is i 
difficult time to get them to agree to donate his kianey. 

Also I was a foreigner, and although one could say. well you 

were a doctor and a physician, and usually would be given some 

sort of professional care - special treatment, as it were -’stiP the 

kidney will come from somebody from England and I suppose 

it is only fair to expect that Englishmen would first want to 

share their kidneys with other Englishmen. Dr. Dickinson had 
hinted at the possibility of a live donor. 

A live donor? 

Receiving a kidney from a living person. As I said before, 
most people have two kidneys and really only need 25<7 of one 
kidney to function well. Thus, they have over a kidney and a half 
to share, as it were. However, I didn’t think very much about it 
at the time. In fact, it never really entered mv mind at all at 
that stage. 

You didn’t go through a list of people, or . . . 

No. 

What did enter your mind at this stage? 

Nagat and Sara. 

Soon after this, during the month of waiting for Tijani, the 
disease began to take over. My blood pressure began to rise and 
°r. Dickinson began to give me Aldomet treatment - tablets to 
reduce hypertension (high blood pressure). My blood urea began 
to rise, which meant that greater amounts of toxic elements - 
waste products - were flowing into the bloodstream instead oi out 

UO O 
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kidnev functioning. I began to 
of the body, due to the .mprope, Kidney 

feel uremic. hi„ In the house I began to change 
My work began to go d°^nn Jn myself subconsciously: 

a bit. Things which 1 b*8nav morc. I don’t read the paper. I don’t 
I don’t watch television a yn ] dress j don’t care whether 
even comb my hair. I don t c«i 

my C°at iS C,°an °r 7 Ke«n to get a bit. what you would call 
As time went on I wQul| talk t0 me and I would be busy 

absent-minded. m V p ]e would be talking to me as a 
wah a lott of othm jh ^inkjngPabout the Sudan and my family, 
^ctor and I wo be b what about Nagat and Sara? 

* °a "ngd.o happen fo .hem? I began .0 be very rude in the 
house. I wouldn’t be interested in anything. 

r eon. if anybody would hurt Sara. Even if it were her 
nthPrPsnanking her I would turn to fire. Normally, before, if 

Sira made somf mistakes, you know the usual things, she does 
something naughty or she plays in the dirt just before we are to 
visit friends - the silly, usual things - and her mother spanks her, 
it is okay. It is right. But now it is fire to me. 

Sara begins to suddenly take on a whole new perspective? 

In my mind, I was thinking about the machine and transplan¬ 
tation and Dickinson, but this was only the mental reality, the 
mental picture. In my emotions, I was on fire. I was slowiy 
becoming convinced that this is the end of the road. 

And Sara was to me somebody who would stay behind me in 
the world. Sara is part of me really. Physically a part. This is 
somebody who is going to remain after me. I must say, however, 
that I was wishing at the same time, that I had a boy also. In 
Sudan, it is the boy who carries on the family name, family 
traditions. We are a very male oriented society. 

beginning to become short and sharp, difficult to live 

IaishfwLWSng ab?„etab°Ut °ne thi"g a"d 1 W0Uldn,t k"°W 

lemgrThPe k!„dr„!hdCe^dC" b“rden °f ,as,i»8 P™»- iems. the kinds of decisions you never had to make before? 

lem with m^Th^ke^ito tevpT*?h^ *S probably the central prob- 

pleasure, the need to make decisions!” ^ Wh°le Hfe’ real,y’ The 
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To make decisions is no burden to mo i„„, ,, 
lhe essence of my life. ‘° mC’ Jl,sl tlu' «PPOs>te. It is 

As I mentioned in the beginning nf tv,,, 
thers. The oldest, Ali, is a civil So,vnm Vu ^ a,re flVe br°- 
Osman, who is now in San Luis Obispo her" inV^nin"' -N vl lS 
third. The next is Sidieg who is a nnliro e n California. 1 am 
The youngest is Ahmed, who is now in Kuwait thG Sudan’ 

In Sudan, all power resides in the father m.; f.,i 
man. but he was very difficult with Ali. He 5( i bcl! him^ 
well as beat my next oldest brother. Osman. bG * ’ as 

To this day Ali usually tries to avoid m , , 
anybody else in the family for that matter Osm™V S k?" <0f 
those people who would never say anything nositSv&v 
“This is wrong” nor “This is right.” He"! Sat 
What you would call a sweet man, a man neve^opposed to™y- 
thtng Diplomatic. He never says “no” to my father, he ne^er 
says yes. 

Now perhaps my father spent himself out raising these two 
because by the time he came to me. he changed in his way of 
bringing up sons. And probably with my brothers Sidiee and 
Ahmed as well. But I knew especially with me. He would discuss 
things with me and I would discuss things with him That he 
would never have done with the older boys. 

For example, he would discuss things pertaining to marriages 
of my sisters. Now this is a thing that is rarely discussed in the 
iuaan, no matter how liberated a son is toward his father. But 
I would say to him: "You are wrong. She shall not marry this 
man. or: “She should marry this man.” In the beginning, 
my father would be shocked. But slowly, as I got older, he not 
only got used to it, he began to depend on me. 

7° teU me some of his own dilemmas. If there is any problem 
within the family. Between mother and father even. I might 
say, “You are mistaken, Dad. You might try this.” And he would 
consider it. Between you and me, the fact that he would consider 
•t was most unusual. 

So early in life I had this great experience of decision making, 
and I prided myself on my ability to handle problems with firm* 
a6HS<fnd obiect‘vity- So when I began to see myself with Nagat 

nd Sara, to see how difficult I was, how illogical and ill-temp- 



I W’11 1 /' k'S 

,,1 nivsolf for my lack of control. \ 
rtcd. I began to get angO •*. m. 

krn" l' ‘ much as possible outside the house, to 
I decided to sleep a> mu To consCrve my remaining 

talk as little i-' ,>,rh dav I would go to the hospital, find 
health for m> '•'m"' r“,rl! as i could, then at 5 come home and 
.i fret* n»om. sirrP i|s . » ^cen at work all day. Thus, I would 

pretend to Vl* • V' ( ,v in order to attend to the famliy for 2 
have slept the *ru h ;. maximum benefit of my control, 
or .1 gov! hour'. lo P ked j was better with them. Kinder. 
It worked f must say 
More understanding. 

p-itv had another effect It made me think much more deep- 
•v "vUat would happen to Nagat when I go away? Who would 
she marry, should she not marry, what is going to happen to 

her?” 

sjra to me was an indcslructable create re. I don’t know why, 
but to me children are indestructable. You just know they will 
find their way through. 

But Nagat, to me she was a girl whom I was leaving in the 
middle of the road. It is true today in the Sudan, once a girl is 
named and has a daughter she is considered half her original 
price I was thinking, if she does not marry, if she has to stay 
st.-.gic. with a daughter, I . . . this overwhelmed me actually. 

Cliff. I would like that your wife does not know this or Sara or 
anybody. Understand that I have never >aid it to anybody before, 
but in the Sudan I’ve got a sister. When her husband died, his 
younger brother married her. She has got 3 children from the 
first husband, and now there are 4 from this husband. They are 
quite nappy, living very nice lives. This is a pattern in the Sudan, 
when the husband dies, and the dead man has a brother - it 
really happens, many, many times. Anyway I was thinking in 
terms of this for Nagat. So this tells you really how uncompro¬ 
mising I was. How convinced I was that I was at the end of the 
road. 
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jn October or that year - wc are still in 1968 - Tijani arrived I 
told him immediately that I had to go into the hospital Without g&i&zrtt, ,ry- c°"He 

I still did not want Nagat to know the full story, but I decided 
I wanted her to have an idea that I could have some troubles 
To cushion the eventual blow. I had never been sick not even 
for one day in our married lives. I told her that I will be stav¬ 
ing today and tonight in the hospital for some routine tests Noth- 
ing serious. I will be back tomorrow. 

The next day I came home and told them the tests are good 
I am okay. This they^accepted. The three of us went out and 
visited London a bit, then Tijani left. 

Actually the biopsy showed a very bad kidney, really bad 
They were packing up, almost totally useless. 

So the next thing to be decided was how long should I wait in 
London, or should I go to Sudan immediately. 

During this time is there in London any place you remembered 
any eveni • • • • 

London could have been anywhere, actually. 

I went to Dickinson and - by the way, I performed an appen¬ 
dectomy on his daughter one time. She had been dismissed by 
another doctor as being all right - but when she came to me \ 

w^^m I61* and operatad on her immediately, and that is how 
i ! Tu-W ?ne another- He was really fond of me. Quite 

‘°Wh'J”° LWaunt?d t0 2° back t0 ^e Sudan and he said, 
, q , t smd, i think I am terminal and my going back to 

S k • i.WiU have three advantages. (1) In Sudan my wife 
win pe with the family, which will make it much easier when 

must tell her the full truth of my condition. (2) I will have a 
nance to see my family - my father and mother and brothers 
na sisters. I will be with them when I die. Finally, (3) I will 
e appointed as a lecturer; my salary will be quite a lot which 

means my pension will be quite a lot.” 

win^' Dickinson was saying “You should live here, try to geti 
eu. But he knew I didn’t have a chance. 

wif SK*d’ '^r- Dickinson, if. since you have been married, your 
exnm BS really 6°ne through tough times with you, studying for- 

ms’ residency, hard work, coming to England, I think, the 
t ^ 
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„ An die in such a way as to place as 
least one should try to do ts ™ she has gone through enough, 
little a burden as possi blc onn he was not happy with 
He said nothing. Just °he a^o knew I was adamant in these 
what I was saying, but ne 

... ajpnitv of not wanting to place a bur- 
This idea of dying with o g *'lhis a Sudanese characteristic? 

den on anyone * c\ en in , 
, . to England, I worked as a doctor in 

You know, before com g t ^ there, people who come 
the Sudan. There is a > 0ne Qf the servants in one of 

a,nd ^ m.l.esalthere I don’t know why, but he got mad and 
thCKH,pi frhT wholeh family. He killed about 6 of them. He was 
sta,b^e^n!|1 sentenced to hang. A doctor is always supposed to go 
J3h v anv hanging to verify the results. The man was 
ab^u 26 or 27, abSut my age, actually. Usually, the hanging is 
^one about four or half past four in the morning. At three, police 
sergeants came to the hospital to get me. We drove to the place 
nf the hanging. This was my first experience with such a thing. 
I had seen many people dying, you know, in the hospital, but 

1 never really thought about it. 

Death to me was something I should fight against. Being a 
doctor, this was my concept of death. Up to that moment, any¬ 
way. Something that I should fight against with all the know¬ 
ledge. If I do that, then when death happens, well, I have done 
what I could. You don’t think about it emotionally. You work 
on the patient and if and when he dies, you are not involved. In 
fact most of the time when he dies, you are not even there. 

You like it this way? 

I used to like it that way. Yes. 

But the hanging on that particular day, that was an experience 
which carved itself in my memory, how implicity and how 
courageously that man came to his end. I said to the sergeant 
guarding the prisoner, I said, “This is a strange man, I expected 

He 'heard ^ut^heVUSSf Ihe sergeant did not even turn to me. He heard but he was too busy watching. 

him’down^ThaUs a™ They LHh"lS "eCk' P“lled- and then 
said “the sentence on n lP the/°pe, around his neck, they 
and .hey said an ,sialic 
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astonished. On the drive back to the hospital, the sergeant told 

me of.somhvSthi1 miifie-,athS hC had seen recent'y- Five deaths, 
executions by the military government, political executions. He 

told me how brave these five men were, how stoic, how accepting 
of death. 

I thought, perhaps one s emotion become warped or slanted 
at the ti ls why the men seemed so unfeeling, 
so unafraid. But no matter how hard I tried to dismiss it in 
some form of aberation terms, I could not help thinking how 
great that man was, and the five political leaders as well. 

So when I came to my situation I now understood for the 
first time why men could die that way, without creating a fuss. 
Life is probabilities. When you have another chance, an alterna¬ 
tive, things are different. With an alternative, you balk, you 
fight. If there is no alternative, however, you accept it somehow. 
I don’t know how, but when you face a situation where there are 
no possibilities - where the probability is zero, or one, absolute 
certainty - you are endowed with some sort of special character. 
A strength to die, if you will. 

If you recall, on the day that I was first told that I have got 
acute uremia by Dr. Dickinson, I thought back through all the 
patients who had that and how none had survived. 

Well I remember also thinking at the time how all those pa¬ 
tients hopes for machines and transplantations are nothing but 
attempts to salvage an unsalvageable thing. Ropes to cling to. 
Ropes that will as surely be pulled, sooner or later, just as they 
were pulled for that man, and the five leaders. 

When you are battling now with a patient who is dying, and 
something occurs, because of which you lose a week or a day, or 
even an hour, does this trouble you or anger you? 

Sure. It does, professionally. 

But when it came to you ... 

That is exactly the point, when it came to me, I decided that 
‘f I could not do what I wanted to do with my life, then my life 
was not worth fighting for. There were no alternatives. 

Then for you, death was simply not being able to do what you 
wanted to do. 

Exactly. From the beginning it was never a question of dyingjj 
01 perishing. I never panicked. I never thought of death as leav-j 
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S Dca* wifs'S^olting'abtrS; wo* a? Ingj 

capacity. 

Not beins able to work at the zenith of one's life, that is death. 
I have nevefput it that way before, but that is exactly how i 

felt. 

<5n that all that remained was to clear up 

Yes The priority of the minute was how to perish. And in 
such a way that would suit everybody, and everybody to me 
meant first Nagat and Sara. So I said to Dr. Dickinson, “For 
these reasons I think I should go to Sudan.” He balked. He sug¬ 
gested I should first tell Nagat about the disease. We talked on 
this for a while. I respected his point of view but again I empha¬ 
sized I did not want to tell her.* 

In fact, even now, if my kidney is to pack up again, I still 
woudn’t tell her. I believe if there is the possibility of being the 
man in the family, to bear up under certain burdens, I think a 
man should do it if he is capable. To use your wife for emotional 
support, this is not my way. I would of course share the burden 
with her if there were some specific functional reasons, reasons 
which would be for her benefit - but for emotional support, no. 

However, going back to that time, this phrase ‘for her benefit’ 
must be put between brackets, because it contained some great 
contradictions for Nagat. In her own mind probably, Nagat be- 

what is happening to me. Why is he carrying on 
£1 B?fore 1 was the sort of chaP who would love to en- 

fam R„P" e conversation, talk on any topic, to talk a lot in 
And ofrm.rcPj either be quiet> or I would snap at her. And of course she would retaliate. 

talk. Andbv * Want ta^ anymore,” so we wouldn’t 
get progressively mnrf "u would grow further apart. We would 
very For boih„; e"‘ i “? more bl“<* « made life 
Still doing the right thinp°- jiS‘ BP \ was convinced that I was 
ing. ^ in spite of the problems it was creat- 

toum. I said, “Dr. Bakhit th? 1 Ti0te t0 Dr* Bakhit in Kh 
and I have got a father ls 1 have 80t a 
and 1 should aid in helping him Mve!<'iAnd-my father is retil 

v g mm. My salary iS so little that I ca 
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help him at all. I don t want to live 5 venrc . ... 
this meagre salary. I can live But T Z, ™ P ,n E?Sland with 
family- So why don’t you let me come back to^the^dt0 
promoted as a lecturer, work for one year or tw£ and^"’ be 
that time I can familiarize myself with tho °r t|T)’ and durin8 
surgery. Then I can come back and n^M . nfv0^61115, °f neur0‘ 
He wrote back and agreed. d pursue my formal studies.” 

The next day I said to Nagat "Well m,o,( i_ 

promo'ted^'" ' '* * "me 10 S°'back <° SudLaTcTbe 

am^sure she was hoping tha^onr’going^ba^k3would’ b“nch hI 
strain that had been growing in our relationship d he 

What about ethics? 

I beg your pardon? 

The ethics of the situation. 

I don’t understand. 

. . . the ethics of going back to get promoted, to get a boost in 
salary, oi increasing your pension, trying to get insurance with¬ 
out ever telling anyone about your kidney conditions? 

You don’t understand. That is what I told Dr Dickinson to 
convince him that I should go home. Hinson to 

But you were going back to get promoted . . . 

To Dickinson I said that . . . 

Hi?*irV«f th® government had found out, after you died, that you 
did know about the disease all along ... ' y 

thf^° me make this plain. I told Dickinson this. 1 never told 
government specifically that I was returning to get promoted. 

No, but . . . 

h;Lmeat*oned promotion only as a reason to Dickinson, to make 
m understand why I was going back home. 
Oh. 

Perhaps we can discuss it later. 
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F,ncSoy.uwerc«.l■.i-i-*"*-**-. 

your parents and so ^ ^ at home. Wait. I don’t 

Yes. That was the im?1" s/n my mind about this question 
know. Now I am not quite 
of promotion after all. 

A j_ A\j\np one doesn't think 
Maybe when one is dying 

No. « I agree jjhgrj0 £* 

KrT Sar,! we discur- - —" nr .. 

Islamic faith regarded insurance. 

Vnnr noint is quite correct; in race, mu unswe. ia i uiu ..ui give 
h any ethical consideration at all. Okay. Now I told you that 
when I said to Nagat that we were going home, she was very 
excited She began to glow like a new bride again. She wanted 
to ho shopping immediately for her new home - the one she was 
sure we would be getting when I began my new job. She wanted 
to go and buy curtains for the new home, to go and buy carpets, 
nice things. I drove her around. She was very happy, but the 
happiness would always come soon to an end whenever we went 
into a shop. She would find that I am dumb, silent, my mind 
within myself. I really tried my best to be able to take part in 
the selection of things but I never could. This was one of my 
failings. I must admit. 

She would say, "Shall we buy this carpet, or do you think we 
should buy a green carpet, maybe the red carpet with roses in 
it?" I could not answer. To me, how would I decide these things 
when I was going to die. I didn’t really care. You could always 
find me in the children’s department buying something for Sara. 
I don’t know what is the reason for this. Anyway the shopping 
itself became a bitter experience. 

She noticed it. We began to fight. 

golback?did She was* ^*lat perhaps you did not want to 

ing dShe would She J“st¥didn,t know what was happen¬ 
ing. sne would get on edge and I would reach a point of telling 
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her everything, but then again I’d say to myself I should not. 
It is the lesser of two evils not to tell her. 

However, I felt terrible about these last few months. Making, 
them hell Tor Nagat. I thought, "Why not try to make the best 
out of a bad job? We are going back to the Sudan. We shall go to 
Egypt first> wc could spend a couple of days in Cairo. It is a nice 
place. We could spend a few days there in memory of our honey¬ 
moon.’’ 

So wc planned to go back to Egypt on the 18th of December. 
I told her we were going there because there is a good neuro¬ 
surgeon called Dr. Bcnhawi in Cairo and I am going to spend 
some days in Egypt with him. I said, "Who knows, later, instead 
of returning to England, maybe we will continue to study in 
Egypt.” You see I am trying to gently steer her toward the idea 
that nothing is fixed. Everything is up in the air really. 

So on our last day in England, the 18th, early in the morning, 
I went to visit John Dickinson. I said to him, “Well, I am going 
today. Thank you very much for everything." Both Dr. Dickinson 
and I were very sad. 

He was a very nice man, very concerned about me, my situa¬ 
tion. He didn’t tell me, but in fact at that particular lime he 
was doing some activities on my behalf - trying to get me on a 
transplantation list somewhere. But he said nothing. He knew 
his efforts were tenuous at best. He didn’t want to raise my 
hopes. 

He said, “Shall I write your doctor in the Sudan, the one who 
shall be taking care of you there?” And this where your point 
about ethics was valid. That is why I remarked to you that you 
were right. I remember saying "No” to him, * Don t write. iNot 
right away. I have enough Aldomct tablets to carry me for the 
next few months, after that you can write. After I am scttleu at 
home in my new job as lecturer, then you can write about your 
medical judgments and advice.” I was really banking on wha£ 
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I iki> (i or 7 monhts before (he , 
he had told me. that'' ,a‘nned on the fact that I had seven 
appeared ^schedule(> wc first discovered disease. 

mnnv months were now left? 

Five. 
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In Egypt, we went to the same hotel, and the same room that 
we honeymooned in. Nagat and Sara were so happy, but really 
the happiness did not go far because I began to vomit soon after 
we arrived. I had a cold and if you are uremic and get a cold, 
you usually go downhill very fast. I became very ill. 

During second night I fell out of the bed and Nagat got very 
startled She rushed to the telephone and called the manager 
ofthe hotel. H d9ftor- The doctor came. He wasn’t a very 
knowledgeable doctor. He knew I’d been ill, but did not see that 
I had uremia, obviously he didn’t look closely enough at that 
time. I told him that I hadn t been sleeping for 12 hours and I 
was trying to bo very active tor some time. There is really noth- 
ing wrong. He gave me something to sleep and he said “to* 
morrow morning you should come by car to the hospital.”’ 

But when I got up in the morning my face was bloated, ob¬ 
viously bloated. Nagat noticed it now for the first time. My eyes 
were like narrow slits in a swollen sea of flesh - eyelids get very 
swollen in uremic patients, and the face becomes literally as pale 
as death. I don’t remember exactly how, or why, but it was that 
particular morning the truth of my condition almost slipped out 
of my mouth. 

We had just awakened, it was very early, and Nagat was look¬ 
ing at my face. She said, “What is it? And I said without think¬ 
ing, “It is the beginning of the end.” Sara was still asleep. Sud¬ 
denly, realizing what I had said, I quickly tried to unsay it. 

I said, “Well doctors are usually afraid of everything. Even 
when they are okay, they are the worst hypochondriacs of all. It 
is nothing.” 

She said, “We should go right now to the hospital.” I said “We 
will eat something first.” However, when you have uremia and 
move around a lot, you don’t feel like eating much at all. So 
I went into the bathroom and I looked in the mirror. I saw that 
what should happen in five months was happening very soon. 
When you have uremia, and you become dizzy, and you vomit, 
you are probably at the very end of your road. 

Nagat came into the bathroom and said, “We should go i.o the 
hospital right away.” I said, “No, I don’t think we should go at 
? * 11 am not very sick, and we are going to the Sudan anyway. 
I will go to the hospital there if I don’t feel any better. 
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So that day we went to the Sudan. Wo reached Khartoum a, 4 

In the morning. Sudan y„„ stayed in Egypt a little 
Wait. Before we get t .. . honeymooned. Now you 

said Engtand'wa^no. vety hnportan^as a Inc.ie, bu, what ab„„, 

Cairo? 

That is right. Cairo meant a lot to us. 

On that visit we went almost everywhere where we had gone 
before to every park, along the bank of the Nile, the different 
nightclubs that we had visited during our honeymoon. It was 
very beautiful. It was very good weather, I remember. Warm 
weather, sun weather. It had been winter in England for some 
time, coid, biting, frosty weather, but in Cairo, light, bright, sun¬ 
ny warm weather. 

We wanted to drink in the city slowly - like a thick brandy - 
so I did not rent a car. We walked everywhere. Those two days 
meant a lot to me. I remember the first day when we went to 
the hotel, the manager said, “I have seen you before.” I said, 
"Yes, we came on our honeymoon. We are trying to repeat our 
honeymoon.” It was the Horis Hotel, on Shari Fauad, that is, 
Fauad Street, the main street in Cairo. The manager brought us 
an exquisite selection of roses, red, yellow, pink. He said he 
appreciated that people who had been there 4 years ago had 
come back to the same place, the same room. 

It was really very nice. 

Do you remember what Nagat wore? 

dal^nn^f ffciIy wThat she wore- When she arrived, the next 
& dT K was the same a® before. I insisted on 

the veiy same dothes that 

fact. 
I too wore the same suit, it 

was a grey suit. I still have it, in 

ih?^S“,md!ir'Y„:uk's1 r_ exaa,y ^ 
a toub we call it that W’ Sudanese women 
garment, like a 5JSL*St_.of. wJ:aPs around the bo 

wore on 
wear a top, 

‘ T, me me most, the matin'.,i Tl . wure me touo tnat 
one, bluish light green. That's wha? uC0 or' T,ie light green 

at s what she had on the first day. 
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0n 'rJZTl *? T '?°re her red toub. That was the day we 
went to the ba f the Nile, which was the very first place we 
had visited on our honeymoon. 

I remembered we sat on the bank of the Nile, Nagat in her 
red tou , , ^ us’ an(i you have never been to the 
Nile you do not know how beautiful a river can be. Small ships 
navigating close by people singing. The time of the Pharoahs 
has not been altered. The water is green. Greenish silver, like 
the grass in Paradise, they say. We sat, Nagat, Sara and I, dang¬ 
ling our feet in the water, laughing, watching our toes wriggle 
and curl in the current of the water. It was perfect, the singing, 
the ships. It was a repetition of the honeymoon. It was a very 
nice memory. Almost perfect. 

Except on the honeymoon I had been able to run about, to walk 
long distances without having to rest, to walk for example up 
the monument steps of Giza, walk back down again, but now I 
could not. 

And the worst of all was poor Sara, wanting to be carried. 
The great joy of all children to be carried or pushed in a stroller. 
These last two or three months, that had become one of the sad¬ 
dest changes in my pattern of life. Before I would carry her 
everywhere. I would push her stroller. But slowly I began to have 
to share this with Nagat, until finally, in the end - here in Cairo - 
I began to pretend that I was looking for something or had some¬ 
thing else to do whenever the stroller was brought out or Sara 
wanted to be carried - until Nagat would finally come around 
to doing it herself. 1 

In other words a whole pattern of avoidance had to be devel¬ 
oped .. . 

No. Not avoidance. Just wanting not to confront Nagat with 
the truth. Not avoiding Sara. 

No, of course not. What I meant was you were just trying to 
avoid anything that might tip off Nagat. . . 

Exactly. So anyway we went to the Sudan. 

I’m sorry to have gone into these things. I know they may not 
seem important, but they are very important. And relevant. 

I know. We went to the Sudan. We reached there in the morn¬ 
ing. This was December 24, 1968. It was a special day in the 
Sudan. A festival day at the end of Ramadan. 
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. , *Urr fi»Hind is over, a festival 
F»~; •* f ,r •' I *»trr tf mark the end of fasting. 

dal fVk-»« • dM *"*u*r 

_ ,±r Khartoum airport 10 m>’ brother Os- 
«r tv* a n« ■ • h,%f staved most of the day and 

• ■ s — ,s usua,,y co"*w««d 
r rV ,1»JV nut I Has very eager to get to 

. vV - : • -- r.g - chast * th death In fact I woo* 
, , v., . : - •• v,w<‘»i» ~ my rushing but he did not. 

• * » !.i.*vsJ I bad about a w«k. But when you are this close 
anything can happen. A week may turn into 

. . » . -■-i- > I began to cough and vomit blood again. Na- 
~ • t t fam 1) did net see me however. I would go 

♦ • L ,n.a . la*^ <«L4 1/ HAiL* U* f U'A ^ L  
’ * r 

P— V 

;• ; w n» vi«v» »»s » ...w --- 

mi'.ct c*ojt( *o (hey vvculd not know what was hap- 

Seeds of Challenge 

yffr were talking th' las* fim* shout the question of challenge, 
the challenge ol life f'.r mr af ,hw time jh~ challenge of medi¬ 
cine. the challen »e '*f dying vn ,n honorable way When I went 
back from the other right I thought about this a hit and I decided 
to go back into rfly life to the early days I think there are some 
relevant points which I should mention 

As I said before I was born in Wad Medani, ,> semi-industrial 
town mainly for the pjnning of cotton My family was middle 
class, but since the whole Sudan, especially :n those days was 
really poor class, I was actually from a poor class family. 

In the first few months after I was torn, I was sent from my 
family to live wiili my grandmother - my mother’s mother - in 
the small rural village called Tangesi in the province of Dungala 
In the Northern Sudan. This is the village from which my father 
ventured forth n« a young man years before to come to Wad 

Medani. 

I don’t recall exactly why I was sent - sometimes an old per¬ 
son in the Sudan lives alone, they send them a child to raise to 
give them u reason to live - perhaps that is why I was sent. I 
really don’t know, as I say, but somehow I was sent to live with 
her. 

She was all alone, the husband had died. I had never met him, 
nor any of her other children. My father's mother and father 
were also still living in that village - also some aunts and uncles. 

It was a smal 1 village, a suburb of another village actually. 

How many people? 

I cannot give you an actual count. Small. Very small. Not 
more than a couple of thousand, very spread out, agricultural, 
you know In fact I cannot even give you a vivid description of 
what was there, other than to say it was people mainly depend¬ 
ing on what they could cultivate in small saglas - small irrigated 
areas, with cows walking round and round a water wheel sort 
of thing. 

Did you work on your grandmother's farm? 

I did not - because she did not have a farm. She and ’ were 
mainly depending on the two goats or whatever we could get ir 
exchange for some dates we picked. My father owned some dati 
trees up there and my grandmother and I used to pick the date 
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. nap them for wheat or wl.atever we could 
and sell them or exchang 

gCt' „ r hut mv grandmother overwhelmed me 
w4«rr»-SaS no poverty. 

Medani on bUsiness^t t^ ^ P]wayj. great occasions for me { 

bring things. II especially. he brought me a coat, a blue 
remember one P walked down the center of the village 

withitPIt ias a cold night, typical desert cl!,mjte. Others had 
their coats on, but I knew that none had coats as good as mine. 

I did not start school in Dungala until I was seven. I had al¬ 
ready been in Khalwa, a sort of pre-school religious kindergarten, 
where we are taught the Koran, but had not started my formal 
schooling yet. Interestingly enough it was only because of the 
Koran book that eventually found out my birthday - April 8, 
1938. It was written on the inside of the cover., otherwise I would 
have had no written record of my birth. However, this is not 
unusual in the Sudan, time has been a problem for us. 

Actually, I should say time has not been a problem to us - it 
just does not have that much meaning. No prec ise time, as day, 
hour, like in the United States. 

Anyway, at seven I started my formal schooling. But it only 
lasted two months. The river flooded and the itchool was com¬ 
pletely thrown to the ground. I had to transfer to another school. 

So my father decided I should be taken back to Wad Meduni. 
His thinking was that since I had to go to another school I might 
as well go to school in the same town with my family. He sent 
for my grandmother and me. We started the trip south. That 
was the beginning of challenge. 

How do you mean? 

thenreym?hbanrcrLmd»«traVel !irsl dow" thc' Nile by steamer, 
experience Ka. v^ £35er ‘°alral"- » tras all such a new 
the Northern area o/the Sudan’ W® :sUI1 6oin§ through 
anybody ride on anything but “do'nkey ? ha^W Irh?dn’t see" 
suburban rural village life - all Z5 , #d been lmn6 a ver7 
denly here I come to the city S’ u fat£ * *nd now sud‘ 

cuy- t0 my older brothers, the way 
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they talked and dressed, they were city children to me, they 
were raised with my mother and father. I immediately had the 
feeling I had to prove something. 

Why? Because you alone had been sent to live with your 
grandmother? 

Yes. It was to a great extent that. 

The question had often come to my mind, in Dungala espe¬ 

cially when people talked of my brothers and sisters in Wad 
Medani, Why me? Why was I sent? Why not Osman? Ali? I 
don't know, but probably the answer was simply that I came at 
the point in time when somebody was needed. But the impres¬ 
sion it had on me then was that 1 had something to prove. 

Later, on, of course, I would be the revered child for my 
mother. I was the one who had shared with grandmother child¬ 
hood years similar to the ones my mother herself had spent. 

But then, that night when my grandmother and I arrived in 
Wad Medani - it was very strange - my mother was giving b:rth 
actually to the youngest of my sisters - the one culled Nagat. 
That very night. The house was very quiet, closed off to us child- 
dren. I found my sisters and brothers playing around outside, 
and right away I decided to be different, to assert myself. 

In Dungala, in small villages, the boys and girls play sepa¬ 
rately. But here my sisters were playing with some boys and I 
told them they should not play with them. They should go home. 
I remember trying to be very rigid and explicit about this. Boys 
should play with boys and girls should play with girls. 

They did not take too happily to this, of course, and we had a 
fight. I suppose it was not the best way to introduce oneself to 
the family? blit I think now perhaps I did then, 
were miirWIv p*nliritlv and rather definitely made aware of 
Z?' 2ew &ther-%» rather blunt speaking brutish fellow 

from Dungala. 

so, by this time, the time of my arti.nl InW^Medy^-ttl. 
was 1946 - there were eleven of us \A^nnHa,0^’°. ^nd’that nigut* 
Hafiza, Asia, Sideig, Ahmed, Suaad, and Omer and that nlg..t, 
Nagat 
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Now I already mentioned that my father sent for me in Dung, 
alia he a Iso decided my grandmother should come and live fn 
wad Meda“ with us. So" if was only natural I would turn he" 
in the early days of my time back home with the family, to 
confide in her, and to complain to her about whatever things I 
was thinking at that time. 

I thought I was being unfairly dealt with right from the start. 
Not treated equal. So I would complain to her, “When things are 
to be done about the house,” I would say, “It is always a boy 
who is sent to do them” - which is all right. Do this, do that, is 
for boys. However, I feel I am given the brunt of things, more 
than my share. 

Also when it came to going to one of the shops I had to go. That 
is another thing I complained about. You see, in the Sudan things 
are not generally bought the supermarket way, 10 pounds of this 
a months quantity of that. You only buy what you need. So if you 
decide to make tea and there is no sugar, someone must run out 
and get sugar from the shop. And if it is night, you must run in 
the night. 

Now even in a town as large as Wad Medani, there are always 
dogs and shadows in the night enough to frighten any young 

n0t JUSt t]?e dogs and shadows that troublec 
!t Was. th,at,in our house u always seemed to be me who wa< 

fscapaW? Whvno7ning- Thy.n0t Sidieg«” 1 would ask “whi is caparne Why not Osman who is o der?” I was told Osman i< 
either studying or doing something. You must go So I cHd 

ca^0o?thVstLthi1ubn0n^re,d m\WaS that 1 also had to tak< 
and I knew more about w?s because I was the village bo: 
seem fair. The responsibilityS an,d thin&s- but it just didn’ 
care of the baby sheeD to ™i^as a w,fys givea t0 me to tak 
night away from mother So thpSUr«yy,Temained ca£ed over 
to give to us in the morning mother sheep would have mill 

for seven years, these^’re thfng^tha? & b°y Wh° has been awa 
form the boy, so to speak Thev 7ery imPortant. The 
to a boy, to me at that timeTthey Lriy ® thingS PerhaPs bu 

Finally, there was th* ; Very imP°rtant. 
come a great story in our family1 Nothing, which has b< 
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It was a feast day, and my father had been to market to buy 

us all ne^.foCr® 1hl reoSceS?1 each of us what we had been gearing before, a replacement, as it were. 

However, since I had been wearing village clothes from Dun- 

gala, my "e7clC^fkSeW^ehsti!L °f village cloth - not cut from 
the finer city doth like my brothers were wearing. I noticed this 
,mmediately. That their new dresses were still distinctly better 
than mine. 

So I went to my grandmother. I said “Grandmother, I am not 
being treated *,air; ‘ , y brothers have gotten better clothes than 
me. “Look. She looked. You are right,” she said, “take it in 
and rip it UP- Tell him you want new clothes.” I was too stunned 
to speak. 

I shook like a house in an earthquake. To rip up new clothes, 
clothes my father had just bought, to rip them up right in front 
of him, right in front of the whole family. I shook all over. I said, 
“No.” She said, “Do it.” 

So I went into the other room. I said, “Father” ... He turned 
and looked down at me. I fully expected to be beaten. My eyes 
were as wide as fear. “I want as good clothes as my brothers 
have. This is not as good clothes.” So I ripped up the garment 
and threw it on the floor at his feet. 

He laughed. My god how he laughed. He bent down and picked 
up the ripped clothes. He said, “You are right, you shall get new 
clothes.” He went right out and bought them to me - cut out of 
the same cloth as my brothers. He was so pleased. And to this 
day it is still a story in my family. That I did to my father. 

To this day my father himself still laughs at it every time it is 
told. 

How old were you then? 

Seven. 

And you had been how long with the family? 

Only two months. 

Had you started school yet? 
No. Not quite. The next few days and weeks I continued to 

shape my character as it were among my brothers and 
and the other boys we played with. Perhaps shaping is not 
the proper worcLI still remained pretty much the same hostile 
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__ „jiinee ways of bluntness, arm 
brutish fellow, clinging to my sort of demanding my 
eance, plain-speaking. distinctly * all tbe Jim.e forcing my 
S,s'. 1 “SX.TLIS mqufelive way, trymg to (lnd 
opinions, proDauiy 
place. 

And then school. 
a Ripht away, this became my great chal- 

, Sc"tr me'Sth“St«Sin! of everything, ail my dreams, com- 

ptotots, aspirations, desires. 

, -is if it were yesterday what a new horizon school 
1 " a m me It was no longer a question of who has lived in 

n^ef-i and who in Wad Medani, or who our parents are or how 
K -e ivei in the city or the country but only one ques. 
ion one problem: can you learn the material or can t you?! An 

objective determination of worth, it became right away for me 
the challenge, the thing to excel in. 

Right away it took the form in the very first few days of trying 
to excel everyone in the whole school. It was a school a little 
outside Wad Medani, about 5 or 6 kilometers from our home. I 
used to go on a donkey with Osman. Now when you ride a don¬ 
key only one can sit on the saddle. The other must ride behind 
on the donkey’s hindquarters. I can tell y6u that seat is very 
uncomfortable. The inside of your legs are constantly chafed by 
the rope that holds the saddle. It runs from the back of the sad¬ 
dle and goes around the donkey’s tail. Opman was older so the 
back was my seat. Also, the back riding person has the chore 
of kicking the donkey to make him get along. It is a small thing, 
but it is one of those things that just slowly presses into your 
mind. You never quite forget it. And since I knew more about 
donkeys, and since Osman’s classes ended after mine * he had 
five lectures and I had four -1 had to take care of the donkey at 
the end of the day. But I was too happy just be going to school to 
complain out loud. 

homMes^and^fiec f.pent and more of my time studying a 
I was first in my clasTo? 'J? by the end of the first yea 
first in his class.y S* °f my Mothers I was the only one to b 

What age range? 

year boys perhaps. ar’second year> some little older, a few third 

Seeds of Challenge 

nut still - to my mother and father 
.^family - Osman was the one who if r®st ?f the girls in 
♦he government clerk, height of Euronean t0 afand|- 

f Oxford dress and so forth anriP n, resPectabdlty as it 

UTi had not done very well in schbol but Osman h^V d0Ct0r' 
well- He Wfs tlic tlrst boy to the family to do tha^wel"'-so ft 
"as natural for everyone to look up to him. He sf d he wanted 

u he —d - « 
gave’ntorfffnterest!6 °dd ba"' BU' “ dW « «. only 

Now I would get up at 3 o’clock in the morning, just to study 
.. . Ah . • • 

What's the matter? 

Something I just remembered. 

What? 

The ghost. 

The ghost? 

The ghost of Mr. Rogers. 

One morning I went running from the house of my mother and 
father saying I had just seen a ghost. It was before the sun had 
risen, about three or four o’clock I remember. It was still night. 
I was in intermediate school. My father caught up to me and 
fsked me what was wrong. I said, “I saw a ghost.” He said, 

What do you mean? Describe it to me.” So I did. 

And as I talked he began to nod, knowingly. Then he stroked my 
head.He took my hand and brought me inside. He showed me 
iny study desk. He said, “Look, there is your ghost. On your 
desk. It is your Mr. Rogers from Canada.” 

Who is Mr. Rogers? 

Probably you have the same thing here in America, but in our 
geography lessons, when we visit a country, we are 'introduced1 
as it were to a typical member of that country, who then takes 
us on a tour around the country. Well Mr. Rogers was our school 
guide to Canada, a lumber-cutting, wheat-growing sort of man, 
rilfk a long m°ustache, short pants, long brown socks with a Ted 

bon on them, a hook pipe in his mouth and a big hat on his 
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. , it seems I had been copying him oVer 
head. He was mjr ghost. It seem iesson book order to re. 

tS K"M th„ 
What did your father say to that. 

. Alwavs proud. To him it was an example of 
He was proud. Alway H wQuld teU this story t0 everybody. 

how hard I his sons I am the one who stays 
And he would say how ' studies mQre In fact) 1 am sure that i$ 

latC Mhe rea'sons I pushed on, pushed on in my schooling more 
my brothers. 

it uleased your father? 

Yes. 

What’s the matter? 

It is funny, thinking back on it now. I had forgotten about Mr. 

Rogers. 
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We go back t(? where we ended the time before. I told 
trnu we came Khartoum at about 4 in the morning. When you 
y°e a patient that has acute uremia, he is full of liquid, his kid¬ 
neys cannot handle the water and apparently he looks very 
blooming- You think that he is healthy. Fat and robust, as it 

were. 

Two chaps, who happened to meet us at the airport that day, 
in fact, friends of mine, commented how healthy I looked, how I 
had put on weight and so on. For me, of course, it had a dif¬ 
ferent meaning. 

We took a taxi from the airport and went to my brother Os¬ 
man’s house. He was living in Khartoum at this time. It is the 
same brother who is now in San Luis Obispo. 

We reached there about 5. After an hour or so I said I wanted 
to go to Wad Medani immediately. He never suspected that I 
was in — nor did he raise a fuss about my going. He probably 
thought my paleness was the result of no sun, that I had been 
staying in luxurious England, students life indoors and so on. 

Suddenly my brother Sidieg arrived. He had just come from 
Wad Medani to meet me. Just like that. I did not send a tele¬ 
gram that I am coming but somehow he said he had a hunch. 
He knew we were in Egpyt and he had just figured that we may 
come on that particular day. So he came down from Wad Me¬ 
dani to meet me in Khartoum. 

He was so pleased to see me. He insisted that we should go 
immediately. He said we should not waste a minute. Everyone 
was expected me at home. There were many people there, 
since it is a feast day, the end of Ramadan, the end of fasting, 
everybody will be there, I should go 

So I, Sidieg, Nagat and Sara said goodbye to Osman and his 
family and drove to Wad Medani. Osman and his family were 
driving up tomorrow. 

Describe your brother Sidieg, his personality. What is he like? 

Sidieg is carefree, footloose, a humorous person, he . • • 
don’t know. For example, that day I arrived he was so pleased 
to see me. That’s the kind of man he is. He lets you know righ^ 
away how he feels. Like fresh air. Whenever you see him, he 
like a fresh air after a summer storm. That is Sidieg. 

Had you been close with him before? 
co U 
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w ,,>*,,1 brother to mr. 1 did not tell y0u 
v,- |a fact *» *• ^.STnh I 3wdd «*>’ th.s nt thU junc. 

-X2Z#L»io to Khartoum Univer,|£U 

’ “ ' ’ ' ! ' " ... „ he should pursue .1 university 
Hoavrw. t rLS’tSSLTso he went to Poland. For uni- 

c.rr^r *v^ tfcrc for 7 or 8 months and then he 
vers'tv H .LVhe wanted to come back, and I wrote 
wm* tart » «•* t0 rome back? This is a good chance 
— «> *>ry «JUMtion. You will find n chnnc, 
Y« toir iaj- \JJ* d0 you want to come back? 

t. .. .vr cjcst.rn of finance, it is no problem^ Between 
*2^ a^f*t»«T we can share the fmancia. problems you 

art #«»* * ,#Cf ? 
b _, -(y* be said that he was feeling guilty looking at 

rr-j • and himself - who were in Poland at the time. 
Tbrs «rrr really wasting time, enjoying themselves, with wine, 

s«u: He was doing nothing as far as studying was con- 
araad I: was fun. but he thought it made no sense. Why waste 
acct\ Why waste time. At the end of 7 or 8 years there would 

E35U*- 
He its: wasn't interested in H. 

Jus: wasn't interested. 

So sooc after this correspondance, one night when I was still 
*.• iaing my internship, Sidieg knocked at my door. 

It was start 12 o'clock at night. He had come back from Po¬ 
land Jut: Ij.? that. I was very upset that he came back, but I 
was pleased to see him anyway. 

I phened cy father to say that Sidieg is back, and everybody 
was pleased. But Sidieg had lost a lot of weight. He said he had 
triable, be was vomiting quite a lot in Poland. The doctors could 
not get to the bottom of it. They thought perhaps it was bQhar- 
tiaals, a parade disease which is very common in the Sudan. 

heBiio!,0lu him there, so they thought 
. * ■toKWJ him to the Khartoum hospital 
1“ I h.?leli^i ™ere was nothing organ- 

.0 S.m • S actually. So I 
very healthy there iVl!r.*hu» hea*thlMt one of us oil. You art 

r, nenimy. u*re is nothing wrong with you." I waited a min 

F.tui of Failing 

.. ipp how tliot would sf(. Th^n I *ritri **1# . . , 
n'«' c your studios It Is up yrfu hu*t I^ LWMl t0 

scKo,-hich tgsss 
fo the southern Sudan. But after n month or two hr came back 

again- He Just took one of the ship,, without telling Zyb^y 
came back to Wad Medani. That is Sidieg i ike „ rubber 
n0 matter where you threw him. he came bouncing back 

and 

ball 111* *■ »vi iiy, \ IIH UUUV . 

Back to the present S now Sidieg. Nagat. Sara and 1 are 
driving up to Wad Medam and I began to feel very cold. 

I was shivering. I don t know why this is. but it is one of the 
features of the disease that I have never found in any book. I 
don’t know why people have not talked about it, but I may work 
on this in the future. You feel as if you were stuffed out in the 
snow. At the top of a snow mountain without clothes - without 
heat. Sidieg asked: "Why are you shivering so?” I said. I have 
the flu.” He of course did not suspect that I had a sencus disease, 
so he went on without worrying. 

We reached Wad Medani. There we went to the house of my 
father and mother. Everyone was so pleased that we had ar¬ 
rived. Here is a son coming from England. He is a surgeon. 

They slaughtered and roasted a lamb. It was a real good day. 

How many people were there? 

About 100 people. There were at least 100 people. For Eld, to 
celebrate. So many people. And everyone was pleased that we 
had come back home. You see, my father was sort of a trail 
cutter. He was the first man from our immediate family to come 
from the nothem Sudan, from the province of Dungala - to Wad 
Medani. Wad Medani is much bigger, much more industrialized 
than the Dungala area. And by coming to Wad Medani, he helped 
many other people make the same shift. He had become suc¬ 
cessful, they were encouraged to come after him. 

So now they were at our home this day to visit the head of the 
tribe, the clan leader as it were. To celebrate the festival or Eld 
with him. Unfortunately you eat a lot of meat on that particular 3 
flay which was just the one thing that 1 could not do. I was vomit¬ 
ing- 1 couldn't eat anything. Everyone asked me why I was not 
mating. I said that I had the flu. That seemed to satisfy them. 
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No 0„c would think nhou. ouentlonlng a doctor about hu „w„ 

""ts very i, .n 
what was running in Je Ja k sho^d I perhaps tell my father 
I may be at the end wb • 

11 

oc dihiect to go any time. Should I tell my father 
I felt that I was subject about tQ happen s0 he Could 

what had happened. Wh Way possible, and he could tell Nagat 

I don’t understand. 
Nagat had gone to her family’s house. They were living only 

three or four blocks from us. 

There is something in the Sudan: if you have been away for a 
rim! Md someone from a particular family has died, you must 

n mS on your return and visit the family.Nagat’s 
cousin had died. He was very well loved and respected in her 
family So she had gone to her house immediately upon our re¬ 
turn while I stayed with my family in my house. 

As late afternoon approached, I decided not to tell my father. 
I would wait till everyone was done having fun. Till the cele¬ 
bration was over. I said to my family, I must 6° to Nagat s 
house now and . . . and . . . how do you say it. 

Pay your respect? 

Pay my respects. So I went. 

Most of Nagat’s family were there on that particular day. 
This is again one of the customs in the Sudan: if someone has 
died recently, in the next coming event, such as a festival event 
like Eid for example, the whole family gathers at the dead man’s 
house to keep the mourners in consolation as it were. 

Obviously this changes the mood of the feast at her house. 

Yes, sure. There was no feast at her house At our house, the 
feast of Eid was happy, but at her house there was more or less, 
I think you call it a wake. It was not a happy day. 

I stayed there with Nagat until about 6 or so, and then I re¬ 
turned home. Nagat remained behind to continue to be with her 
family. 
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At my house the celebration was still coine on cs,u0„ v, 
and bubbling as usual, insisted ,hat« should*go’out^B^u*I^could 

not- 

there'chatting1 aboutEngland, 'whilfailtcouid^hink of was’h"8 

fej iousi sc “,.ots,Fi"auy 1 & ° 
j was vomiting, cougning blood. Badly. I would go 1 

water closet and do it there rather than in front of 
the nearest 

anyone so WalCl V.*- --VAlCtll in i 

nobody again would know what is happening. 

Then I tried to f° ^ s^eeP again. It was a very long night 
fitful sleep. Suddenly the question arose in my mind of my two 
sisters going away pretty soon, of having to go back to their 
home in the eastern Sudan with their children. They had come 
just to spend the festival day and they had to go to their own 
homes. It was a long trip, 10 hours at least and I figured I 
should try to stop this because I knew they would have to come 
back immediately when I died. This became the first issue. 

During the night I thought, “The priority issue now is these 
girl’s going away, they will have to make such a long trip 
back when I die. Especially Arana, the oldest sister. She is the 
second mother to us.” I knew my father and brothers would 
depend on her more than anyone else when I died. Her strength 
is to hold things and people together. So I knew she would make 
the trip no matter what the hardship. 

The next morning when I woke up, I went to Amna and Hafiza, 
the other sister, and said, “Why don’t you sit down, chat with 
me for a while, may be stay another day or two, tell me every¬ 
thing that has been going on?” But this wouldn’t work. They 
had to leave. 

I must admit that was one of the points which sort of pushed 
me on most of all to thinking of telling my father. I wanted to 
stop them from leaving somehow. 

Why is it you always saw your death, your deterioration, 
anyone finding out about your condition, as a burden to someone 
else? 

That is one of the things . . in fact I still . - • don’t know 
why it is I do that — or rather why I did that “ but somehow 
I was convinced that this is the end. And I wanted the end t b 
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anybody else. With the least burden. 
with the least difficulty to 

That is all. „ . . , , 
<.QV whether I really wanted anybody to 

“ is difficult momenti it it meant an extra burden, a 

,b„e„gW;SpTor Sm I den', know if I wanted my sisters to be with 

me under those circumstances. 

Did vou always think like this? I mean, this trying to be a 
borieny- was this just something spectal because you wore 

dying or were you always like this? 

No No I have always been like this. This is my difficulty, 
even now’ I don’t know why but I always overworked myself for 
others Not only myself, but sometimes my family I overwork. 

For example just yesterday, after you and I talked, I went to 
the hospital, leaving Nagat and Sara in the car. I felt I had to see 
a patient. We were going out to visit but I had to go there and 
the patient first. It was my time off, but that didn’t matter. 

You see, always with me, I am the last, then my family next, 
then everyone else is ahead of that. Especially patients. But 
not just patients. Family, friends. I don’t know why — I don’t 
even know if it is good or bad — but somehow this has been the 
pattern all my life. My death was just an extreme example of 
what I have always been like. People come first, then my 
family, then last, me. 

So when I was dying, I naturally thought: “Why shouldn’t I 
take all the burden? Why should I make other people suffer? 
This is the end anyway. My sisters have to go on a long trip and 
then have to come back again it is silly. They have got so many 
children.’’ — you don’t know how difficult transportation is in the 
Sudan. It is only logical that I should try to stop it somehow.” 

Tell me something, as a doctor, today, if a patient — such as 
Sf, y“u bad *° yesterday - were about to die, do you 
lust fed y uho?]d b<; notified immediately? Or do you 

LeSS’ift m g"Sii i?n,“ d,es '° ,lnd 0“‘? Do you 

do1 somethin^that *^1 thif^ sh?uld not know unless they could 

Of rwsLssi Kfnfe 
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wjth him of Knowing tnat ne is going to die? 

My first thou8ht 1S that is the man who is dying, it is his 
choice. 

But it is the family who must live on. He will be dead soon. 

just do not know I must admit that even now I would be tom 
between the wishes of a dying patient for secrecy, and the de- 
sires of a family to know. 

What about the family s rights? Could he be wrong in denying 
them the ultimate solace. The need to share death with him? For 
example, what if he suddenly lapses into a coma? 

Yes,I understand. It is a dilemma. It is complicated. Doctor¬ 
ing is not all medicine, is it? Fortunately, for me, on that night, I 
was both doctor and man. I was able to make the whole choice. 
And to me it was a clear choice; the most important thing was 
to avoid making other people suffer. Die in the most smooth 
way, the plain way, the mathematical way as it were. 

Now, during that day some of the doctors in town had come to 
visit me and when they saw me they said you have got, the flu, 
you need vitamin C. So I took it. Just for the hell of it. They 
never suspected that I had uremia at all. I still hadn’t told any¬ 
body. 

But the next morning, the morning after my nightlong fight 
with vomiting, as my sister were preparing to leave, I decided 
I must tell somebody. But who? 

My first thought was to tell my brother Osman. The oldest is 
brother Ali, the civil servant. But I thought of all the brothers I 
should tell Osman. I don’t know why. 

More common background, more common experience • • • •? 

Probably. More common background, common experience, 
common education. ^ c 

He is the one really who has had the ^ 
has appeared in the theatre, he has been all over the world - - I 
thought he is the chap to tell, that is all. 

c f. 
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■a -,nd said “Osman, while I was in 

^e8I had some W|’.e„y.™™ brilliantly . . Suddenly i„ the 
kidneys were not doing very^ ^ decided it was wise not to tell 

middle of my sentenc perhaps I thought it was too big a burden. 

Si^oK&*i:i"S,Urther- 
Do you remember wha, he was like while you were ,el,ing 

. hpIievine You know he is sort of Hard to reach. 
He was not believing. n ^ any sad reahty. So as I was tell- 

An optimist. Hard top believing. He was saying, “You are a 
ing him, he was JU no ^ g uke that. you think the worst. 
doct°r and doet y healthy. In fact, too healthy, you 
oTikhe.7lTe some weight." He was commenting like that. Jok- 

ingly. So I decided not to tell him. 

He assumed you were feeling sorry for yourself. 

Yes that is it. In fact when anyone complains to him, gener¬ 
ally that is his attitude. It is often a good attitude, but at that 
time Well anyway, I thought: really, since he does not believe 

me, I will give up. I may have already given up half the story, 
but now I will pull out. 

And that is what I did. I pulled out. I said to Osman, “You are 
right. I am just imagining things. I am just run down, because 
of the flu. You are right. I am fine.” He nodded, got up and on 
this basis he went to Khartoum. He had been planning to go any¬ 
way, since the day before. I knew Khartoum was nearby, not 
really that far from Wad Medani actually, it is a good road, he 
has a good car, he can come back. There is no difficulty. It is not 
like my sisters going all the way to the eastern Sudan. 

Then after he left, strangely, for the very first time since I 
had arrived home, I began to think of my own death. To actually 
see, to imagine, to get a mind’s eye view of my own death. 

Perhaps Osman’s leaving triggered it? 

I don’t know. I just suddenly saw I would die in this particu* 
lar bed. When you die in the Sudan, you are not put in a box, 
they sort of. . . well, I will describe for you the whole ritual. It 
is really very beautiful. First they take you to a separate room 
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house. Only your wife, your brothers and your father are 
in the o room with you. You are washed first, according 
all°we . rjtual, and then your brothers and father shave you. 
to l^anliness - these are the things I began to imagine - all 
for done on a certain bed, one of the household beds. 

tblS -te will trim my nails. My body will then be covered with 
My ?• a new cloth, a tailored robe - cotton will be placed in my 

pose^atM ears' 
hodv will then be covered with a toub, one of my mothers 

My ~ •’Sl white toub, and they put some perfume on me. Then 
probably. ^ on bed, will be carried outside, into the court- 
the body. tbe people will sort of come about me, weeping per- 
yard, wn would finally take me up again, take the bed up 
haps> unt* toward the common burial ground. In Wad Medani, 
and carry,.p hurial ground is a long distance from our house, 
actually, tri 

ion of mourners would form behind the bed. Both 
A pr°Lnmen. After a bit of walking toward the burial ground, 

men and start holding the women back. The women would 
the mea ™ in the procession, to continue especially those wo- 
try t0 f°*l°a^e weeping most over the body, the women in the 

mmilWgenerally’ but tbey t0° would eventually be pu ed back- 
ia™hl wife is the last one to be pulled back, because her grief is 

generally the greatest, 

people will already have 

procession of m^?.wou„ ^°I1uLnprayers after the men are done 
would be said. Then after the P y ’ the earth. After that the 
mourning I would have been p empty bed. A 
other men would return to my home w 
period of mourningwould follow. 

How long after a man dies do they bury family deals with 

They bury him immediately The ^jjdered t0 be the final 

their deceased, the bette£; ^b. 0f a good family. Everybody 
element in a man’s life. The 1=. deat;h. As quickly as possible, 
is there. Everybody is with him better the family. 
The quicker death is dealt w Islamic culture 

There seems te be a greatsense cl»n«e 
in ritual. In how well the thing hoW Well the thing is 

In how well the thing is done. mckiy the family is gathered 
Hrmc* in rlpnends Oil hOW Q 
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i. but in a way, I must admit, overall, this 
I didn’t want to say “•.™t(hing in my mind: when the family 

was probably Uie OWJ"[*"£ y0(fr father is there, your brothers 
is there, cvcrybod> is m • * h bcd is prepared, the proces- 
•re there, .1 ‘ - it is an honorable death. 

Sion procee . (orem0st thing in my mind. People 

would come hTpay^their consolations . . . what do you call i, 

again? . . • 

Pay their respects ... 

nav their respects. People who know my sister would 
rnme to her Others in turn would come up to my other sisters. 
All the family who should be there would be there. Nobody would 
come later to any of my family saying, “What happened? You 
weren’t there. Were you sick?” 

The perfection comes in the completeness. 

In the completeness. 

The precision. 

The precision. 

In the orderliness. 

Yes. 

This is an honorable death. Precise. Orderly. Complete. Quick. 

One last question; this honorable death, was it for their benefit 
Or yours? 

Mine and theirs. Both. It would tie off my life correctly. For 
their benefit and mine. For the family. 

One other thing. From the moment a Muslin man is buried, 
his wife remains in a room of her house, seeing no other men 
except her father and brothers for four months and 10 days. 
This is done today as a sign of great mourning but it had a more 
practical origin. I remember smiling to myself at the time of 
my own eminent death thinking of it. How it was done originally 
to avoid any situation of suspicion on the wife. So no one could 
say, ah, ha, she was a cunning wife. She got immediately preg- 

Jn!"e kr maP.l° c,j*im the chiId in her womb was the 
1 and thus deserving his inheritance." The four 

months and 10 days you see is almost exactly one-half the normal 
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nrcgnancy period- ™!Lmllte?Ltes a11 P°ssibility of suspicion 
Py obliterating a11 Posslbllity of her getting pregnant. 

However, now, as I say , the time is for mourning In fact, it has 
become a very beautiful ritual, in the opening and closing of 
Sy day of the four months and 10 days, during sun-up and 

nndown, the wife will sit on the empty floor, mute, doing noth- 
Her grief *s s0 Srea^ is even unable to welcome or bid 

farewell to the new day. 
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The Wish of a Dying Man 

HaV i vou done something malicious to someone’hi wonder- 
"H/fZone?" one of the little episodes th“ came hV,\y°U in' 
jur'ed a y when j had not be PPU?i b ^ to me 

it *a, ,ar person in England. In fact 0,17if„ "eSa?iy ,0 a 

g£ I have been very sorry about ever since it happened"”' 

The man is a friend of mine. He is a doctor who showed me 
the address of the place where I lived in England. We l7v e d to 
th®ther Actually, he was living in an apartment above nl an 
fnartment below. He was a real gentleman. His name is Yahia 

Yahia Rahim. 

^ few months after we moved in, there was a question of his 
having another child. The landlord said that he could not live in 
that apartment with three children, he would have to move, but 
our apartment was bigger. If we would swap with them, the land¬ 
lord would not mind his staying. 

I was willing to do so. I mean it is not very gentlemanly to 
have somebody show you an address of a place, you live there, 
then after 4 or 5 months, you let him get thrown out although 
you could help just byswoppingapartments in the same building, 
that is all. 

But his wife and my wife had had a little falling out over 
something. Nothing big - but one of those little things that they 
themselves wouldn’t even remember now. And this was during 
the period I was most groggy with my illness and I just did not 
want even the slightest extra strain at this time. So I decided 
not to swap. I’m sure the reason I felt so badly about this choice 
was that it was the sickness more than anything else that made 
me decide in that manner. It was just something I would never 
have done otherwise. I told him how sorry I was, but it still 

preyed on my mind. 

Since you were reviewing your life at thact tune the different 
People you had injured, not injured, had paid back,^ not. Pa‘J 
back, did Nagat pass through your mind? Your relationship to 

review- 
I did 
after 
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TWO LIVES 

Cara But as I told you before I have always 
indestructible, they wii. jus, go The 

maiif thing was what about Nagat 
r u tn think of what would happen to her after I am gone, 
I beganto th^ n was; shouid she marry or should 

“e mi? l‘was convinced that she should. Then whom shouid she 

marry was the next consideration. 

Thic is one of my difficulties. I like to plan things for other 
neoSle I don't know why. The right thing probably would be to 
let things happen, whatever will come will come. But I like to 
see things planned. More than that, I like to plan them. To say, 
“Do this do this,” I like to be the planner. It is as if I am going 
away and still I want to plan Nagat’s future life. I ... I don’t 
know but somehow I wanted the continuation of our relationship. 
In the form of one of my brothers actually. 

In fact, I will tell you how I was feeling. Ali, well, Ali is now 
about 40, he is married, he is married twice, his first marriage 
was a failure. He is married again. He has got some children 
from the first wife, he has got three children from the second 
wife. It is obvious Ali is out of the question. 

Now Osman is married, has got two children, he is out of the 
question. The only ones left are Sidieg and Ahmed, and Ahmed 
is too young. That leaves Sidieg. 

I should mention here one of the reasons I did not want my 
younger sister Hafiza to leave before I died was that she is one 
whose husband died and who married his brother. So she had 
experience in this. I wanted her around in case things would 
happen the way I was thinking. 

Now, as to Sidieg, my first reaction was: “How human is it tc 
ten him straight away? Number one, am I truly convinced in 

Naifat '?11 ,make Sidieg happy. And am I truly con¬ 
vinced he will make her happy? 

w^conlSrf^mm1^? Ih,6 a?swer was “yes” on both counts. 1 
Sat°oT?f T han ^ dla Cly th.at this wouId probably be the besi 
should^^SaJrl NaaatCvTeuWhat is to happen* That Sidief 

anyone before That I mari?°th’ CLlff’- \ have never said this t( 
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The Wish of a Dying Man 

*oik to Sidieg about it right away? 
pid y°u ta 
t Will tell y°u later on- _ 

„ something, in reviewing things, did you think you had 
Teb husband to Nagat? 

1,66,1 i thought I had been a very good husband. 

yeS’ , heen honorable to her in all respects? 
you haa o 

Yes. 
would not have lived any differently then? 

i, nt have lived any differently. If I had to choose again, 
I wou! cho0se any other girl. That I am certain of. 

1 Would you have acted any differently with her? 

In what way? 
The amount of time you spent with her, the line of work you 

went into, anything? 
t no much in too short a time. In that short span of four 
1 dldr HiH too much in the way of work. Probably I was con- 

yearfn Vv nreed for my work. I could have proceeded a little 
Sumed by gre ^ mQre q{ what a girl looks for in 

terms of going out, going around, seeing things and so on. Parties. 

Things like that. 

Did she ever compain? 

No, she never did. 

Did that make it easier or harder? 

That made it harder for me. Of course1 j^^tomake it 
was so worried about her next married » • somebody to 
an easier married life if I could plan it. 1 wameu 

give her that easier life for me. 
_. _ puff when I was tninK- 

. This was one of my hardest moment , < perhaps I 
lng: “Should I tell Sidieg? Should I not t ^ ^ marry her 
should just let it alone. Not tell him. P 
anywav ” > 

-uiQ tbinB to tell someone 
I thought: “If I tell him, it V will have a dnficult life 

your dying wish. If he doesn’t do it, he wm na 
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. :n£T the last thing I said to him was, ‘Will y0u 

do^ so an'^so^andhe didn't do it." 

You know, I felt to ask a man a]odJ£sngy^U| {t is an order. Tf*^ 

it is an order Especially u js more than an order - it 
loves you, and he is you was my thought at the time. The 
is an inescapable buroeii. 
wish of a dying man. 

„ is a certainty. A thing to be done - especially to a man like 

QiHipP 

So I thought about it. I decided to tell him. 

Did you think he would have given her a much easier life, I 
mean, relative to you? 

Yes sure he is a policeman now, a seigeant, there is no fur* 
ther study, there is no further problem, his is a coming life . . . 

In other words he would have given her the exact opposite 
kind of life that you had given her? 

Exactly. That is exactly what I thought. That he is a happy 
go lucky man. And he would give her a different kind of life. 
Anyway these were my thoughts on that particular day before I 
decided not to tell him. I was so confused. “What is important, 
what isn’t important, what should I do, what should I not do, 
should I tell him, should I not tell him, should I tell my father” - 
in the middle of this I began to vomit more. 

If you have uremia, some sort of vicious circle occurs. 

You vomit, you become more uremic, you vomit more, it is a 
very vicious circle. “This is the end,” I thought. “I am going to 
die soon.” So I lay in my bed, trying to decide, trying to come to 
grips with all my questions. I began to have periods of dizziness. 
Then at about 3 o’clock in the morning, my father was going by 
my room to pray as usual, his first prayer of the new day. I was 
awake. I called him in. 

I was sitting up in bed, my mother was in the room in another 
bed asleep. My wife was still sleeping in her own house. 

My father came in and asked me quietly, “What is the mat¬ 
ter?” 

Why did your mother stay with you? Just because of the flu? 
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accidentally probably. I was trying to talk to my father 

otW so she would not wake up, so she would not know any- 

was 

just 

4°' ...oc wrong. You don t want to tell your mother. She would 
upset. So I decided to walk out with him. on his way to 

his prayers< 

cnddenly I Sot d‘zzy and fed down- This probably aided me in 
S. u,hat I wanted to say to him. 

sayin8 
He picked rne up At first I said, “I am just dizzy, probably 
m the flu.” But then I said, Father, I should tell you now 

r°j :n fact, I had decided to tell you. even if 1 had not fallen 
®n“ My problem is so and so, and so and so.” I told him every¬ 

thing fro™ the be§inning t0 the end> Just as 1 have told you. 

“I said I had uremia disease, I had a kidney biopsy, my con¬ 
dition is terminal. I was planning that I should come here, spend 
dx or seven months before I died. Unfortunately, no one can 
predict all the time what is going to happen, not even in science. 

“Things have gone rapidly downhill. Faster than I had figured. 
I think that I will not last now for more than one day. I have 
been vomiting blood. That is the sign of end stage renal disease. 
You yourself, you have seen Hussein Hamour who died with the 
same illness four years ago - how he was vomiting blood at the 
last stage. Well that is where I am at.” 

He nodded slowly, dully. The reality was beginning to come 
upon him. “There is nothing left to do but to accept what is to 
be.” 

“In the span of my life I have done well. I have lived an hon¬ 
orable life,.I will accept death. You yourself have always taught 
us how people should meet death in an honorable way. You have 
seen other men whose sons have died. And they have been se¬ 
rene . . .” 

But the poor man ... he could not do it. He just coBapsed. 
Weeping. His face was a mask of tears. I was immediately sorry 
I knew T cFrmiH fr,M him hecause he could not meet u 

I was angry at myself. For not predicting PraPe^y'![ 
Soing to die I should just have died. Why did I ha 
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TWO LIVES 

YeSl I thoUght he He is a very 800d 
]em. I thought he would carry i 

. f T rfon>t know where, and he came back after an 
He went out, d^ ^ ^ friends. One of the fellows with whom 

hour or so with every morning to pray. He came back 
he goes to the and sajd( ««Son> j am not a 

3^LP“ d nXw .denca, but I believe in God. I am cPr.au, 

ofone Jhing That I been good to all people all my life. I have 
raised you quite well and I don't think that God would1 harm me raised you quite wen anu j. ...would harm me 
in you. I believe strongly that somehow you will pull out of this” 

I said, “Okay, father, I hope I will." 

He nodded, gave me some native herbs, medicinal herbs. I 
took them. They were important to him, I took them. 

I knew they would do nothing. 

He looked at me, hopeful. 

However, I was convinced in my own mind that this is the end 

of it. 
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Once I bad talked to him I felt as if a great burden had been 
Jen off of me. I had been carrying it all this time; I had never 
old anyone- And now I said to myself: “I have told him. I shall 

hand myself over to him. Whatever he says, I will do.” 

You go* out fr0m Under the resP°nslbility then? 

Yes, I got out fr0m under the the resP°nsibility. If he wants to 
tell our family - I want him to tell the family, in fact - he can; if 
y,p wants to do anything else, he can. I will not object to anything. 
I will go to a doctor if he wants. 

All my young doctor friends had been seeing me the last few 
days» they had been expressing concern about my ‘flu’. Of course 
I did not let them test my urine or my blood. I knew that if any¬ 
body does that, they would soon know that my ‘flu’ was actually 
something else. However, my thought now was: ‘‘If my father 
says I should go to them, I will go. Otherwise everyone will feel 
that they failed in trying to help me." I knew of course they 
could not help me, but at least I wanted to give them the satisfac¬ 

tion of trying. 

Nothing was going to change, so why not let them examine you, 
is that it? 

Yes. 

So you had already succeeded. You had gotten close to death 
without troubling anyone. Now all that was left was for your 
father to tell Nagat, to keep your sisters here? 

Exactly. To confide in my father so he can explain to Nagat. 
So she could be here when it happened. I may go into a coma at 
any time. If I die suddenly and she were not here, P®?P^e,w0^ 
say, "Why was his wife not with him, poor girl, did she not 
know?" So I wanted him to tell her. I expected him to tell her. 
To tell everybody, in fact, so they should all be there at the m 
ent of death. 

Tell me something, was there a fascination in watching yo. r- 
self die? A sort of intellectual delight? 

I don’t know if it was an intellectual a°preci~/) 
philosophical sense, anyway - though perhaps 
sion sense. 
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., •„ Hvinp with everything well planned. Mind over 
I felt a pride in dying th ^ gsmail| my wife, my daughter 

“y'Sters1. no one until now, now when I wanted everyone told! 

i *npypcuted according to plan. To me thaf 
Everything was e ng ^ the whoie five months - the chal- 

had beeun .th®5hhpen8accepted, and defeated. In a sense, y0u 
35 say there wTan Steciua. delight in that. 

Since you couldn’t conquer death directly, you chose to con¬ 
quer it the only way you were able to: to control the manner of 

death. 

I never thought about it in that way, but of course it is true. 

I was thinking at that time how my father would tell the eld¬ 
erly men of the family, the elderly men would tell everyone else. 
Everything would be done properly. The house would be cleaned, 
prepared for the occasion. My father would tell my mother, tell 
Nagat’s father, everything will be prepared. I would be dying in 
the least troublesome way. 

And you never regretted your decision to die? 

No. Never. Not for a minute. I knew I had done the right thing. 
And now that death was coming, I was facing it. 

I mean, if you think about it, death is not painful, except in the 
terms of leaving things and people behind, disoriented, disar¬ 
ranged, disorganized. 

People die in England more honorably as a rule than they do in 
the Sudan. I have seen people die in England in the wards. I 
have seen people die in Sudan in wards, but to me the people in 
England usually die more honorably. They face death. 

An Englishman has cancer. He knows it, he accepts the fact. 

It is an acceptable scientific fact. That is that. 

Perhaps this is so because England is a developed industria 
society. In a developed industrial society the family disinte 
grates a bit, you know, nobody really depends on the individua 
as much. Everybody is more dependent on the state, less o: 
himself, on his family. So if you pass away there is a very goo 

rim ronftody w1 !.ead their norma> pattern again. Th 
state fills the gap left by your passing. Like sand filling into 
watery hole at Oceanside with the next wave. 

In Other Hands 

an 

. the Sudan, however, things are different. Everybody depends 
Inthe individual, the father especially; he is expected to? plan 

fling* for the family. 

r have always felt that this is one of the great sources of panic 
• \he Sudan about death. I remember how panicky I felt think- 
!n about how I 'was leaving behind those who depended on me. 

are so aware of everyone, you don’t want to go away unless 
Y?u a are settled for them first. You could face death much 
thing -|y once things are settled. Anyway this is the consola- 
m°reI ® aS giving myself, as it were. 

Speaking of consolations, were you a religious man? 

No. Not at that time. 

Xhe idea of an after life, the rewards of the good life . .. 

I knew of them, but they were not important. I was not then 

active believer. 
Therefore there was no consolation from them? Terminal was 

terminal. 
Terminal was terminal. After life, the good life ... I didn’t 

think much about that. I had been a good man, I did not mess 
around a lot, I was a good husband, but not because of religion. 

No consolation? 
No consolation. Not from religion. The consolation I got was 

from thinking (1) I was not dying a painful death, (2) I was not 
dying a dishonorable death. Perhaps as a doctor I ^puidnot say 
this, but I thought then - and still think now actua y 
a certain indignity about dying in pain unconscious^ seream^g, 

perhaps frothing at the mouth, people tryi & , That as w^at 
Mine was a dignified death, it was a good death. That was what 

consoled me. . .. Tf T 

Also, I knew what I had done and that 1' ^fg^ven^older than 
would match myself with other Sud^ a ^ow many chaps have 
me, I had done very well indeed. I:mean ’bow yas surge0ns. 
been doctors, graduated from the R y 
and so on. 

You had finally beaten the city people. 

Yes, in a sense. I had beaten the city peop 

<S 

"O 

Q) 
c 
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Yes, in a sense. I had beaten m y ^ ^ native medi- 

Now sometime after my father ha S visited me. I told you 
cine and left again, it just happened Sidieg 
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how pleased he had been to see me, how he had wanted to g0 0ut 
then talked on and on about England. Well, this time as he was 
sitting beside me, I said, "Sidieg before we begin to chat, I have 
somthing to say to you. Probably it 1S fhe most difficult thing r 
have ever said to anybody. And probably the most difficult b5r! 
den anybody could lay on anybody else. You are a man,” i Saj. 
He tried to say something but I stopped him. You have seen a 
bit. You are experienced. You have gone to Europe, to Poland 
to South Sudan where you have seen men die, you have travelled 
around the world, I must tell you now I am going to die. Perhaps 
today. Perhaps tomorrow. And the thing I want- to tell you is that 
it would give me great relief to die and know there is somebodv 
who will carry my plans behind me.” He said, “What are you 
talking about?” I said, "I have not told you but I have been verv 
ill for sometime. For many months. Right now I am about to die* 
In fact, I am very groggy at this moment. I don’t know if I will 
be able to finish what I am saying to you but there is one thing 
I must tell you. Something I have not told anybody. It will be a 
burden on you . . . ? 

My mind was operating furiously, I was repeating to myself 
“Should I tell him, should I not?” I decided that I should. ’ 

I said, “I have been married to Nagat for the last four years 
and she is a great girl. You will know her. I have never known 
any man in my life asking another man to marry his wife, but I 
am going to ask you to do this.” 

He did not stay any longer to hear what I am going to say. He 
just stood up and went away. He was very upset. 

sutrke he thought like Osman at first, that I am a doctor 
w£nh,^f Up,out of my imagination, exaggerating things - 

somennp tn m continue to talk like I did, when you are asking 
cumchiv-o marry your wife, then there is a different set of cir- 
more convInrpH8^^' At the end of my talk he was probably 
was That I hav^r^u111k 0Wn, father how serious the problem 
him amar!v SaL?aITly br0Ughf myseIf t0 this Point of asking 

of lessening the si^sn^of^omenT thiS’ * n0 W 

woul^be^helas^worL^tha/0/6 1 had decided that these 
Sidieg left I began to ? ruld say t0 anyone. In fact, as 
would call a firs! degree Joma^l ^‘'^"scioiisness, what you 

uvgree coma. I began to hallucinate and bab- 
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.T thought probably I should not live to talk anymore. Not 
sensibly, not intelligently. 

go I was hoping for this to be the last words to anybody. This 
s about 11 " half past ten in the morning. This was the point 

have given 
I wanted 
sure you 

1 ill be happy an(* s^e will be happy and I will be happy, and I 
v! oe you will have children who will be happy too.” He had 

ver said a word. He just went out, very upset, the next moment 
flCVC „ nut TTW mnthpr rnrnp in crvinn oa\rinrr “What saying, v,e -went out, my mother came in crying 
have you said to Sidieg?” I said, Nothing.” 

Since that time Sidieg and I have never talked of this again 
t 11 In fact, this the first time it has been spoken of since. I 

amnot even sure now whether I want anyone to know of this. 

Whatever you wish. 

I don’t know. We will see. Perhaps we will not let this remain 

in the story. 

Whatever you wish. 

Yes, Anyway, shall we go on? 

Please. 
Where were we? Yes, soon after my talk with Sidieg, my father 

returned He said he has decided we must go to a doctor imme¬ 
diately. The doctor was a chap called Salah, Dr. Salah A 

When they took me to Salah I said to him, “Before you examine 

me I want to tell you this. I have 8°^^^ for terminal 
and you know as well as I there is no tme^ 1 ask; 
acute uremia. I am at the end stage. T colleague, please 
please don’t send me to Hhartoumla from cglleague t0 
don’t treat me like a soccerballk ck ng ^ another doctor, 
colleague. Let me die in your hands. I destroy his private 
to die in his hands. It wuM an 
practice later on, anyway’ - I jgsaW from his face it did 
‘in joke’, hoping to relieve the tension. 

not’ . vviartnum I will die there 
“Please”, I said. “You send me ^ in a lorry,gath 

anyway and they will have to send me yery upset. l feiow 
my father, my mother, the rest oi y 
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,. . tomorrow, so why don’t you . .. 
, am Eoim “on make it easy for everybody and 
fm^mel'jusUetnietkeliere in Wad Medani. 

f0 J , ho was really in a fix. I was plead- 
The poor chap, you Jj^onditiom I was in, but still, for a doC- 

ing to die, he saw the .. j very hard. tor to just let a man die, it is v y 

, . , U knew it was a terminal thing. He 
Yet on the other. .ha"f’|„st he decided I must go to Khartoum. 

thought and thought At lasthe 
Thot ic what he told my fatner. 

Why do you think he decided that? 

Think, ng about it ^ 

called' the e’ndf !n°medlcine there in nothing called the end. Until 

the end. 
The doctor is sober but the patient is probably emotional. He 

cannot think scientifically. There is no end until the end itself. 
Our duty as. doctors is to fight death. I would jolly well do that 
with any patient. I would never despair. 

Didn’t you ever think that you were perhaps blaspheming the 
doctor in you by not fighting your own death? I mean, what hap¬ 
pened to your doctor’s philosophy when it came to you? 

For me, at that time, I was not just a doctor, remember, I was 
also the patient. So I had to put together two things: (1) What are 
the chances of fighting the disease successfully? Probably zero; 
say .001 (2) And as a patient, what are the chances of dying a 
planned death? At that time probably 100%,if they let me have 
it the way I want it, especially. 

In other words the price of pursing the doctor’s long, long shot 
wasn’t worth the patient’s very real possibility of dying in a 
frantic grasping way? 

Exactly. I didn’t want to die like somebody drowning. The 
chance of living was very meager, why should I not play the 
surer thing? Which was to die in an honorable way, in a planned 
procedural sort of way. 

But Salah and my father overruled me. They took me to Khar¬ 
toum on a train. It is not a very long ride but I was groggy most 
of the way. There is one thing that happened I want to talk about, 
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i have always considered it to be one of the most special 
jj0WeVe ' t has ever happened to me. It was not a spectacular- 

thi® but something very special. 

thl0g'r told you before, when you die, there is a ritual in Sudan of 
As , nails. Now sometimes, if someone is fast approach- 

trimmin^ u may be done in advance. Like the Catholics who give 
irtg deat ’ ites of the church before the man dies, in anticipation 
the final „ preparation for death, as it were, 

f death* ^ 
° uhile I was going to Khartoum, my mother, Nagat and 

Well* wn rate compartment alone. Nagat had discovered 
t were in.a had disease, but she did not yet know it is terminal. 
r;/a.her^"Ot.oM hero. that. 

"iy . was not staying with us in that compartment. He 
My ■ n0ther compartment, next door, because he did not 

stayed in a ancf jvjagat to know exactly what was happening 
want having trouble controlling himself. 

and 6 anther I don’t know why - she probably had a hunch - 
But my® ^ slie ig an pid woman, she has seen death, I 

that this is 1 opverely blood - blood in Sudan is a special kind 
was vomiting as if it carries your spirit with it as it runs _ 
of thing - it ts am 
'out of your body. 

Xif <=he had heard people whispering, and she did not have 
to a?K There altays seems" more hope when the knowledge ot 

death is left hazy. 

She had said nothing on the trip .until now.• SJestud stmpy^ 

2rUTai°%ge^rMyWmo.her8said: V don't you out 

Omer’s nails.” . , - 

You know, to me it was a great ^f^hVw TmporTant it would 
Nagat herself. I think my mother realized how imp wife 
be to me. You see in the ritual*.does in 
who cuts the nails - it can be the fa » But it was as if she 
case, it could have been my mother Nagat would dc it. 
knew how important it would be t Wouldbe important 
As a wife herself, I am sure she kn ^ad been the one to 
to Nagat also, to always remember ® d memory) as it^- 
perform the ritual. To have that final ch 

were. 
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if <hc knew what the ritual meant, what 
I asked Nagat later on » fe how had a feeling but that the 

it signified and she saidI she s ^ at the time. I remember 
full knowledge was uncerta mother weeping. The 

weeping as she t took my hand in hers and slowly, rolling along. Nagat took my ^ ^ ^ nothing specty; she was wneat tooK my »»«*•“. ~~— 
train was rolling along- ««« ^ .g al, It was nothing specta- 
carefully^prepared^my^n^1.^ specia,( something I felt I wanted 

to say. 
ar*nvi/cv when we reached Khartoum. A doctor 

,nUTm"7,e aTS nation and rushed me .0 .he University 

Hospital. 
They looked at me and it was soon apparent that I was dying. 

Everybody knew I was dying. They took blood and urine and so 
nn hut they really didn’t need to confirm it. The confirmation 
was in everyone's eyes and faces. All the doctors who came into 
the room former residents of mine, interns who had worked under 
me, they’would be weeping and coming in and going out. Every¬ 
one was emotionally upset. 

Did that please you? 

It pleased me. It did, yes, it did, for one thing because I felt 
now my father will be convinced that this it the end and there 
will be no question of going any further, of going to England 
perhaps, because I knew that the next step after Khartoum 
would probably be England. 

What about the fact that many friends, many professional 
colleagues were crying over you? 

Yes, I was pleased about that, but we shall talk more about 
that later. When this episode is repeated. 

In a minute Professor Dauod came into the room to see me. 
°Iie °* professors of medicine at the university. 

1 weeping, he^ said that “We have decided that you must 
fhi "8-d- w?.hav? t^ked and in our view if there is any¬ 
thing to be done, dialysis is all that can help.” 

machines Ilf Khartouhf f?ne in England- There are no 

Ulan .001 of a chance to save nmst tak^it " eVe" '“S 

had“ SJWft a S? IheaS Mm 3 held? 
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in fact, that he was convinced I could not make it hv 
England. That I would probably die en route. Y 

Vour colleagues were obviously giving you very special treat¬ 
ed then in f y ng y0U t0 EnSland- 
Vps very special treatment. They were ready to send a tele- 

r„m to England for me, to put me on the only flight leaving 
^particular night for London. 

At that precise moment, I began to change. I don’t know why 
but I didn’t want to die. 

why 
r just did not want to die. Not in that clumsy manner of death, 

nine to the plane, perhaps flying away and then coming back 
gain in a box. I began to feel I was flailing. Like a chicken 

Without a head. 

I spoke to Professor Dauod. I said, “Professor Dauod, you 
know there is no chance, why do you want to make things diffi¬ 
cult. To come back in a box, my whole family would have to 
come to Khartoum to get the box. All this activity, it is of no use. 
All it means is that things are going to be difficult for my family, 
everybody. I know it is necessary for you to try to fight, but still 
in this case, you know nothing is going to change.” 

Dauod looked at me directly. He said, “You have no right to 
say this. We are doctors, we are taking care of you, we are going 
to fight it up to the end. That is all.” 

I said, “Dr. Dauod, in your own mind, are you convinced that 
I am going to make it at all?” He did not answer this question. 

I knew the answer. In fact, I think my being a doctor had — 
made it worse for me. I mean, you know, I’m sure he had in his 
mind at that time, “Here is a doctor who is dying. We must do as 
much as we possibly can for him.” 

Were you angry at him, then? 

I was angry at him. For making me and my family grab *or 
straws like that. Like sliding down a hill, grabbing at a weak 
stick that will immediately pull out of the ground when you grab 
*t. I was angry that they were not letting me die the way I 
wanted. 
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Wha. happed .« «"> «' rC"‘" “n'i« 
the responsibility? 

. mV nlnn for an honorable death was beinE 
Thatl Til T ^shed was being respected. But now they werf 

executed as 1 my %vishes. Totally. Everybody was 
changing my P ^ 8rfed fQ resist with an my limits. But Dr 

DauoiTpokc to my father, to Nagat. and they agreed I should g0. 

- Nagat came next to me and said, “We should go back to Eng¬ 
land If there is even the slightest hope in your going to England. 
I think we should go back to England. 

I must say that at this stage she pulled up together better than 
anyone else. My father was coming to pieces, my mother was 
coming to pieces. Nagat’s father, her mother, her sister, my sis¬ 
ters. brothers, everybody was coming to pieces. My elder brother 
Ali would not even come and see me, he said he just could not bear 
even looking at me, I was bleeding from my lips, from my nose, 
I was stretched out on a cardiac table, my heart was beating 
very fast - which it does at this stage of uremia - but Nagat was 
the only person who was pulled up together. In fact, the only 
tear she had shed was on the train - when she was cutting my 
nails. 

She said simply, “I am confident something good will come of 
all this.” 

Why this sudden sense of optimism? 

She was just fighting. That is all. She was just fighting. Prob¬ 
ably, thinking back on it now, had she known six months earlier 
that I was going progressively downhill to death, she would have 
accepted the fact now. But when you are confronted suddenly 
by something like this, in the first moment you just fight back. 

A shock reaction? 

firmSTh^rea*Cti0n‘ Buu anyway that is how she acted. She wa: firm. They put me on the airplane. 
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u/r> flew during the night. The plane was scheduled to go to 
„ Vr0 and then directly to London. However, it was an unforlu- 
C e time. Cairo was in blackout It was during the Arab-Israili 
n nsion - after the war, but still the tension. So we had to take a 
Je*'ej- route, including changes of plane, to Beirut first, then to 
Kfnkfurt. Amsterdam, and only then to London. All this time I 
rra in a stuporosed condition, barely conscious, and bleeding. 
With me in the plane were Nagat, Tijani, Osman. 

Back at the Khartoum airport, I had tried to walk up the stairs 
ith out help, waving back to my family - I wanted them to feel 
vprvthing is rl£ht. But the moment I got on the airplane, 

fhpv had to rush me unto a stretcher, breathless from walking 
n much, and cover me with blankets. My lungs were filled with 

n id The plane took off and the passengers began celebrating. 
It was midnight, New Year’s Day, January 1, 1969. 

In Beirut we changed planes. Unfortunately there was no stret¬ 
cher for me on that flight. So they gave me three chairs to lie 
across, and Nagat’s lap became my pillow. A shy girl, at any 
other time, my head on her lap in public would have embarrased 
her, but here, with me bleeding on her, gasping for air, she just 
held my head gently. She stared out the window, her mind filled 
with concern and worry, not the demands of our cultural patterns. 

In Amsterdam we had to change planes again. I remember 
they were angels at that airport - I want to be sure to mention 
that, that they were angels - they gave us a special room to wait 
in, plus all the care and attention we could possibly have. Angels. 

From here we flew to London. 

At London’sHeathrowAirport we were met by two chaps from 
the Embassy. They took us by car to University Hospital. During 
the drive what was operating in my mind was still the process 

of what is going to happen. After I die. I mean. 

The box. Specifically, the box. 

We drove to the hospital, we passed signs, 
talking about this and that undertaker, 'Yhic|\ thpfw0 occasions 
funerals and so forth: I remember thinking °* lJethP 
when I had been in London before, when I ha? a n Su|' 
funeral of friends, to put them in a box, to send them to Sudan. 

All _ncman Tiiam, tha*. 
All the firm* j _T 
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just phone one of these men on the billboard. They of courSe 
Hid not understand what I was talking abou . 

Did you feel you had already solved the problem of your wife 

in the short talk with your brother? 

I am now convinced that this is the end of it and I planned 

everything. Everything is simply planned. 

Did you wish you had already died? 

Yes. I was wishing it had happened in the Sudan. However, on 
the plane, for the first time, I did not wish to die. Not on the 
plane itself, it would have been very bad organization. How 
things are going to occur, organizational problems. That was 
the main thing to me at that time. But now, on the ground, I was 
prepared to die again. 

When we arrived at University College Hospital, some of my 
colleagues and friends, Doctors Sami Khalfia, Ali Kambal, Mo¬ 
hammed Ahmed Hassan and Ibrahim Abdul Aziz met me - along 
with Dr. John Dickinson. s 

Immediately Dr. Dickinson took me to the intensive care unit 
and placed me on dialysis. He gave me oxygen through a mask. 
There was no time for any complex hemodialysis - machine di¬ 
alysis - just the simple peritoneal dialysis which is standard pro¬ 
cedure in intensive care units. 

Describe it. 

VI ell first they fix a catheter - a tube generally made of poly- 
ethene plastic - into your abdomen - into your belly actually - 
and through it they pass a concentrated solution of sterilized 
water glucose or dextrose, with sodium and potassium and a 

™Iir ti« ? ement,s muced 1x1 as welL This solution is intended to 

Thfs“ktadmo“'dtai£ 

IZ are s"! 
feel better the next day ause you know it will make you 
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' four 
also 

could feel the 

In gYb'egan^o feel a bit^tte^TheWd'1 °nly three 0r 

For ^ 

erwerey°u&lad? 

, , t was glad, it was life comine aoa;„ 
Automatic thing, when life returns uy°Uaknow-11 ^ almost - 

fnfv wanted to live, a conscious decision a * ^ that 1 sud' 
den ya feeling of surprise - yes, that is it ^ 11 ™ere- More 
'V-ahe1ng back again from the other side ot death a** excitement 
Jve However, not a thinking, not a consciousdung.^™*t0 be 

Mnw immediately I wanted to talk to Naeat ,, 

gan to arrange things for her, as it were, giving orders 

So, the first flutterings of life and you give orders again? 

Yes. Taking over, a sure sign that I am getting well. I told 
Osman what to do, in fact I told Osman andTijani where to stav, 
what hotel is best. I was not even sure I was going to live past 
tomorrow, my condition was still that critical, but right away I 
I began giving orders. 

That is how it was with me. 

And pride. I must tell you that those first few days at Univers¬ 
ity Hospital were some of the great moments of my life. 1 still 
remember it as a great period of my life. I began to reap the 
fruits of life - how would you call it - to harvest the benefits, the 
results of the seeds I had planted. 

Almost every Sudanese in England came to see me. Dr. John 
Dickinson, he came every day. Everyone was so nice. Concerned. 

This gives meaning to life. You feel you must have done some¬ 
thing good for people. You must have been nice in some way, at 
some time, for them to pay you back in such a way now. 

Did any of them want to know why you had decided to go home 
and die? 

No. Dr. John Dickinson was telling them that I was still sick, 
therefore, this was not the time to ask that. Besides some of 
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lK,. 1 had been sick up to now. The 
had not *'fn Vf1' ,‘n,« isjnccrn, well wishes. The question, 

*^T, )U»I my life, the past, the future. theSe 
, tHm Sghl now. The immediate prob- 

'■ ”1 life. «crf r-: ■-•t' " • r,v 1,(0. 
low *** *«•« *oM'f m> 

' merely telling them. "Keep your fingers Pr »a» mrrc > . 
r_.tfS4 «hai hf nm> o° *CI 

, . , .lowly but then definitely everything was 
Ar“ * ^/' i day the first day, the second day, the third 

r rc liJX* ^'rr? U4i<* 
♦ « i uni rwcrcssinj:. 

; "l^one morning. Nagat came. It was about 5 o’clock 
;hc ir.c"nung° It was snowing outs.de. January in London. 

->e nurse came into my room. I was half awake. She said, 
Vo»r wife is here. Shall she come in?" 

i "Of course she should come in.” Nagat entered the 
* .71* u. tentatively, her face drawn, peering around the 

' V'» kc a child, like a child who is afraid of what she might see. 

p • L.x:n seeing me awake, she was instantly pleased. You 
. sre it in her face. I asked, "What was the matter, why did 
v j eeme at this time of day?’’ She stammered a moment: "Well 

* I have been sleeping quite a lot this week, and so I woke up 
early and ... I had nothing to do so . . .” 

She had been staying with friends, Dr. Khalfia and his wife, 
Fa«z;a • ar.d their child who was the same age as Sara. Later 
on I found out that early that morning Nagat had heard someone 
knock on Khalfia’s door. It was another doctor from the hospital, 
and the heard them talk about someone being serious. She 
thought immediately it must be me. So after the other doctor 
left, and Khalfia went back into his room with Fawzia, Nagat 
quietly got dressed and came quickly to the hospital. 

She had been very timid those first few days at the hospital, 
but when this occurred it seems she just pulled herself up and 
made her footprints in the snow toward the hospital. As I told 
you those first few days at University Hospital were days of 
great satisfaction to me. 

Since that first night of dialysis I have always believed that 
my life is really a profit. I still believe that, even up till now. I 
have died already. To me this is a second life. I did not know 
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a week, 
whether my future would be an hour n ,i„„ 

.h«t‘hcn bwt It didn’t N«t n fearful' wceK: 
Sh°lc,V,Cwh*itever I would get would be a gain to me I°wovdd be 
JS-TC with the winnings, like a gambler who no longerTs aIraki 
ploy‘d So longer WOuld thCrC ev,>r bo a b,ack side to life 

t° ^ days or so' *lobn Dickinson came to see me He soul “i 
deceived a lettcr from Prof(;, w s Pearl;t» “£• q\ 

h»Vc rnnSnlantation center at St. Mary s Hospital. He says you 
the ‘^ transferred to his unit It is the best transplantation unit 

country; they will be taking over your long-term manage 
in the„ 

10 nr0ximately five days later, 1 was taken to St. Mary’s Hos- 
APP , ‘as the first time for me to actually see a transplant- 

SS ccn.7r . • . 

wbatwasyourreac“on? 
As far as life, you mean? 

As far as being sent to a transplant center? 

that it meant some further form of treatment. Other 

than that I knew nothing. 

But didn’t you ask how this came about? 

aid not I had nb idea whether this was Dickinson’s idea, or 
Peart’s idea, or even whether this had been discussed with Os¬ 

man or Tijani, or Nagat or not. 

No idea. In fact, I am not quite sure up to this day what hap¬ 
pened - other than the fact that I was taken to St. Mary s. 

You remember nothing specific? 

'"en&tifassLId I™ Ssen,^ 
to utilize the dialysis machine. In my m e^ experimen- 
transplantation was still a very vague k nAhat way just 
tal and tentative at best. The idea of We ewnug«^a<ot J^ry 
did not enter my mind. In fact life coming at ail . .. 

specific reality. I went to St. Mant0 s, Mar/s | 

But there was no sense of excitemen . - th n0W) falling in 

was merely like I had been fl°aUnf f. floor jS being lowered a 
air, until suddenly I discovered that the floor 
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r would hit bottom in St. Marv\ 
little. That is all. I Pr°Jfj£ani, or in University Hospital* 
rather than home in . 

. lt seems to me you have been floating 
To use your own image, i father. since then you hav| 

blen fuTle«ing8things happen more, letting others make the 

major decisions. 

Yes. 

So what was 
Mary’s? Were 
make now? 

nnerating in your mind as you were going to St. 
there there any decisions you felt you wanted to 

mo Rprause nothing was going to change the outcome at this 
oardcidar time. So there were no decisions to make. The out¬ 
come is still probably death. It is just going to happen over a 
longer Deriod of time. Probably tying in with my original time 
scheme^- seven months. Death was still to be the victor. We had 
just held him off a little while. 

I arrived at St. Mary's on a Friday night. 

On Saturday morning Professor Peart came to my room to 
examine me. I don’t know, somehow the moment I saw him, that 
man impressed me. As a man to have confidence in, you know. 
He still impresses me. He looked me over, examined me tho¬ 
roughly and said, “You shall live.” That was all. He said, “You 
shall live.” And I believed him. 

I must admit however, I did not ask him, “What sort of life?” 

What do you mean? 

I mean, “To be alive, to get up and do things, to accomplish 
the things I wanted, or just to be a vegetable, to be chronically 
ill, to achieve nothing except a shallow victory over death?” 

~ These kinds of thoughts I did not go into. 

Why didn’t you ask him about them? 

Because I was afraid of the answer. I still didn’t want to live 
if “to live” meant only half a life. I had not changed in that 
since the first day I found out about my deteriorating kidneys. 

• nlec! 1t,° [hink about lt alone first. So after Peart left, I did 
just that. All the rest of that day in fact. All that night. I did no! 
discuss it with Nagat or Osman or Tijani or anybody. 
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The next day I asked to see Dr. Goodfin, who is the registrar 
st. Mary’s, a man I also respected very much. I said, “Dr, 

1 odwm. Proteas°![Peart sald “ ™ yesterday I wi„ live. What 

Hoes ttiat mea.n ;. But bef°re tie could answer, I blurted out my 

(ears, mV hes,ta“"i' as 'f “Is wouM somehow change what he 
might say- 1 sald> J° aie' Dr- G°odwin, life means work. To do 
^^ething worthwhile. Contribute. 

“If all that is going to happen to me however, is to be barely 
alive - the simple physical process of eating, sleeping, breathing 
ond no more, I must tell you I am not very excited about this 
concept of to live. 

He sat down and he talked to me. For a long time, about ma¬ 
chines and transplants. Like a father to a son. He stayed for more 
than two hours, orienting me to the coming months. What it 
would be like waiting in a transplant ward, being on dialysis for 
months and months and maybe years. He painted a picture for 
me, with words, a description of my life at St. Mary’s. 

He said: “For example you are now in a ward with all these 
patients, perhaps six to ten patients, some young, some old, all 
different, yet all the same because everyone is here for the same 
reason. Some in fact will be allowed to go out during the day 
and only have to return at night to get dialyzed; some will have 
been here for two or three years, others will have been placed 
in the hospital just recently, perhaps because of a relapse, a 
minor episode of failure from a transplantation kidney.” 

Then he told me the story of Ken who would be one of the pa¬ 
tients in the ward with me.Ken had had a transplant five years 
before and up to recently he had been doing very well indeed. 
He had been a working man all that time, doing full-blown work, 
important work. In fact ,during the period he had a child also. 
Then one day - only a few months ago - on the German Express¬ 
way, driving along, carefree, smoking a cigarette, he felt the 
symptoms of renal failure. His transplanted kidney was reject¬ 
ing. He was rushed to London, to St. Mary’s, and after a wan, a 
new kidney was put in. 

After telling me this Dr. Goodwin paused for a moment ui-n 
wade his point: “So Omer, you see nothing is sure, but hope is 
always there, with contingencies of course, but for a courageous 
man, a full working life is always a possibility. 

ui O 
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Now for the first time after my talk with Dr Goodwin the 

question of whether 1 am really at the end of the road or not 

presents itself to me in full force. 

I began to weigh things: "Could a new full life be actually ac. 

complished? What are the choices in front of me?” The defiance 

returns: I want the best choice, to have the fullest life. 

So the next day I discussed the matter with Professor Peart 

himself. 

You are beginning to assert yourself again, to grab control? 

Yes. Until this episode I had been floating, as you said. 

Why do you think you were unwilling to do this before? 

Probably because I did not think I had any alternatives. In my 

terms, hope for a full life, where I could control my own destiny, 

is a life where a man has alternatives. Up to now there just didn’t 

seem to be any hope in this sense. I had been a man calmly wait¬ 

ing for the noose to be tightened, moving along in the ritual and 

precisions of my own death, waiting patiently for the trap door 

to be sprung. 

But now, for the first time again, I am beginning to think of 

some form of full life. A life where I can organize myself, where 

I can have some choice. A full range of choices. 

Because of transplantation? 

Yes. 

Did you notice any other change in yourself at that time. I 
mean as a result of having been snatched from the jaws of death, 
fundamental changes, psychological, philosophical . . . 

No. Only that I have now got the power, the will to live again. 
The old defiance to face life fully, head on. 

But in a way isn’t that really just the old Omer. What 1 mean 
is: hasn’t the whole experience brought any basic changes in 
you, new meanings that perhaps were not there before? 

No. Not yet. Later on, these changes did in fact occur. But 
now, at this time, these fundamental meanings were not impor¬ 
tant. Just the will to live. 
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*„ntiary 24th. Dear Mother aud Father- 
,Jars- I am quite sure that 1 am going m™1 Brothers and 

SlSback to see you. The plan is for me as foUn*® 'l.now- 1 wiu 
bprbstomach tract has to be tested to see that mv ^ V up' 
p t have an ulcer. Because after } have a tr y ,stomach does 

••Next they will have to look at my bladder to see that it is 
nkav There is no point in getting a new kidney to take the fluid 
oS of the blood stream if the bladder will not then pass the fluid 
out of the body. This they have already done and the bladder is 
nkav- They have also checked my blood pressure. It is okay also. 
I now only have to wait for a kidney transplant." 

You said in the letter you were sure you would be back. Was 
that really the case? 

No. It was only a 50-50 chance. But you do not say that to your 
father and mother in a letter. 

The letter continued: They have to> pass a tube into my neck 
for 4 or 5 days to draw out some lymph fluid. This fluid will then 
be injected into a horse. The horse will of course fight against 
my lymph fluid - for him it is foreign protein matter - he will 
produce antibodies to do the fighting - and these antibodies - 
antilymphatic serum it is called - will then be drawn out of the 
horse and used in my body later to suppress possible kidney 

rejection. 

Why a horse? 
Simply because a horse produces more antibodies than mos 

other animals. 

So anyway, I wrote this kind of planned this 
my father, exactly what is going5 to h^n^im confidence in the 
kind of systematic approach would gwe^ ^ would know that 
whole business of my getting a tr P|^ fee doing all right, 
if I am thinking scientifically again, . 

So only one question remained! and that was!or a kid- 
tor a transplant. Or to be very blunt about it, wan 8 

ney to come by. 

U <0 
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V.„ say (here were oCMrs I. .he ward wl.h you. 

Yes. 

How many? 

Eight. Eight of us waiting 
after Sir Alexander Fleming, 

in Fleming Ward, which was named 
the discoverer of penicillin. 

Describe them. 

First there was Terry, a young boy, with long hair, a hippje 
soft of chap, a poet, very nice, warm, only eighteen years old. 
Hp had a mother three younger brothers. A gay happy fellow, and 
Se Sad aSe quiM well actually. He became very c ose ,o 
me Then there was Ken, the one whose kidney began rejecting 
on the German Expressway. He was such a carefree man. He 
had a pleasant attitude towards life - in transplant literature 
thev call a man like Ken, who has been through the transplant 
experience and comes out fun-loving, nothing truly able to upset 
him, a post-mortem or post-death man. 

It was always a pleasure to be around him - he was laughing, 
smiling, his pleasant attitude always cutting through all prob- 

lems. 

A typical post-death man. 

Then there were two young children. First Philip, who was 
about 10 years old. He was in and out a lot - in for night dialysis, 
then out for the day. However, many of the days he would spend 
in the hospital. 

I remember him as a very demanding child. 

And his mother as a very sweet woman, a woman who could 
do anything for him. Sometimes when we ate he would ask to sit 
in a special chair, one of the big comfortable armchairs against 
the wall, and she would hurry over and get it for him. She was 
that kind of mother. 

I do not recall ever seeing the father. I do not know if he was 
dead, or just a very busy man. 

The other child was Jan. She was very ill, pale and fragile. 
An eleven year old child, she looked more like seven. Her mother 
and father were very plain people very nice. Jan had had kidney 
problems from birth - polycystic Kidney disease it is called * but 
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^as only discovered about f0ur or five month* w r 
^ ■.r.cv she was verv ill. H:.,i ... u.. . . bs before I 

lie* BV "0W She WaS VCry m- Had 10 bc helped" togotywL^1 

Tsedf,tohc°ann him the typical Englhhmanh^aPPY. bubbly Bryn. 
I *ery fit, dark-haired, well-dresS?Very 
ta ’man, except to his wife and daughters For\\m°St plcas‘ 
ant«mi he would always be very demandine on th« \Slrange 

SSd deman,iin8 by bcinS than beLeA A 
strange situation. 

gryn was only 28 or 30 years old, very informal, verv ODtimis- 
J The one thing I remember most about Bryn was that hTal- 
bCays was sure he would get well, he knew he would have a 
transplant, walk out of the hospital and lead a full healthy life 
SS3 t" actually did. When ha had his operation - he Sine 
just as he had said it would be.However, to mar the pleasure his 
father died just as he was being released. 

Then there was Joan, a girl of about 23, 24. Frail, pleasant, she 
talked very little, and only when one of us asked her something. 
She was a very emotional girl yet strangely careful in her an¬ 
swers, always waiting to make sure she said exactly what she 
had in mind. I think it was that she simply did not want to offend. 

Her face - it had the look of someone who had been very pretty 
once, before she had been so overwhelmed by her disease. Very 
pretty once. Very thin. Very weak. Very ill. That was Joan. 

And then finally there was Mr. Hill. Mr. Hill I remember most 
especially of all. He was a very nice man - 1 mean a very nice 
man, a dancer. He and his wife were both dancers. They were 
about 40 and they used to dance together at night clubs. He was 
one of the few people who I was close to personally, you could 
talk with him about almost anything. Sometimes we would talk 
all night while on dialysis. He was an out-patient, that is he 
would have his dialysis at night, then spend most of his day out¬ 
side. In fact, after a tew weeks, most of us were able to do t is. 

Mr. Hill had played the dialysis game for quite a while it was 
no longer any real bother to him. He had had a tra^Pla.nt, u l{ 
years before and it had failed. So he knew the hospital itself 
very well. 

He knew most of the staff. He was the w'ardr^alk 
get up in the morning, get dressed, go to the other wards, ta 
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to the patients and so 
ledge of the situation, 

on. He was just a man who had a knm, 
of what is happening around. ^ 

So there we were, eight of us, Terry Ken, Bryn Mr. Hill, Jo 
the two children, Philip and Jane and myself all waiting about’ 
our life revolving around dialysis a catheter in our bellies, 
cose solution, cold fluid running through our bodies every ni|ht 
daily visits from friends, lunch together almost every day where 
the intake of fluid was the general topic of conversation - and 
listening for the sound of ambulances. Our subconscious pastime 

A moment ago you said there was a 50*50 chance of living, Qf 
this original group of 8, how many died. 

Three of us. We beat the odds. 

Who died? 

You know, I should also mention that there were two other 
beds in our ward - they were reserved for transplant patients 
who were suddenly brought back to St. Mary’s for a specific 
kidney crisis. Complications suddenly arising, as it were. 

One girl in particular I remember, she had had a transplant 
some time before - and one night they rushed her to the hospital 
with pneumonia. It was raining terribly that night. They said 
she had been out without a coat. She had gotten sick and they 
had rushed her to our ward. 

It was only sometime later that we found out why she had been 
foolish enough to be out walking in the rain. It seems that when 
she had come home that evening, she had found her husband 
with another woman - and was so overcome by it that she just 
ran outside into the rain without thinking of coat, kidney pneu¬ 
monia or anything. ^ 

. °r a J®w days 11 was touch and go, very near death, but in a 
wl>If«, .1e s,he,was released. As good as new. Some time later 

her husband^ S°°n a^ter exPer*ence she had divorced 

expe'r^nce"shive!• in ^6 mm-e u °u, are on dialysis, it is a miserable 
experience, shivering all night, longing for it, yet hating it. 

well. If umj1 retaintanvd'alySiS’ y°a sti11 can’t handle water very 
die jusUike that To^nut°>^an S^1 your balance and you can 

always1 orf the edge°ofUa ve£ ^on ,dia]ysis is ry snarp razor. He can easily be over 
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Wailing 

. - too much water taken out anH , 
Anther complications Or he can be '°m h»P"ension 
“"‘much water remain in the body . md >»™ 
-35. » Vou are really on the e<g^~ 
as e 
pear 

very 

t remember one morning early in my stav , , 
•! l vsis at about five o’clock and theydeane^m t0°k me off 

dia «S where my mind was that morning but n ™e Up' 1 don t 
SSpiul It must have been on Nagat « h £ 

thing' 

After dialysis, a lot of fluid has been taken from you and your 
blood pressure is low you have been lying down, and when you 
2et up it takes a while for the blood to reach the brain it sets 
pulled down into the legs first, as it were. 

A sudden movement like that and you are likely to faint. 
Which is what happened to me. 1 stood up to call the nurse 

and the next thing I found myself under the bed in the next 

room. 

They had to take an X-ray of my skull, but since I was com¬ 
pletely out they had to carry me to my bed to take it. Luckily 
I did not injure myself, but this tells you what sort of a border¬ 
line life you have on dialysis, a very tenuous existence. 

Did you ever wish during this period you had been allowed 
to die? 

No. My first priority now was in the other form, in terms of 
living: I may find a good kidney, a good transplant, and go on. 
Although the chance was still 50-50 even with transplant possi¬ 
bilities, death was no longer my problem. Life was. 

And transplantation was the road to that life? 

Yes, Of course. 
We knew why we were in a transplantation unit. TheT^ Awais no 

question of a machine life - unless of course the problems g^ 
hng a transplant prove insurmountable. It was S transplant, 
of us - that we were there for one thing - a kidney transplant 
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. e„ro merely how to wait - how to keep 
our mind* 0™the^JrigM side of .hing., .0 stay optimistic. 

Describe a typical day together. 

. uohiv thp most typical time of any day for us, 
launch was proba another, sharing common prob- 

We would talk shop^ Hdpmg Oow ^ f)uid are you allowed tQ 

lake today?'Were you thirsty? Did they ail™ you more or not?" 
And by they we generally meant the Sister. 

Sister? 

Sister ... I think I shall not tell you her name. 

Why not? 

I don’t know, but she was a great woman, an important figure 
in all our lives. 

She was very strict. If you are allowed 500 cc. of liquid you 
cannot have 501cc. She would say one cc. is as bad as 1000 cc. 
So we used to really bash at her, get angry at her, you know 
even though it was all for our own good. 

She was the gestapo then? 

Yes. The gestapo. The gestapo of the ward. I mean, everyone 
else in the hospital treated you in sort of a sympathetic way, 
but she would rather crush you down than give you that extra cc. 
of liquid. 

She was good. 

Very good. But only after you got out did you realize how good. 

Anyway, that is how we spent our days, either talking about 
wanting more liquids or bashing Sister for not giving them to us. 

And waiting. 

Yes, Waiting, always waiting. 

listen, hope, wonder, waiting for the ambulance.Y Y 

inftwe'knew0 any of us^SSld^ave^fany‘tim^T^ CXP< 
the day after. The whole cptiinTJ any t me' Today> tomorr 

is what made matters so difficult- eventstote seu'u moUon8' ' 
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, f we knew that someday, somewhere, somebody would have 
accident and be taken to a hospital. And that would start us 

8,1 the pa* to a transplant. 

°\he typical procedure would be thus: The people at the hos- 
.. 1 where the accident victim would be brought would come 

the conclusion that there is some form of irreversible body 
t0 Re - not to the kidneys - probably to the brain. They would 
f cuss the matter with the victim’s wife. They would say to her, 
i.we are very sorry about what has happened, but, well, we think 

husband - or father, brother - is about to die. We are very 
very sorry but we think that he is not going to make it.” 

Then the doctors would then phone someone in the renal unit 
. :s always asking to be informed when someone is dying, 

whose kidneys are not damaged. 

A person from the renal unit would go immediately to the dy¬ 
ne man’s wife. He would say to her. “Mrs. So-and-So, 1 am very 
sorry about what has happened to your husband. However, I am 
here on behalf of patients who have terminal renal disease. They 
are waiting for a kidney transplant - some of them for months 
and while certainly I hope everything will be okay with your 
husband, and I can assure you that your medical team is not 
failing in extending every effort to save him - I am going to ask 
you if you would agree to offer his kidney to our patients, in case 
everything does not go the way I - we all hope - it goes for him. 

It is a very difficult thing for the doctor to say. It is even a 
more difficult decision for the wife to make. A lonely voluntary 
decision. Her option and her alone - to admit an eventuality no 
one wants to admit - the death of a loved one. 

I know even now if my relative is dying and someone comes to 
me and says, “Would you give us his kidneys? it would be dif¬ 
ficult for me - even now that I know the process. Because no on 
wants to accept the implication of that decision - a dear or^ is 
probably destined to die^ 

But a decision must be made. The renal unit doctor must in-" 
trude into the wife’s grief and anxiety - although l -• . 
times callous and harsh. Because if the woman sa^ ^ 1 '* 

be taken immediately from the dying donor in advtnce^ 
before the man dies, in order to determine tissue yp • fc* 
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. .ml moparalion of the locini,,,.. 
,jnu' f«>r ,he srl‘Th." kidtu'y to roach the patient !>sp' 

•‘"C o*' ';’r. liff..'™' ti‘wp«“! "™" "» Honour 
.*—plan,. 

which is usuaii> Bc(wcen the donor’s death and 
„ow much lcc*»>o‘s,‘ 

actual transplant 0 _ death and the insertion of a kid- 
lhc time between the m ,onger considered transplantable? 

noy? Before the kidne> 

'°S‘ not exceed nine hours. This includes one half 
At best, it should n ^ remova, opCration - and one half 

hour at the front endfIlf ^ transplant operation. This total ope- 
hour at the back e front and backi is known as the warm 
ration time or on maximum amount of time the kidnev 

should1^ leTt exposed to normal air temperature without being 

.ncArr^rl into a human being. 

Vow the cold ischemia time - the time that a kidney may be 
kent in a cold solution between the two operations - so it can 
remain fresh while in transit or waiting for the donor to be pre¬ 
pared - should be no more than 8 hours. So you have a total ope¬ 
ration and travel time - warm ischemia plus cold ischemia - of 
no more than nine hours. One half hour removal, eight hours 
preservation., one half hour insertion. 

However, most people probably will not answer your request 
for a donated kidney immediately. You will have to wait. You 
will just have to put the thing to them as tactfully as you can, 
and then leave them alone - while they think it over - until the 
time comes when they themselves would become convinced that 
their husband or brother or father is at the end stage. Then per¬ 
haps the fact will be accepted and the wife will let you have the 
kidneys for transplantation. 

As I said the people in our ward would have already been 
typed. So once the donor’s tissue type is ascertained the results 
are rushed to our hospital, then the decision is made: so-and-so 
is the best match to receive the donor’s kidneys. 

Then the decision is based on best match? 

Yes. The selection of a recipient is made strictly on the basis 

™ Jc0°kila".dS ?f-best chaqce of not rejecting this new kidney, 
whose blood and tissue type best match up with the dying donor. 
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„„ this is determined the other doctors involved in the trans- 
°n, nre informed, they order the nurses to prepare the man 

P'“ntls the best match for the kidney. 

Actually the operation itself is the simplest part of the 
Y^S’ nSp\antation process - it entails an incision in the lower 

w ,nart of the abdomen, exposing the blood vessels (artery and 
rlp n which go into lhe The new kidney is placed in the 
vein). a the kidney vessels are attached to the leg vessels, the 
opening. attacbed to the bladder, and the patient is closed up 
ureter i=> 
again. 

Tell 016 something, is the offer of a kidney ever turned down? 

jsjo The best is made, no matter what the offer. 

Even if the chances of rejection of that kidney is very high? 

y/e still make the best of it. Unless of course, the kidney is 

damaged. 
all all kidney matchup are in the final analysis arbi- 

A«er ’ there are attempts at gradations - attempts at estab- 
trary. W _ whether a given kidney will be accepted or re- 
Ush.1".g uv a particular recipient’s body, all criteria are at best 
*3eC!ativey criteria - criteria based on imperfect knowledge m- 
teomnlete data" We are not very long down the road in this busi- 
ness^of kidney transplantation. 

T f , ,UD firct successful kidney transplant in history was 

not enough to turn down any legitimate offer. 

We accept the kidney, and then say, “Ba^ so-and-So^’^ 
figures this kidney will probably do fine in Mr. So and So. 

But nothing is sure - whether it will d<* better ^in any^ _ 
sense, in this man than that man - or inany m ln the 
we leave that up to tomorrow s advances to _ ^ u t0 
meantime we will just accept any kidn y 
the best possible use. — —. . for Mr So-and-So. The 

So anyway, the preparations are ™ “eoJs and nurses notified, 
operating room made ready. The do and Mr. Sovnid- 
The ambulance is set to get the donor s k.dney, ano 
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SOM o-.ic.any "0.iS ■ a:,hougohtrm care Mr. £-£*£« 

tErSdSs ^1“ »°uid have w,d wm’"nothin8 eis=' 
, . mattPr who is getting the kidney, everyone would be 
It doesn t matter tijf tghere would be no betting. Nothing is 

PLCaf iivXSure The donor is still alive. So everyone just IS 
abound WaS • (or a mad we do not know to dte so someone 
we all do know perhaps can get me. 

And the eight of you have now been sitting around for two and 
a half months waiting. 

That is right. 

And in all this time is there any friction? 

No friction whatsoever. I mean, that is the important thing I 
want to bring out from this transplant experience. That you reach 
a stage where nothing is worth making friction over. You sit 
there you hear in the air that a kidney may be coming, one of us 
will have a chance at it, but there is no competition, no friction, 
it is a strange feeling. I mean, I know what it is, I felt it myself. 

Somehow, it just doesn’t matter if the transplant is for you, as 
long as it is for one of us. It was a little like the Three Muska- 
teers, only in this case, it was the Eight Muskateers. Often to 
tell you the truth, you find yourself wishing that someone else 
will have it, rather than you. Someone whom you feel needs it 
more urgently. 

In a sense then, your destinies are tied together? 

Did you feel that this was a new experience for you? That is 
was very profound? 

Oh, yes. You know, up till then, my life had always been com¬ 
petitive life. But now, when it came to competition about life 
itself, I did not compete. For four months I didn’t compete. Gen¬ 
uinely, sincerely, through all that time of waiting, I never once 
had the idea that if a good kidney is coming, I hope it shall be for 
me, and not Terry or Bryn or Mr. Hill. I never had these kinds 
of thoughts. 

Never, never did I experience - even for one moment - tt 
challenge of getting a kidney quicker, or with better result 
than any of the other seven people in the ward. 
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Then the old challenge among individuals is gone from you? 

T would say that with all these people, what we shared was a 
•ffprent kind of challenge, the challenge of group faith. We were 

d! rushing for We, together, side by side, rushing, but only leis- 
8 ,v We nil knew that for each of us the goal was to have the 
Uf solan*, but there was no driving, competitive, challenging 
tra° tn eet there. And certainly no sense of any of us wanting to 
gefthere ahead of the others. 

This relaxation - this lack of competition - did you enjoy it? 

v Exactly. A lack of competition. A relaxation. I enjoyed 
u But even more, I found it profound. 

Do you miss it? 

What? 

Do you miss it? That experience. That relaxation? 

Now? 

Yes. 

To be honest. Perfectly, blunt honest? 

Yes. 

I am afraid not. I have gone back into life now. Competitive 

life. And the challenge to me is once again to do the very bes . 

am afraid. I have gone back. 

Are you saying that this condition of ^ on^he 
challenge, lack of individual competition, can exist 
edge of the grave? 

I am afraid so - probably because ^hintheVery^ame severe, 
gether within the same limitations, with eze Jourselves into 
minute boundaries, that we all had ^ that if any one 
those boundaries. Together. It was as if w wQuld all {ali 0ff. 
of us squeezed too hard or pushed too , 
Somehow we knew this - we felt this. , 

How ,.„g M ,h,s reeling last? This M* •< 
03 
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Three or four months. 

Why only three or four months? 
. of us died. Some of us received 

SomeoTus still had to wait. But all of us had been 
5TL old Book i"'0 the oontmuun, of Me. 

transplants 

forced back 
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A Question ol Independence 

A, i said, Nagat was living with a friend of mine Dr 
Khalfia, and his wife Fawzia and their little daughter 

nut in essence she was living alone. She used to come to the 
Hospital at about nine o clock in the morning and stay until n 
hvlPock in the evening. During that time 1 discussediSV«1 
°pveral problems. One problem in particular - the question^ 
Whether she would stay in London or not. I approached it sort of 
backhandedly. 

How do you mean? 

i wanted her to stay, yet I didrt t want her to stay, I couldn't 
make up my mind. So I approached it in the following manner. 
I said, ‘‘Nagat, we have been married for four years now. You 
have been away from your family for some time. I was thinking 
nerhaps you are eager to go back to them. I am well enough 
now - although I want you to share with me this problem, to face 
it together, perhaps it might be better actually if 1 fight it alone. 
I think if one is doomed - which is no longer certain, but still it 
might be -1 think it is best if a man stands up and fights it alone 
at a time like this. What do you think?” 

You meant that? 

Yes, I did. I meant it. There was something in the idea of Na- 
gat’s staying with me right up to the very end that troubled me - 
annoyed me actually. 

Why didn’t you just tell her to go then? 

I could not. I suppose it was because I was not really clear in 
my own mind. I had been thinking: She cannot go on like this 
another year. Perhaps even two years, four years. She just can¬ 
not do it. 

However, on the other hand, if she went back to Sudan now, 
what would people say of her. I mean, they would say of her 
that she walked out. That is very bad too. 

So you tried to force her to make the decision. 
Yes. I was dallying with myself in that particular decision, 

I wanted her to help me. 

ft again was a self-pride sort of thing, I am sure, 
noble, hm -v™. u,ant to admit that you are fai 
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make a decision so you thrus. the the burden ot deciding onlo 

someone else. 

* schSl"daysWwei?hIoneSof mfuJcI^I ^member him t5S§ 

s°orteof way. Xn^rV/y JantTto go out to play'h, theTal’l 
fSd or to the cinema they would just get up and say “We want 

M He wouid say to them: “Be subtle, indirect. Do not sav 
“ want »g”“uVf say 'Shall I go out or not? I am undecided? 

“And say it in such a way as to lead the others to decide for 
you You must make it sound all the time that you would do 
whatever is suggested until forced by the other person to do ex¬ 
actly what you wanted to do in the first place.” 

Not exceptionally sincere, but a common device. In America as 
well as Sudan, no? 

In America as well as Sudan, yes. 

It is a difficult decision sort of thing, when you cannot make 
up your own mind - or you don’t want the responsibility of the 
consequences. You let someone, else decide, and hopefully you 
can get them to give you what you want without having to pay 
any price for it. Anyway that was the situation at that particu¬ 
lar time. 

But Nagat refused to go. And at the exact moment that she 
decided, I knew her staying was what I really wanted - for her - 
for her reputation at home - but it was not really what I wanted 
for me. 

Did you feel it imposed a burden on you? 

How shall I answer this? She had been fighting alongside me 
for almost one year already. And now to go again for another 
year? And perhaps longer - without even knowing what the out¬ 
come will be? ... It was the one incident in my life that I could 
not plan. I could not plan when I am going to have a transplant. 

c’‘ f knew. w^en } am going to have a transplant, then I 
for tin 8^V.’ Stay here another month, then go to the Sudan 
0!n2“0 hs’ then come back and I will have the transplant.” 

, Zv rnmB"L‘.he: r“s? ant come a. any time. 
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HoVtrever, Nagat herself decided to stay? 

yes. 
Tell me something, had she changed any through all of this’ 

No. Not really. 

However, the one thing that did change was I felt there had 
a change 

do you mean? 
been 

H ow 
To this day, I do not really know if it was just something in 
T° nd or if this change was in fact true. g in 

mymin . . . 
« is something that is common among transplant patients, 

Jtients on long-term dialysis, - a sense of acute lossof inde¬ 
pendence. They feel that they are losing control in all their 
relationships - they are gradually becoming excessively depend¬ 
ent on family, friends, associates. 

For example, I was especially weak in one thing during my 
dialysis -fluids. I know I should take exactly 560 units of fluid 
a day - this was deemed the best quantity for me - but often, 
during the day, I would want to suck on an extra piece of ice, 
or eat an extra apple. As a patient, you know, I was doing all 
the things I knew I should not do as a doctor. 

Nagat would protest. She would refuse to bring me the extra 
apple, to get me the extra piece of ice. 

I would get angry. 

I began to view these times as trials, as a shift in our usual 
decision-making pattern. I’m sure being a Sudanese male exag¬ 
gerated things, being raised to be the controller of things, to 
make decisions. And of course she was correct in what she was 
saying, but I went through a period of oversensitiveness. 

No matter what she would say I would rebel. 

If she would say, “I should not eat salt,” I would turn right 
around and eat salt. I would say, “So, if I live or die, what is 
the difference. I want salt.” Oversensitive, very emotional, I 
began saying ridiculous things . . . 

In short, you were being unreasonable. 

I was being unreasonable. 

Just a kind of ‘patient’s paranoia’? Or was there a real danger 
Nagat taking over? 

co O 
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No, I don’t think so. I was just over-insuring, as it were, agains. 
even the slightest possibility that in the future Nagat and I Cou,1 
not come back from this dependence, when and if we pv, 
back to normal life away from the hospital. 

ever 8ot 

As I said this is one of the great problems of people living 0n 
machines for a long time. The patient begins to feel he isK£j 
dependent on the husband or the wife, on the doctor, or even this 
may sound strange, science fiction, perhaps - but on the machine 
itself. 

We in this modern world have great faith in machines: com 
puters to make out our bills, generators to make our electricity' 
carburetors to make our cars run, we rely on them. Almost we 
think them immortal, omnipotent. Some people I am sure think 

ronnnf llVP wifhnilt them. 

The same applies to dialysis machinery. I know of a case 
where a man, after long period of kidney dialysis, had a success¬ 
ful transplant - and then tried to commit suicide. Being on his 
own, as it were, dependent only on himself produced anxiety 
stresses too great to handle. Whereas before he had been happy 
on the machine, after the operation he had nowhere near the 
same confidence in his own - his new kidney's - flesh. 

Many times this erosion of independence is not just the man’s 
fault - many times a man’s wife, mother, friends, even doctor, 
take advantage of his crisis need for them. And they - perhaps 
not consciously but they do so nonetheless - they become willing 
co-conspirators in the man’s loss of independence. They help 
make him a life-long addict on other people’s decisions, as it 
were. 

It is a difficult situation - one in which the door is open to all 
kinds of temptations, real or imaginary - for both sides, the pa¬ 
tients as well as his well-intentioned helpers. 

So since I was depending on Nagat for certain necessities 
among them objective thinking as to my fluid intake and so forth - 
at the same time I was fighting against this becoming an un¬ 
changeable pattern in our lives. Yet - and this is where those 
situations are so full of ambivalences - these things that she was 
doing for me were a great constant source of daily pride. 

I had seen in the wards, many other people who were visiting 
patients, family, friends, acquaintances, and I was struck by the 
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. i relationship between me and Naeat , 
sped31 rit is difficult to put this but... sh| ^ J°u know Nagat 
was • • * in all that time who was so de5mpH°ne pers0n 1 
saW the morning until 11 at night she wol ’ $° faithful- 
F'OItlih me, taking my clothes, wishing them r,pPend a" her 
d£tfs < ke that. And not just like a servfnt. in wanterf8 them’ 
tliiOgs I* she knew i was not allowed to have one shpted ^C'Ea' 

2$.!” And there wasnothingl could do to make her Ei"!5 

tShtStoretog«them; 80,0 

vants, her thougnu. a^ui “““&*• 

Where before I used to think I was right all the time, now I 
s finding out that I could be wrong too, and that I should listen 
Naeat And not only Nagat. Others as well. To listen with an 

Jen mind as well as an open ear. 

I discovered that people have an interest in what is good for 
that their niceness is geniune, their concern real. Where 

before I generally saw peoples’ niceness as only wanting some- 
hing from me, now I began to see their niceness as wanting 
something for me. 

Before you saw peoples’ niceness as a threat? 

Yes Exactly. But now I was learning that I could maintain 
my self respect, my sense of control, while at the same time 

opening myself up to others. 

1 found out that to listen is not to acclui^’,t°,fc?Jf is°no°t 

lose control. To admit that one knows 03^ dent but rather to 
to open oneself up to becoming wholly d P • ho]e truth, 
open oneself up to the possibility of discovering the whole 

ft was a period of great growth for me. A htgh pom. of my 

actually- in the Sudan at the time 
Sara. What shall I say? Sara was in th 

living with Nagat’s sister and brotne . 

What about Sara? 
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And? 

And she was one of my great weaknesses during that period 

How do you mean? 

Although in the few weeks after I got to St. Mary’s I was pre 
pared to handle my health situation, and I was beginning to ha 
die my situation with Nagat, I felt that Sara is something tiw 
has gotten completely out of my hands. I became emotional at 
the mere mention of her name. I was more emotional than I ev 
thought I could be, in front of others, even. r 

You missed her? 

Missed her? Yes, to put it simply, I missed her. A lot. Quite 
lot. The letters coming from Nagat’s sister and husband in Sudan 
were telling me how well Sara was doing, how special they were 
treating her, letting her sleep in their bedroom - when they did not 
even allow their own children to do this. They were obviously 
going out of their way for her, more than normal, better than if 
she were their own daughter. 

I was very emotional about her - even the sound of her name. 

What was it? You felt you were ,not doing your duty? 

Yes, there was that, the guilt, the inadequacy of not doing one’s 
duty. But there was also something else. Something more. A 
feeling of.. . shall I say stealing, of almost thievery. 

The simple, single fact to face: Sara was alone because her 
mother was with me. 

In fact it throws me into emotion even now - that I so obviously 
placed my needs in front of Sara’s at that time. A young girl, 
a baby really, needs her mother. But Nagat was with me in Lon¬ 
don. So therefore ... you understand what I mean. 

hpfnlV0!! «0U KTrationalize Nagat’s staying - her sacrifi. 
w!fpgf8 °r agat ^erse^ ’ *or ^er reputation as a de' 
wife, for example - but as for Sara 

I was obviously being selfish. 
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Wagat’s staying with me was a great benefit to me, but none 
to Sara- Sara was giving me something that I could nevrZ 
lack - her mother at a time when she needed mother most I am 
SW about Sara by the way, even today. I let her haw Z 
way i" n'a"y I™75 1 , r- ThM is because I d" 
p^ved her of her mother for all that time. 

Shall we go on? 

i 
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STvenues, all the possibilities, to' see if Se ' 
differences between live and cadaver transplants. 

Zi ■»»?*• any0M Wh° 1“ew about toSuem 3 transplants. 

There was some talk in the ward about a mntw • • 
son a Hve transplant. But it never worked out ?thfnk the 
was not very well, or something like that. the mother 

I began to surround myself with all the literature of trans¬ 
plantation, of the cases of fathers and mothers giving their child 
fen their kidneys - by the way I was thinking at thetofo^fa 
terms of mother and father I did not think of brothers or sisters 
at all. Up unt1! January 1969, which is when I went into the hos¬ 
pital, there had never been a brother to brother or sister to sister 
transplant in London. There was nothing in the literature about 
it - so it was father or mother I was thinking about. Specifically 
father. After all, he is the one who gives life . . . 

In America we tend to think of the mother as the one who gives 
you life. 

In Sudan, the father. 

I read the book on kidney transplantation by Professor Roy 
Caine at Cambridge - the expert in the field of renal transplanta¬ 
tion * I studied the relevant figures on live versus dead trans¬ 
plants. 

And to tell you the truth I was not very excited about the re¬ 
sults. To me, I found no overwhelming evidence that a live donor 
transplant is better than a cadaver. 

By this time - it was late march -1 was beginning to get an¬ 
xious. I wanted a transplant as soon as possible. Osman was 
about to go home, Tijani has already gone, Nagat will be left 
alone. No one would be here with her if anything happened. 

In fact, I was very ambivalent about Osman’s leaving. ^ 

I did not want him to go for Nagat’s sake - so he could be here 
if AnvfiiinfT in annther sense I wanted him tn on 
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TWO LIVES 

rieht awav I felt his going home would assure my mother anrt 
ffirZr. was well fnou'gh * ^ 
telephone would never assure them like Osman s coming back 
to Sudan. 

On the other side I was afraid that if he is gone, and I died 
things arc going to be messy, sending me back to Sudan, funeral 
arrangements. 

The box again ... 

The box again. It will all be placed on Nagat’s shoulders, as it 
were. So I was really kind of pulled apart whether I wanted him 
to go or not. 

Did he go? 

Yes. 

Did you make the decision? 

No. He had to go because his three-month leave of absence 
had ended. 

I mean, you didn't tell him to go? 

No. He went of his own accord. 

About a week before Osman left, John Dickinson came to me 
more as a friend than as a doctor - specifically, for the first time 
to discuss the general area of live versus dead transplants. 

He had never discussed this with you before? 

No. My reaction was immediate. “I am not going to have a live 
donor transplant,” I said, “My mother and father are old, ill ... 
my father is a diabetic in-fact. . .” 

fh®at £?n>S,aid’ IW* about y°ur brothers? You have four of 
l y?Uu 1 was more immediate in that response: “I 

am not going to have any of my brothers give me a kidney.” 
That was your immediate response? 

^Myimmediale response. I felt like it was instinct „ happened 

failure, 

"Then why won’t you accept it from any of them?" ’ 

kidney 
I said. 
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-«* fromonc of ^Vrorr?Sr; ' *• '»«« wUb . 

feSv™ . have no iigures TZ T 

hat 1 have read in transplant books, I don^t think ,? r°m 
^ignif‘cant difference between the two.” thtak lhere 15 a 

“Oh yes there is,” he said. There is. 

"A,S° ’ "TllZ !his"°W lhM y°Ur br<"her 0sma" has been talking to me about this. 

A pause followed. Osman?” I said. “I never knew this.” 

AS soon as Dickinson left, I called up Osman directly and asked 
him what he was trying to do. 

you were angry? 

In a way I was, yes. I will explain to you more fully later on 
my reactions. I said, “Osman. I am a grown up man. Why didn’t 
you discuss this matter with me first?” 

He said, “What are you talking about?’ 

I said, “The question of transplant. Did you not offer to give 
me one of your kidneys?” 

He did not answer me directly. He “hemmed” and "hawed”, 
then began talking around the issue rather than on it. 

What did he finally say? 

To be short, to this day he has never really discussed the ques¬ 
tion directly. 

What do you think happened? 

I know what happened. Prof. Peart told me. 
jected because of Bilharziasis but typica 
would not say so to me or anybody. Osman is that kind of man. 

Did you ever ask Osman actually what did go w g- 

No. I knew he would try his best. Tbe^0^e^unable to do me 
by discussing the matter. Imagine i y r contro\) would you 
a great favour because of elements o j would do dishonor 
then want to be asked about itj Of gone nota 
to your attempt by even bringing the mav 
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Also at the time I didn’t want to stir things up, to get the other 
brothers going in this direction. I felt the best thing was to leave 
the whole question of live transplantation alone. So all I know is 
that if Osman had been allowed to give me his kidney, I’m sure 
he would have done so. He and I have never discussed this issue 
since then except for him to say, I wish, Omer, I could have 

done it.” 

The last day he was in London, I saw him off at the airport. I 
spent another month alone with Nagat and the rest of the pa¬ 
tients. And then there came my first big chance for a cadaver 

kidney transplant. 
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action more before we go into your caH*, 
Ode A**®. The live donor thing - now that your mnu,transp,ant 
;"it>i,|ty « are ruled out - are there any mo'Tther’ fath<*, 

Kd °SI^h the reappearance of this idea?* t,mes V°u are 
3iu* . flritn 

i-nere is one more reappearance of it. 0n ,h» a r 
yes- my dead donor transplant, actually th ?ay 1 was 
receive 

t0 1 was very excited. I had been waiti™ * . 
That day 1 the air was crackling with possibiUty LecifS6 

months a as almost certain, in fact they had /inno80 y 

WPW »h° raatCh"1 wi>Hmedvae4™V"^ 
^indeed- 

* ’ t morning Professor Peart came to see me. He said to That mo hear there 1S a chance of a cadaver Wd " 10 

me. » He said, "However, 1 also know that there is some- 
said. J: „ on at home with your brothers. I think Osman has 
thing S paking to them in Sudan. And I believe it will material- 
been SP 0j them, or perhaps more than one of them, coming 
ize in one ^ what do you want me to do? Shall we go ahead 
over her*cadaver transplant or shall we wait for the brothers.?" 

first reaction was - without thinking about it - I want the 

cadaver kidney. 
seemed disappointed and said, “You know of course the 

HCits of cadaver donors as opposed to live donors. The higher 
incidence of failures among cadavers.” 

dVpc ” 1 said "l know how you feel about them - but I must 
admit 1 don’t think the evidence is that conclusive. Besides, I 
do™ want to put my brothers to that experience. 

He said, “Why not?” . ... 
"I just don’t want them to be put » thejp'nence.tou 

all. In fact, I don't even want them to be put toj ^ and 
having to think about this, haying to d Before one of them 
have the cadaver transplant immediat y. in the position of 
does decide he must come, before I atn put m me p 
having to think about taking a kidney from one ot 

Why such a strong reaction? . .. „ a kidney 

I don’t know why. I just didn’t like the idea 0 i 

from my brothers! that’s all. Without[«« 
time to think about it on top of every S 

o 
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So Peart said1W mc.^U Q°ff ^‘ kidneys?■' 'i^aid, “fc* 

DidfensoiT has tasked' me the same thing, and I will tell yo^ 
Mold him Of course I would - but would remind you asa* 
reminded11 him also that I am a doctor. 1 know what kidneJ 

disease means. 

*‘I have seen patients living with no kidneys, like Terry, t 
have seen people live for 5 or 6 years with a kidney transplant 
like Ken. 1 have seen people congenitally with one kidney, i^e 
Mr Hill - in fact I know from reading that .04% of the p0n. 
illation have only one kidney from birth. And that they have n0 
trouble at all. I know one kidney is more than enough f0r 
life. I know all these facts, so if I give a kidney, I give it from 
a position of knowledge. 

“But my brothers. They are not doctors. They probably don’t 
even know if the human body has two kidneys or one kidney to 
tell you the truth." 

“People in the Sudan, to them this kind of experience is new. 
I’m sure no one there has ever donated a kidney before. I have 
been there. I have been a doctor there. I know how people 
think, how they react. I know this from experience.” 

He just looked at me. I continued on. 

“How many times I have seen a woman come to Khartoum 
hospital bleeding to death, pehaps after labour, or abortion, 
and I would see ten or twenty people following her, wor¬ 
ried. not knowing what to do. They would come rushing to 
the hospital with her. Family, friends, generally in tears, sin¬ 
cerely troubled. However, the minute we asked any of them for 
some blood, for a transfusion perhaps, suddenly all of them 
back off. In fact some of them are so afraid they back right out 
of the hospital. 

Why? 

Why? They are scared. 

Scared of what? Blood? Death? 

aua 1 hv*'aS' .tbe same thing. Blood has a kind of superstitic 
fi‘y hK !!• as,I.t°ld you before. To many people in I 
puscles food toxic1 nw4 .a1se.rufn containing molecules, c 

spiritof the^peraon as welif ’ * ‘S feU that blood carries 1 
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r said to Professor Peart, “I do not want to take life from 

Sybody! 
tfhat did you mean by that? 

just What I said. I do not want to take life from anybody. 

ot you knew that it wasn’t taking life. Not literally. 

But the person who was giving the kidney to me, they 
Yes- kn0w it. That is the point. 

r0uld noL 
• j vou also have meant that you did not want to have 

C° i!fe dependent upon somebody else. That that’s what 
y°king the kidney meant? 

ta j don>t think that was the idea at all. 

. ht then, looking back, do you feel that you answer to 
An n»‘ Peart was intellectually sound? Rational? professor 
NoW? Looking back? No, I do not. 

Then what do you think was at the heart of your answer? 

T A n’t know. I had no scientific grounds really. I was prob- 
}. doa ntinnal I have no rational explanation. My first reaction 

was: Tdon^t want it. That is all. Emotional. 

Then the argument about you being a doctor more aware o! 
J consequenles - this was merely a rabonale? 

Yes, a rationale. For me. 

I thought- If I gave someone my kidney it would be because I 
wanted tS,ikneJ what I was doing. But .1 mybm^djd «. 
it was because they were just driven to i something 
allow them to be driven by a brother who is sick into somer g 

they do not know. 

One more question. If your brothere had b^^doc 
therefore knowledgeable as you about k ey ^ that have 
you have taken it from them in that case. « 

a difference? V ., ~ ,_„ , 
t fViinV I would. Perhaps I 

It is difficult to say, but now I 1 
would. 

0) 
c 

Now? But what about then? 

Why not? 

Q) U 
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Then, at that time? 

Yes. 
I probably still would have said no. My first reaction womd 

still have been no. 

Pure emotion? 

A purely emotional base. 
Knowledge of consequences had nothing to do with it? 

No There are a lot of things. Emotion . . . basically though, 
the sense that it is your life you have lived it. so when a 
moment like this comes, you should face it head on. It is your 
problem. Facing it head on complements your life you know 
what I mean? It rounds off your life in fine fashion. It has been 
your life, it is your responsibility. 

Don’t take from another person’s pot. That is it. That is what 
I am trying tc say. Again, a defiant attitude. Reckless defiance, 
if you will. 

A problem arises, you face it. Alone. 

But that way maybe you don’t let others face their problem. 

What problem? 

Wanting to give? 

So that was the situation anyway. I told Peart I wanted the 
cadaver transplant immediately. I phoned Nagat. I did not tell 
her about the auestion of maybe one of my brothers coming, 
however . . . 

I just did not feel it was best. 

But why not? 

Well, if you must know, it was a question of family pride. 
This particular piece, this again is one of those points which I 
have never said to anybody before. You see, although I did not 
want any kidney from any of my brothers, I was still proud of 
the fact that they were talking about it. I must admit that I was 
more than half pleased by this fact. 

It is as I said earlier: When something like this happens, it 
makes you feel that to some people . . . well, let me put it this 
way - that your life is worth something to somebody. 
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ember, especially your family is your 
*e"ibed as a man among men with'theVTo be 

desCuirs y°u kn0W’ part ?f a family who woi.M ,Who bas got 
bfetb^bim. this is a good feeling. d stand up right 

]<IoW I bad a hunch they might come, but still 

you were unsure? 

Yes. Isfn“ S’S.,.’ Way 
and ’Vheduled, and does not come out at the end ok? ^hen 
11 ‘^ variables - like the donor does Ut dfe at^o e^' 
decisioni v the final consent was not given or the 

don°,rJ? minute the consent is withdrawn. 8 ’ °r perhaps at 
the *asl 

The kidneys are no good, or the kidneys are very good but the 
Itch up is no good, or the match-up was good but there are 

transplantation difficulties and on and on- so many other con¬ 
siderations really. 

Suppose something like this happens and 1 have already t6ld 
Wflfrat or anybody for that matter - that my brothers are coming 
^ B and then they do not come. The question would be: Why 

they come? Where are they? Even Nagat herself would didn’t 
And 1 didn’t want her to be dis- tempted to ask the question. And 1 didn’t 

appointed in my family. I wouldn't like this. 

How about you? Would you have been disappointed in your 
family in that case? 1 mean, if this cadaver kidney did not 
come and then your brothers did not come also . . . 

Perhaps ... I don’t know . . . yes. I’m sure 1 would have 
been. Yes. I must admit that was also operating in my mindi at 
that time. That, although I knew I would turn them down if they 
came and offered, I was also wondering if they would come at 
all. 

You doubted their ability to see it through? 

Well, yes, I did. I did. I did doubt. Perhaps they may not come. 

So for that reason it would be best not to tell Nag 

Yes. 1 thought something might happen- Tke^rn^,aaragei mind 
They may not come. I doubted their sin■ V ^ would people 
you. It was just . . . well ... I was thia in their 
in the Sudan think about this? You must put yours 
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TWO LIVES 

place. They are operating in the Sudan. There are factors pre$ 
sing on them there. 

Mv father He is really a sick man. If he was told that he han 
one son who " dying a'nd will have another son going to ^ 
land to give him a kidney - and *h?re .°ne °r 
both may die - I’m sure this would be a terrible blow to him 
For my mother it would be a time of great mourning in 
house. This is the kind of thing I knew was pressing on the sit- 
nation. 

Do you think if you had told Nagat about your conversations 
with Professor Peart - in particular your refusal to accept y0Ur 
brothers’ kidneys - she would have been angry? 

Sure. Sure. She would - later on, in fact, she said just that- 
“You always have given your life to people - why do you say no 
when someone wants to give you life now?” 

However, on this particular day the clear fact of the matter 
was simply I just did not want a kidney from my brother. In 
fact, I did not even want them to go through the experience. 

What experience? 

The experience of having to sit around and discuss it. 

And I want you to know it was not a thought off the top of my 
head. I had thought about this quite a lot - in fact I had read 
much of the literature available in this matter - and I knew it 
would go on something like this: The brothers are sitting around 
and one of them will say, ‘‘Look here, our brother, Omer, he is 
critically ill. The only thing that may save him will be a kidney 
transplant. Now who of us will go and do it?” 

It is a difficult decision. It is difficult even to talk about. Just 
deciding who will talk first, who will talk second sometimes 
leads to arguments. The pressure is very intense. The whole 
thing is very difficult. 

Anyway this was the case as I saw it. The one thing I did not 
want to do was put pressure on my brothers. That is why I was 
so happy that day, you know, so happy that I was having a 
cadaver transplant. To have a transplant at all for me, for 
u l but imost,1y because with a cadaver transplant no one 

of difficulty11110 ^ tGSt' Nobody had to be Put against the wall 
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50, . Terry- Terr'’'s mother ha<1 «Med to hlm . 
r. He very happy about it. actually. Hotever ”e tad 

1,1 . take- it- 1 do not k"“w "hy- Euh« she had act put i, 
enough, or somehow the tissue match was tad or 

str°ngiy d just not taken it. 0dQ’ or • • • 

had told everyone that his mother utnnipj * 
Bv!im\ehwas duly pleased that she had offered /in he 

to hjn*’ ,oast what his mother had offered. !act’ he 

you think he would have taken it? 

yes yes. Definitely. He would have taken it. 

jsjo hesitation. 

NO hesitation at all. 

Did you respect him for this? 

Respect? Well . . . actually on two occasions we did briefly 
talk of this. He said, “Omer, if I do not get a kidney in the 
coming two or three months, I think I will have my mother’s 

kidney.” 

I remember my comment was: “Terry, you talk as if you 
visualize your mother’s kidney like it was an orange on a tree, 
vou iust will pick it off whenever you want to. Don’t you have 
any brothers?” He said, “Why?” I said: ‘‘Just a question. 

He said, “I have got younger brothers. Why?” I said, “1 was 
just wondering why they do not come into the picture, I mean, 
before you decide on your mother’s kidney? 

He looked at me. “Why do my brothers have to come into the 
picture at all if my mother gives me her kidney. D y 
I’ll need more than one kidney in me. I have tha 
to pass!” He laughed. 

<D 
C 

I didn’t want to press it much further. But I did say^ 

wanted to know. I mean, suppose one (jf yVj at the i00k l 
your kidney and . . . ” but he was still:aH![bt massing water, 
must have had on my face when he said P never reaiiy 
He was this sort of a boy, you know. He would never 

discuss anything seriously. 
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The upshot of it anyway was that he never used his mothe^ 

kidney. 

He was a lot different than you, then, happy-go-lucky? 

He was He was quite a different kind, of character. 
know it is probably quite a bit in England that jn 
Sudan, the situation is quite a bit different, the ideas, the <j0nQ*J 
the recipient . . . 

Anyway that was the whole discussion. It was academ- 
really. I had told Peart that morning that I wanted the cadav 
transplant, and that night both Terry and I were prepared f 
the operation. °r 

Terry? 

Oh. Yes. Didn’t I tell you? It was decided that Terry anH 
were the best match-ups for the two kidneys arriving from «, * 
dead donor. Terry and I had similar tissue types, and so fom,6 
So we were to each receive one of the dead man’s kidneys. nh' 

Terry and you. 

Yes. 

The Chance lor a Transplant 

^vrited waiting for the event to come. It wac ,A 
I in the evening. You know, on the dayyou anhjf i° 

„-clock vou ar not allowed to eat. So I had not t0 be 
?tanSpaUnthat day- I could feel my stomach growling at me.^ 

a had my bath. Nagat had told some people, some friend, 
1 h*c that I am going to have a transplant. She told me thev 

of ^preparing t0 vlslt me- 1 was looking forward to their 
were 

u doctor had already visited my room and said everythin* 
Th-ne in order. “It is moving in the right direction,” HeS8 

isf 51, means, in this unit, the donor is dying - i„ ,hls „J,t 
a"? innately when the donor is dying that is in the rieht dir. 
unform 
9Ction» 
* Tprrv also had been told. Terry and I were ... how do you 

ii if? the pride of that day. People had been coming into the 
room all day, talking to us. Everybody who had the experience 
Sore us, you know, they would come and talk about this and 
that how it will feel when the operation is over, how happy we 
will'be when the tubes come out, things like that. Cheering us on. 

The fact that I was a doctor did not matter. They - and I - 
acted as if I were a complete layman; today I was only a 
patient, nervous, eager, excited, as if I knew nothing of med¬ 
icine, had never witnessed an operation before. 

Did you think much of the man who was dying, the man who 
was going to give you the kidney? 

Yes. In fact, earlier on that day, Terry came to me with his 
poetry book. He had written a poem to his ‘unknown kidney 
donor’. It said, “Today you die, and here I lie . . . you are in 
the grave while I am on the table.” It went on for some time. 
Very beautiful. 

But it was hard to be depressed. I must admit we were able 
to forget the man’s tragedy - it was far away, certainly further 
away than our own fate; perhaps to live normal again. We 
somehow tried to include him in our happiness this way: - to 
think that he is not dying, he is just going to share a portion o 
our life from now on. 

But, it is a strange thought, getting your life from a dying 
man. I suppose the only way you deal with it is P tue 
the back of you mind, your own possibilities of § 
front. 
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Nagat came, the other friends came. Four of them to be 
exact. 

Terry and I were dressed, prepared fully by the nurses. 
were given premedications, and 11 o clock - this was still at 
nieht - we were taken to the operating theatre. 

Terry, he was the sort of chap who would say to me, “Omer 
I hope you will have this kidney, you are alone here in a foreign 
country, your wife is alone.” 

He would talk to me in this way. And of course I too was 
hoping Terry would have it. He had been there for two years. 

Once again, as I said before, there was never any sense of 
competition among us. 

But in this case, there would be a kidney for each of you 
right? 

Yes. One for each. That was the plan. 

I remember going in the theatre, lying on the operating table. 
The anesthesiologist was looking down at me. He said, “Beleil 
you are on the wrong side of the table.” He knew I was a 
surgeon. He was just chatting with me, you know, they usually 
do just as they are about to induce you to sleep. 

In fact, his words were the last words I remember before 
slipping into unconsciousness. 

After some time, I did not know how long, I woke up - on the 
other side of the table. Dr. Jim Boick, the doctor who performed 
the actual surgery, was leaning over me, saying, “Omer, I am 
sorry we did not operate. From the look on his face I knew it 
was bad: something had gone wrong. I was astonished. 

I knew things can go wrong, but never for a moment that 
things could get this close - and it could still go wrong after 

I had been so optimistic - we had all been optimistic. We ha 
* th®.y ^ere good kidneys ' they had already bee 

cnecked out - and they were to be removed by Professor Rc 
ne lmself - the man in transplantation. Everyone was s 

of tL Iei7wlng T0UJd be okay - kidneys to be removed by or 
out in advanop11 the,field’ kidneys that had already been check* 
knew thPv ^,iHWhat mure assurance c°uld you want - plus 
knew they would never have operated on us orenared us 
they thought anything could go wrong. ’ ' 
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But something definitely did go wrong. My kidney was no 
)0(ji Very simply, the vein had been cut obliquely. 

A„ improper cut. 

yes. An ""Kpv from^h^a CSS0 vRoy Calne- When he had removed the k^ney from the donor he had cut the vein at the 
^rong anBle\ Tb^fS,a' 0bb?uely.For an improper cut. Prob¬ 
ably a once-m-a-lifetime mistake. But there it was, 

it could not be attached to me in that manner. So, as far as 
transplant was concerned, the operation was a failure. 

The number one man? 

Yes. 

But . . . why was it necessarily your kidney that was ruined? 

if there are two possible recipients, they decide at St. Mary’s 
hpfore the donor’s kidneys are removed, which recipient chall 
have which kidney. So-and-so gets the right one, so-and-so gets 
the left one. 

That way, if something goes wrong as it did here, it takes the 
™-P<;<;ure off the doctors. They don’t have to decide, after the 
fact, as it were, which of the patients will get the remaining 
kidney. 

Ypc iust the way you are looking now, that is how 1 felt, 
that is how everybody felt: mouth open, head-shaking, not 
wanting to believe. 

Everyone was upset. The doctors, the nurses, the patients 
on the floor, in the ward. 

I remember right there on the .tabQ’ e^i^m'sorry, buTwe 
me the kidney itself. He kad said Om J I^u .Jt have t0 
just cannot put this kidney in. If we anybody other 
take it out again. 1 promtse you. >f J0“hav“cuthis ttttoat.” than his Royal Majesty Roy Caine, I wouia nav 

That picture I can never ^^^ ^^VtTbliquely.1 ’ 
kidney there in Jim Boick’s hand, the vein h 

It was about half-past 12, I br?J'n^aliow^ou to walk after 
ut to the couch. You know, they d ^ -ng t0 convince them out to the couch. You know, iney trvme to convince 

being under the anesthesia, but 1 * down. 
1 could walk. They were trying to hold me 

them 
<D U 
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I was thinking furiously, but not about the transp Ant „ 
simply about one thing: how would Nagat «ccrp» this' Alth*?;.; 
you cannot tell the future. I «««»<* havP 
licult time with it. She had watted w long *'f. 

You know you can pull yourself together for a long 
waiting for a thing, you could wait months and months 
still If it does not come it is okay, you can continue to 
But when It comes ami everything seems settled • when i, 
comes and It Is no good • you really have had l(. 

That was the case exactly Nagat went into tears. At flflf 
when she saw me awake, she saw that I had the operation ftfT 
I was well, she was pleased But as she saw me talking t0 ,hj; 
doctor, she knew that something was wrong. 

The doctor went to talk to her and she Just went into tears 
Everybody was depressed 1 was depressed In fact even th* 

girl in my ward room * the c.nr who does the clean up • she w*» 
depressed. She had heard about the foul up and was Just slow}, 
moving about the room, sort cf cleaning a little here and ik*r» 
muttering to herself 

You know, they clean up your rtwm. extra after the operation, 
stenlyzing everything, the sheets, the pdkrwcases • everything 
well, she had cleaned my room first, expecting t suppose in** 
I would have my transplant first, and had not yet done Terry'* 
room. So when they brought Terry back aftrr performing hi* 
transplant . . . 

Successfully? 

Yes. sure Successfully ... his vein* . . . properly cut , . . 
when thrv brought Terry back to his room it wa* not even 
clean. So Terry and I had to switch rooms 

I just tried to take cate of Nagat that night • concentrate 
her worry, her sadness. 

However, coming hack after twelvr • it wax pour about 1 
o'clock * 1 had to go right hack on dialysis I told Nagat to r* 
home for a few hours rest 

I stayed awake almost nil that night. The qurstkm on ray 
mind was: should I press Nagat to go heme now to the Suda" 
or not. At least for a long visit. We could discuss later, when 
she was at home, whether she should come back, when • asJ 
if - I had another transplant possibility. However, on the ether 
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7 h* Chs-w* fa* 

a»« thinking, it 1 pr*»» ^ 
** ^ does go ' althsvigh I n sure j **»« 

the W *"*"»> Utorv she w<*uj !J* 
** . pressure «*» my brothers to cent nultk,. 
*t0 KTt I did pot ■>« Ui 4e H'**k*,‘ ^ « ‘be 
«Cf 

I d*«^! that l w n,n ibKvm ^ 

JJUl of P*»* » ** *** 1 •*« ** to tea 
^ * .» hcr.t * •twitlrr JiUrtTIM 
gffj*** 

cV came to m# 41 4 •*** «*' vt* lllf^ t 
,* shr kad ** * *** V*4»d M K,,(J 

*» what ItnfriM* Wait .. . . 

tse 

That you would say 

smiled at hr*. -' »• IWme Wan h*1 sad to 
w“*,i?t. 4*t*e sh* opera:**. U*x%* e*r«t um, twk, 

f y* Slid that* 

Profs*** *'***' 

»hy? Dd h# Ihbsk »« *wkl |n» 
^** t# awscvt trwapfoa* •p>tar*a? 

y,t kor* I mvnki never g »« up 

He kMw t*» wait’ 

yn \ AW'i* «*<t (tut «b*» Hfinfcai west had happrtsed 

I 4 (sdsstr *s w.n »» paiiM* No fl*n 

pu.sh..<rg leisurely t*e a l»a.-.i;U-« I wanted it tomorrow. tV 

a-st day. the day aft** *f-»5 

|m N«|*l‘s sake? Test hewehets* sake? 

lot fcoeh l ««M(d it r,„ thtj I f ,hat ** 
write to the Sudan •««*»» «* • *■ *” 1 uMt Y* **#JV*JJ 2X- 
ttWeds the oeves whr» w*t» h*»* * '<thl. ut. to * ** * ~_<ff 

Khartoum and the n*»s will eventual*! »ea.h > 7 

DM she agree? 

She agrees! She knew that when L/***’£dej^til 
someth;.-, g. | will like to ha'f »* 1>: * 
ftp an argument. She just accepted ^ 

Hmseser. I must say th-t * f|»«* natSi 
Wd rae that somebody might te c.4 
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TWO LIVES 

brothers. I just told her I did not want anyone at home t0 
know about the failed operation, because it would worry them 
That was all. The question of my brothers coming I remained 

silent about. 

i 
i 

—US— 

Phantom Death 

After two days Dr. Boick came and said “t *»,• 1 

A head and remove your kidnevs "uJ 1 lhlnk We should 
go oh^ing to have a living donor - or the exP'ai.ned'- "If you 
were S we WOuld wait and remove vonrPhSSibl -ty of a hving 
d°n°r time as we put in the new kidnm! bT?d k,dneys at the 
sai«e would know exactly when the oneMt>W°U-d be better 

thing'So we 

why do you think he made that decision? 

I’m sure, until the day of the transplant failure, they were 
-till tossing about the idea that maybe I would have a live 
donor transplant - and they could take my kidneys out then 
However, I had been so very firm to Professor Peart that 1 
would never accept a live donor, so I’m sure they were begin¬ 
ning to accept my decision as a final thing. 

And so they said, “We are going to remove your kidneys 
nit 

now 

Yes. And then, you know ... I don’t know why exactly, but 
for the first time I began to argue this point with them. 1 said, 
“Why do you want to remove my kidneys now? In the literature 
there is no real conclusive evidence in favor of removing the 
kidneys.” 

“If they were functioning badly I could understand your 
wanting to take them out - I mean if they are doing harm, if 
there is difficulty in my blood pressure control, if they are 
leaking a lot of protein, if they are causing infection. In that 
case, sure, take them out. But mine are not doing these things. 
They are not doing any harm at all. Why take them out? 

Their answer was, “They are not doing any good either. Why 
leave them in, they are not giving life.” 

I said, “True, they may not be giving me full life, but 1 know 
they are doing some good, say only 1%, so why> not leave th?m 
in. I always assume 1% is better than nothing. 

Of course, my argument was specious. What I was f 0iperte& 
simply: I didn’t want them to take my “gr ; 
Whether they were good or not. Somehow my hmkmR vmsj/y 
‘They have given me life, yon cannot inst part «, h aom^stg 
like thkki ’’ eo.™ n„ac nn the other foot. Because now many 
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i iiio Q,1(inn in the hospital ward, when I would 
SCa patient with ^gangrenous finger. 1 would go and diScuss 

matters with him. 
.. „ »Thf> onlv treatment will incur amputation." 

And 1 would!5 yLnJhhc always became hard after that time And I remember how h alw y And meanwhile j ^ e 
he was never able to ,^cePt accept this? The le„ „ . ^ me• Wh^shouldn t he accept this? The 5«g 
always be thinking. y killing him. Why shouldn’t he 

ar» - his ii,e" 
But now, w when it came to me, I saw it was not just parting 

with a simple physical part of yourself, but it1 is something 
mme Mudi more, really. Not only a physical part but also a 
shadow side of your life. 

I don’t know if phantom is the right word but in surgery, 
neuro-surgery - neurology really - there is a thing that stands 
out very interestingly in the literature: that for every organ 
there seems to be a phantom image in-the brain. 

Explain. 

Well, if I operated and I remove your leg, later - after the 
leg is gone - you may still feel pain in it. Of course there is 
no longer any leg there to feel with, or any left toe, or the 
ankle or knee. But the patient will still complain. He feels 
pain. Specifically, in the limb or appendage cut off. 

It is an odd phenomenon. 

Every organ it seems is well represented in the brain, by the 
way. So even if you have taken off a specific organ, you still 
haven’t taken off a portion of the brain where the phantom of 
that organ resides. And the pain is felt. 

It is as if there is a mirror image in the brain of the every 
physical part of the body. 

Does it gradually disappear? 

It gradually disappears. But in some people it may create 

neurotogyf°b Cm K ‘S 006 °f the real things to think about in 

were' S acYdemS S* ‘° ,the Dr' *oick, 
phantom physical sWe? ept in the sense of y°ur 
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Phantom Death 

It ^eyen rriy * i. 

n0 o you think they had a kind of symbolic death attached to 

*** c probably so. A real physical part of me was going, you 
Ves- K>t an appendage - whether a useless one like an 

IcrioV^* j or a peripheral one like an arm or leg or toe - but 

aPpC„th £g thal W,as in, Z a °f wholc life process 
s°t«eSme that cleaned my blood, sustained my life - some- 
Someth’Jfch, as I had been finding out for the last 4 months 
thiman cann°t live without. Not without great help. S’ 

a r nne of the actual bases for giving me life was being asked 
s° °"rted with. It was not a simple thing for me to say yes. 

{0 W r 

How did Nagat take to this? Did you tell her? 

yes I told her. She did not take it very well. 

For one thing, all this time, from the very beginning, Nagat 
t, d had hestitations about whether these people would really 
J! on assisting me in this program - how long they would go 
on continue to carry me in the ward and so forth - so now, 
to take an irretrievable step like this, taking out your kidneys, 

well . . • 

Why was she hesitant? Because you were a foreigner? 

Yes. But more because they had been keeping me on in a 
special ward. 

How do you mean? 

My room itself was a special room. The dialysis rooms and the 
transplant rooms are separate rooms. The transplant rooms 
they were very good rooms. Luxurious, you can use television - 
much better than the dialysis rooms. 

So even though I did not have a transplant yet, they 
in one of these rooms. From the beginning. 

And this made Nagat uneasy? 

Yes. It was sort of VIP treatment, y°u kaow:f 
Probably Nagat would have felt more comforta e 
treated me like any other Englishmen. 

kept me 

£ 

Unusual, 
they had 

g | 
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TWO LIVES 

But you accepted this? You felt it was natural? 

I don’t know. They Just gave it to me. That was all i r 
thought about it. Many of the staff the nurses, they ^ V 
often come to visit me. They would sit down chat, smoke 
cigarettes on break and so on. A very special kind of treatrn^ 

Why do you think they did that? 

Urn . . . well . . • 

It pleased you? 
Sure. It pleased me, but why they did that, I really Can 

say. Perhaps it was that I could talk their language. 'Yo 
know, I was a colleague, a doctor - and then again perhaps il 
was just because I had a good television set. H 11 

Perhaps they felt you were more worth saving? 

Pardon? 

Perhaps in a sense, they felt you were a little more worth 
saving than others? 

No. I don’t think so. 

Your student accomplishments, your career, your future 
possibilities . . . 

Anyway, Nagat was a bit leery about how long this would con¬ 
tinue. Especially now that we were moving into a fourth month 
- and even more that we had had that abortive attempt. 

But I told her not to worry. In one sense, now that they were 
removing my kidneys they are committed to me, to my life. 
You remove somebody’s kidneys, you are obliged to fill the void 
with something better than what was working before, and that 
calmed her somewhat. 

So in the next couple of days, they did in fact remove my 
kidneys, and, although the psychological implications were 
still very great to me, the actual operation itself was really 
very simple. 

n Nag?T caJne t0 see me the day after the operation, 
n..shi ‘"e' and * said t? her again, “In this case as in the others 
. JIn0muSu be t0vd t0 the Sudan, to my home, about wha 
has gone on here, about the removal of my kidneys.” 

She agreed. 
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The Dark Side of Things 

eriod after that was one of the worst 

T*16 • with, the doctors decided Tp ^ kfe' 
T° b6gital a while after his transplant" ubad. lo remain in 

the h.°!|ing very W,e11- ^Uhoueh he did not nePakidney Was not 
u<ree or four days it was really touch ^! dialyzed 

working very well ar a„ . lhen Mta: M„ey 

",aS fter that the Mr. Hill episode nm P Ck Up' 
little girl who had the coneenitnVuj'.and f^’Vhe little gin wno nao the congenital v;a *'“• nm an<i 

l“”eVemon'ber' lhe ,8"i "\lhe ’ you rerr qhe was actually eleven - well, she sZ u seven 
two kidneys from another little H“' 

“ece"! mately WS in mother hospital. 8 d!,nor ’»'» 
unf°rtu 

seven 
were 
was 

i oriv told you what a nice naan Mr w\\\ , 
\fjce man, a dancer, both he and his 

V65used to talk and so on - well, I was really pleased when 
W had the transplant. Everyone was pleased. 

Mr Hill himself was just ecstatic, he felt he was so lucky 
just lucky that everything was going so well. y‘ 

T had seen his wife that morning after the transplant, when 
cV,p had come to the hospital to see him. She said Mr. Hill was 
quite well all that day. 

In the evening everybody came to see him; in fact it was so 
crowded in his room that after a while I decided to go back 
to my room. My dialysis was coming on and I had to get 
prepared anyway. 

As evening moved into later evening the people had gone - 
and a little later on I heard other people scurrying in and 
around Mr. Hill’s room. They were doctors, but I really didn’t 
give it much thought. Usually when you see a lot of doctors 
moving around, you think of death. But everyone was so happy 
on that particular night, no one could possibly think ominously 
about anything, Mr. Hill was such an optimistic man, more than 
a lively man, he was life itself. 

But of course he was dying. Just like that, .dylug- Ju the 
morning they told us that Mr. Hill had died during t e R ■ 

When Nagat came, she was instantly depressed, 
death affected her very greatly. 

You know, you are waiting on dialysis, aad 
miserable life - the dark side of things, as it 'were: but y 
always think that it is just a temporary sort of thi g, y 
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while thinking is *«•«•«! "‘«nrtl rnnsplnn n‘on. 1 rnni«p|nw 
non the white Mile, such -is painted by people like Ken who |, , 
ha'i n transplant for 5 years, full-time working, a child. Dl„ly8?d 
the dark side, tiansplantntton. the while side. 

Hut tint afternoon at lunch everybody knew that 
died, but nobody wanted to say anything about it. 

Mr- "ill had 

No one was eating. We were just sitting together talking in 
hushed tones about this and that, about little things, fluids, 0Ur 
-hunts, actually trying to avoid the issue of Mr. Hill jf ^ 
possibh could. 

Finally after a while I felt I just had to say something, “n 
IS unfair". I said. "Mr. Hill, he was so pleased at having a 
transplant. And now to have just gone away like this. It is So 
unfair. For his wife, for his family ..." 

And suddenly everyone wanted to talk about it. To say nice 
things about him. To remember him with our words, how good 
he had been, how kind. 

Then one of the patients said - I distinctly remember this - 
He asked me. "Why did Mr. Hill die? What had gone wrong?” 

He asked me because he knew of course I was a doctor. So I 
explained to him: "Mr. Hill died of a heart attack. You see, 
it is not the kidneys per se that have to kill you, it may also 
be other systems of the body - damaged by the long life of 
kidney infection. Mr. Hill died of cardiac arrest, his heart had 
simply given out." 

Their faces - they were younger than Mr. Hill, most of them - 
you could see at first in their faces the disbelief - and then the 
relief. They were thinking that for them it was hope again, 
that death did not come from the transplanted kidney. You 
see Mr. Hill's dying of cardiac arrest meant that they might 
not have to die if their hearts were good. As I said, they were 
younger than Mr. Hill. For them it meant hope again, a white 
side to balance Mr. Hill's dark side. 

So that is how Mr. Hill died. And the little girl, Jane, who 
got a kidney with Mr. Hill, she was doing well at first, but then 
on the third day she began to get very sick and her kidney had 
to be taken out. Now by the way, she is well, she has had 
another transplant and is doing fine. 

But this was the failure side of transplant. A double failure, 
one died, and one kidney removed. 
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Tfa* Drirk Side f,f '/•/,, in#t 

t n in the next few days, Philip and in 

A"d lhL little demanding boy whoso mother Chad lra*v 
. • i i Oilrl vou about , Wd* KO nirr. 

he l»lu^ iwuruT yjj'im . v 
.pints - 1 ' ,r( 1 (Old you about, who* face 4 t0 

time - well, they were *» 

Prc“ywcll Indeed. 
very 

took 

two days- 
F0 . „ became- very ill and died. N<ih<.a„ i 
Thcn.' ° h-id a bit of a fever, but that is not ex»\-CXacUy 

Why- S„t cases. Anyway she died. Twenty-four yS, ‘S' in 
fanS? v nobody can figure out why My own feelin* wa?',K.*! 
this day iust too weak to survive the operation Perhan. V1 
5be m not have been transplanted in the first place Not« 
should original kidney disease had just drained he? Z 
toon- ^r to survive a transplantation attempt at that tim? 
much iJway. over that Par'llcu'ar week it had been a ffw 
BU-Jnnce of failure, all in about ten days, it was really a ve™ 
LaSriod. Mr. HiU dying, Joan dying, Jane’s ktdney removed 
the whole atmosphere was very depressing. 

and then I had the chance of a second cadaver kidney. 1 
n"t say that a cadaver kidney coming now no longer meant 
real happy event like it used to. Whereas before, when I saw 

a oatient who had had a successful transplant, he can go out, 
Learn be very well, it was a happy thing, but now it was 
hard for me to avoid the dark side of transplantation. 

Nagat, in particular was depressed by the week’s events. The 
day I told her that there is a chance I might have another 
kidney she said she was very, very, very afraid and angry also. 
In fact, at one point she seemed almost to want to say to me 
that I should not have it - but she never actually said the words 
out loud. 

Then, in the afternoon of the scheduled day - they of course 
had not allowed me to eat again - the nurse came to me. sm * 
"Well, you better eat” - which meant no kidney was coming. 
She returned later and said. “Now you better not eat, tne . 
later on once more, “You better eat again! The net 
of the whole day was no kidney. CD 

c 
c .That particular night Nagat never slept-She ^ Aether 

she did not sleep at all. She had had a divided fe 
wanted the kidney in the first place. I must a 

1 that same thought passed through my rui c 

I | 
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At this point y»n M«r “"sidere‘‘ «> Uvln* 
on a machine? 

on «itprnative to me: up until that time o 
No. It was never a fejt that life on a machine was anS 

in the beginning, In anyone who was on a machh^ 

a-jtd1 fuH tinie. Not S . wi «» think ot work. ** 

I don’t know, but somehow work was still the thing. Life to 

me still meant work. 

N7harJan« * we?,TwSn1 Eft* 
kidnei com?ng Two kidneys in the space of two or three days. 
I was a^Sd match for both of them - so again I was told not 
!o eat and again we waited - but again the dark side of thinks - 
that kidney did not come either. 

Tt was a terrible period for me, for Nagat, a time to think 
fully through the whole situation. Is it better that the kidneys 
come or not’ That divided feeling was with us now more than 
ewr And yet we were still committed to waiting. Still waiting 
for a cadaver transplant. It was very late March by now. 

You never considered rejecting the whole transplant business 
completely? 

No. 

I mean just saying I don’t want one? 

No. I never thought of saying that. 

Even though the probabilities had been lessened? 

Yes. Although I must admit seeing the black side of it was 
a shock. Transplantation had meant to me, to everybody m t e 
ward, one thing: Life. But now it was no longer just the wh t 
side, the dark side had come to visit us very starkly and very 
really. The thought of whether it can kill you had never been 
a serious conscious thing before with us. But now it was ■ yet 
in a strange way it made me more eager than ever for the 
cadaver transplant. 

How do you mean? 
In these terms: It will either succeed and I will do well - or 

it will fail and I will die. One way or the other it would be 
over. Clean and quickly. It was this waiting, this pressure on 
other people I could not stand. 
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The Dark Side of Thi; 
ngs 

cpe I had been reading more of the , 
fj had discovered that most ofthemP^taUon liter- 

ture failure of a cadaver transplant adonors come 
Iter 'the kidney, it would fail, and then (he w ^ould have 

a cad jnto the picture. n tbe llve donor would 

C°med yoU didn’t want that? 

want ths.t at all. To mo it 
1 d'ttive. To get a good life still meant to^et a ynfac.cePtable 

»lternh1em had been created for others. So iawhicb 
*h°/°n th* regard Mr. Hill probably had a gSd enT thmk^ 

^He had died, simply, quietly without burdening anybody? 

Precise. Mathematical again. 

Yes One plus one. He had tried And it had failed. And 
2 was left behind with just one kidney because that man 

been Mr. Hill’s live donor. 

no 
had 

And then, one morning a friend came to see me, a doctor 
friend Mohd Ahmed Hassan. He came to me in the hospital, 
sat next to my bed, and said, “Omer, I am going to have my 
blood tested to give you my kidney." Just like that. 

And you know, this man is a great friend of mine, a very 
sincere man, a village man, arrogant and blunt - so I was sure 
he had thought about this quite a while before he said it. 

You see, men from the village are not really cut out by the 
modern attitudes of social progress, you know. How shall I 
say it? . . . sincerity to a village man like Hassan means to say 
exactly what you feel. At all times. Right to the point. Direct¬ 
ness of life - talking, thinking, doing - what one feels what is 
true, it would be said. That is sincerity. 

You seem to fully equate sincerity with th®. abdlty ^ ls 
truth without regard for consequences, or others g 
there no room for tact, diplomacy • • • ? 

They are feminine traits - that is the village 
A man should be direct, blunt, sincere, tamest, a ^ant. 
cumlocution methods, indirect methods, these a 
lninn T'l__ # ___1 mpn. 

City men? 

ft7> 
jj 
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„ cni next to me and as the vili^ 
Yes. So anyway H«“' h,s kidney, and I did not have^ 

man he was, he JUi>t J . he mCant it or not. I knew v 
consider for a momen* ed the idea, but I found ? £ 
did. However, I not only t0 my famlly. ^ 
most insulting thing that ever 

Insulting? 

Yes. 

To your family? 

Yes. 
T7linnv jcn't it a man offers me life through his life, and 1 
JSited But that's what I thought. I felt I don’t want a 
live donor transplant. I want a cadaver transplant. And if any. 
body’s blood is to be tested, if any body is to come forward, it 
will be my own brothers. 

You were angry at Hassan then? 

I don’t think it was anger really. I don’t know. Let us say 1 
was just not very pleased. I don t know if really anger is the 
right word. 

What was it then? He shouldn’t have come forward like this, 
it was not his place? 

Exactly. 

He should have understood from his village ways about the 
priority of the family? 

Yes. 

In this way he created displeasure. 

Yes. Displeasure. That was it. You know, I was not thinking 
about his offer of a transplant as a generous thing * which of 
course it was - or anything like that, but rather it was a question 

fnrwnrH Sa.ct d com': first> what ure the priorities. His coming 
‘ just seemed to me great disrespect against my family. 

you e»vcr wonder wh«t happened to you brothers, 
why they have not approached you by now? 

1 llWn''- 1 »« that they 
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Tlv • Doric Siilr (,f T|t 
IllgJ 

, n0w this friend has stepped forward and 
put "(side the family. 

nfl ,pan 
made an otter. 

you are 
that is whal mnde mc anery as you sav 

Ifl was angry. 

rlB rttriirm ahead of the family like that, U was w* -e L 
H*S piking ahead of the family at a funeral procession?' C 

that is it. That is the feeling. 1 was not beinn ratinn,i 
J but that was the feeling - \ Was simplyBnot v!ry 

AiSdaoramyh famuy0 °"CT'' & » *3 
not come J 

Cn r did not reply to him for some time - about 5 minutes, in 
ond then 1 said, Mohd, 1 don t know how to say this It 

fact't enough for me to say thank you. For 1 must say it gives 
is n?L greatest pleasure to know there are strong men such as 

that 1 count among my friends. However, 1 must say no. 

y°U . iust that I am quite sure that I will have another chance 
n cadaver kidney. So there really is no rush, no worry, no 

for a ‘ i appreciate your feelings, your generous offer and 1 
that I may live a long life if for no other reason than to 

remember what you have done here today.” 

That is about all I said to him. He did not respond. He go up 

and left. 

Did you tell Nagat? 

No.But funny enough, that very day, Nagat herself came to 
me and said, “Let us go out.” 

So we went to her room at the hotel. We were talking about 
little things, sending letters and so forth, when suddenly,, with- 
out any preliminary wording she said. ‘‘I am going to «. - 
blood tested.” I just stared at her. She went on. Why should 
we wait all this time? Why should 1 not give you J 
difference in a woman giving n kidney to a ma . noy d 
the same, is it not; If 1 am wrong you tell, me. NVOt,;s 
there is something I do not know.” And on a. e tl ‘.,k rapids, 
were rushing at me like a swollen river run h 

l did not know what to say. I ^^./'PV'^lJ^MimtVartlcliar 
couldn’t say yes, l couldn’t say no. All l \ kad with Hw 
time was that 1 hud that same strange feeling 
san. u 

t/> (J 
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Dear as she is to me, as close as she is to me - let us facp . 
it is always the wife who is closest to you, ultimately it js e 
who suffers the same fate that you suffer - I felt it was 
brothers, my brothers, not my sisters or my mother or my 
- the men, as it were, who should come forward to you in a tim 
of need. It is an arrogant attitude, perhaps, but that is what • 
running in our society, what was running through my mind i. 
that time: It is the men who should make the offer first.- at 

I loved her of course for her offer, but still the thing that r 
through my emotions most strongly was sudden displeasure an 

At Nagat? 

No. At my brothers - the fact that I had not heard from them 
at this time. It was their fault these offerings were being made 
Although, as I said before, I did not want them to be put to the 
test, now I did think it was time for them to sit down togethe6 
and discuss things. To stop offers from happening. To take m*" 
off the spot, in having to reject kind people such as Hassan and 
Nagat. a 

You wanted the brothers to come? 

I wanted the brothers to come, to measure up to my ideal - to 
have four brothers come marching into the ward. And then I 
will refuse them all. 

And nobody else would cause me this problem again. I would 
refuse my brothers and then I would live my life in the same 
way as before. Nothing would change. I would have a cadaver 
kidney, if it is good, then I could go back to work; if it is bad, 
I would die - but until that time, until I get my cadaver kidney', 
they should come and offer their kidneys to me - to stop other 
people from offering first. 

You wanted the offer but you would have refused? 

Yes. 

But you did want the offer? 

Yes. I wanted the offer. But I wanted to refuse them more. 

What was it, did you feel that perhaps your brothers didn’t 
love you enough, they didn’t respect you, or care for you 
enough to come to London and make the offer? 

No. No, I did not. I gave them the chance - I only became 
impatient because others were now starting to take their chance 
from them. 
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The Dark Side °f Thi, ngs 

„ H aS if Nagat and Mohd - Ahm.j . 
1 mJolly their chance. That is baXjhey *ere not giving 

1*. "Sally express it very well . / 'ft «• I don’t know, I 
can1 displeasure at Nagat and Mohd why 1 fe't this 

me suchagreat generous oppomniw ?ed Hassan for 
8lV that I wanted them to give my faXV SUppose U was 
5uSt chance I had been giving them in Set °‘ a chance- 
the 

had it been? 
jloW 
,t had ben not quite lour months. Three m„Mhs, , ftlnk 

pon’t y°u think that was long enough? 

T Tyjo I dida t think it was long enough T n, 

waiting t'me <°r a transplant «• ^ or 8 Snths^ ** aVmBe 

i don’t mean that- I mean wasn’t 3 or 4 months long enough 
time for your family to come forward if they were going u> 
ceme? 

No. I don’t think so. Not at all. I mean, if you send them a 
, tter and then they send a letter back to you, the process from 
T ondon to Sudan and back again is almost a month - ten days 
to travel, a week to draft their reply, another ten days for their 
enly to go in the mail ... 1 mean, only two letters can be 

exchanged during the whole 3 months, perhaps only 3 letters 
at most . . . anyway, so I told you I felt great, great in Nagat 
making the offer but also displeased in that she was not doing 
the right thing toward my family. 

After all, I felt I have got men behind me, to the extent in 
fact that I have entrusted one of them with my wife and 
daughter in the event of death. I certainly did not want her to 
have any bad feeling of them, thinking that they are not com.ng 

and so forth. 

Did you think she had given up on them? LMU yuu U1II1IS. auc a**'-" 

Yes, that Is the thought that occurred to nte. And thaltewha 

displeased me most ol all. 1 did aot repl.» 
went back to the hospital, I went back y 

But when she came to the h?ake transplants'from wives." 
“Nagat, they really don't like to {Prom her offer . . . 

1 said other things, trying to dissu rjvcr o{ emotion. She 
But again she went on, again the r 1. )ivC(j somebody 
said such dear things to me, like 
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TWO LIVES 

say t^s ‘o mo 1 ^ y to ive you my kidney. And I y, ®? 

riTu? only if you sot up well. If you don't get up welfi 
don’t ever want to get up either. 

t innked at her face. She was so tired, so drawn, so full 0f the 
months of waiting. I said to her, “Nagat, .Ms not just you aJS 
1 There is Sara, who must share you with me. I would not 
wait anything to 'happen, for her sake as well as yours." 

I continued on: “A kidney transplant operation is serious. 
True the risk is little, but it is there. Not only the operation, 
but later, living with one kidney, I wouldn t like this to happen 
to you.” 

In mv mind I was thinking, “There is the problem of preg¬ 
nancy - the great demand is placed on the kidneys during that 
time - and if I was going to die, there would be the problem of 
having other children, perhaps of remarriage. If she gives me 
her kidney and I die, perhaps I am limiting her chances. One 
kidney is not a normal thing, it frightens many people. 

However, during this time, even as I was talking to her, 
thinking about her, refusing her offer, I must admit Nagat be¬ 
came a different person to me. You know, when you are ill. 
sometimes you think all this is too much for your wife to bear. 
But when she comes to you and says things like this, it revives 
in you other things. That you can no longer think of being with¬ 
out her. You must face up to the fact that you no longer just 
want her - you now need her. She is part of your life. Forever. 
You cannot live without her. It is a simple fact to be accepted. 

So although the past week or 10 days had been a time of 
failed transplants, death, Nagat’s visit and her words revived 
in me new feelings, a new sense of what it is like to be in mar¬ 
riage with a woman. I felt great. I knew I could go on. And then 
I got the letter from Sidieg. 
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Sidieg 

We 
were laugnmg ltu mis was the first and last iV.f T la,er 

*',10 me. UP 1,11 now' 'Ml. The lc,tJS, “er hc <»«r 

Sine t" 1-°"“°" °" hlS l0avc' °» the first of “r, *“ corr>in8 npru, 
,nxrpv he did not come on that rU*, T , 
the 6th or 7th . . . no, actually^ came kanv.ow.v'hy- He 

cam?h The sixteenth instead of the first bout the six- teenm* 

,l"t*St„1orCwh«herdhTis"«.«, 
j'e was coming to visit me, or whether he had £ *he0,1f" 
Jisit Europe- ^ on to 

However, at that time, as I told you, I knew things were eoinp 
on behind the scenes because Peart had told me thaf my 
brothers were talking the matter over. y 

But i was unsure whether he was coming for this purpose or 
if he was just corning to visit or . . . well . . . the main point 
is I didn’t know for certain that he was coming for a trans¬ 
plant. But I had a hunch. So I was really hoping we would have 
another chance for a cadaver kidney transplant before he came. 

I did not tell Peart that Sidieg is coming. Now the question 
was: “Should I tell Nagat?” 

I decided not to tell her - since as I told you before I had not 
even told her what Peart had told me about my brothers dis¬ 
cussing the question of transplant back home in Sudan. 

But when you heard that Sidieg was coming, you were pretty 
sure the brothers had been discussing things? 

Yes. 

And did Sidieg seem the likely choice to come? 

Yes. 

He would definitely be the one? 

Yes. He would be the one. Thinking about^n log1 dg yp..gly 
scientifically, the way we were all bto gm ^ q( man 
would be the one. My first brother. A . heU out 0f him. 
who my father beat quite a lot. He scareu degree. 
The same with Osman. And even mys a decjs,on like that. 
Sidieg, he is the one man who could an> is a sell-made 
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decision And he is the one person of all the brothers who 
decision. « decision, 
could sit down and maKe sucu <« 

Because you know, if you think about it. there are really very 
few men who can do that, can really make decisions like that . 

drastic decisions, as it were. 

Courageous decisions? 

Yes. I think that is it. A courageous decision. Sidieg has 
always impressed me as a courageous man. 

Where does this courage come from? 

I don’t know. 

In one sense, as I just tried to explain, he was the one son 
freed from a lot of parental discipline, and in that sense he Was 
the one of us whose life was not really planned for him - it did 
not go very smoothly. It was touch and go from the start. 

In secondary school I remember he took part in the Islamic 
Brotherhood - a conservative religious political party - and he 
was a leader of that for a while. Then he went to the university 
in Poland, but never finished, then went back again to teaching, 
then to the South when there was the civil war and then he 
came back . . . you know he was just a sort of chap who was 
tossed here and there. 

The rubber ball. 

Yes, the rubber ball. 

But was it he that was tossed, or did he really just sort of 
toss himself around? I mean, perhaps he just didn’t take any¬ 
thing'too seriously. 

No ... I just couldn’t say he didn’t take things too seriously. 
It is difficult to say, to answer this question actually. Thinking 
about it now, however, perhaps I must admit that he tossed 
himself around more than he was tossed around really. 

Yet, somehow, out of all this he developed a certain kind o 
““ra,®e mak? decisions. To grab the bull by the horns. It i 
{.™.e,he °ften let 8° °j the horns - always wanting to move on 
but he never seemed to lack the courage to grab on, firmly 

?tUwaiyimportaVnty Whenever he felt the urge. Whenever he fel 
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Anyway, so Sidieg came. 

, raine during the night, without even sendino , . , 
He l \Jhen he is coming. He had never been to I 

grSrtW S«op him from jus, 

- N.afha‘res h0,el •where ™ *hwNagat was not there. 

c„ the first thine I heard about him was from a teleohone rail 
from tha hotel. Lilian Beeson Hall. It was seven in S even „ 
Nagat was with me, I was already on dialysis. 

He said, “Hi, it is Sidieg. I am in London. See you at the 

hospital-’’ 

That was it. Just like that. He drove over to the hospital with 
some of my friends. 

I was so pleased to see him. He was so pleased to see me as 
weH It immediately brought back memories when he put me 

the Diane itself and did not leave until the last moment. 
And he had said, “You are obliged to come back. You will come 
back to us.” 

“So pull vourself up. Remember, we all need you, you must 

come back.” 

At the time he was trying to cheer me up, of course, to make 

me fight to live. 

I did not even have to try to recall that time at the hospital. 
He just, smacked ud against me as we sat there, chatting, 
we talked about the family, what was going on. How was 
mother, how was father, how are the other chap > n,1PStions 
...?" And then he started to poke around, to ask questions 
fbout my condition and so on. You know, he wa Tiiani 
ln all that time, among all my friends, Nagat, Osman, Jnam 
*ven- who ever did that. The others were very d o^m^ ^ 
been with me a long time, in the hospital, 
ever thought of doing this. 

Sidieg would lift my covers, poke around, po^1uj,ow 
fouch it, say “What is this?” or “Does this hurt you, 
has this thing been in you?” S
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nf roursc he know whon ho h.ul arrived that I had been 
Ol COlirSC 111 Mil i ^ 1( (lj(1 . bn,,,., Ill'll I I... . 

dialysis iroatmont, but hi 
noys out. 

had . 
not know ye that I 

hnd niy'kh1r 

do 
feel 

•ys oul. 

In other words, with him there seemed to he a certain eonn 
•nee and familiarity in dealing with you that the others dlfi 

didn’t necessarily enjoy? n 1 

Yes. 

What was it? Him? His own special way? 

Yes. partly. And partly it was a spcciul way we have alw- 
had of petting alonp. There is just one year ape difference ?ys 
tween us. he is one year younger. We were shepherds logoih 
you know, wo took the goats to the pastures, many limes’ 
had to do the shopping together — we simply had many 
to be with just one another. And this early experience of hnv^'S 

nn Ifinnfhor nrohilhlv Ii’»r! in iic fi erw,/.:,.i 1 
fooling 

to be with just one nnoinor, awi tins early experience of”hav* 
been raised up together probably created in us a special f-- >ilr'^ 
a bond. 

So somehow when Sidieg came, I felt a great surge of Co 
fidence. It was about. II o’clock that evening when the nur"1 
finally came in and said to Sidieg, “You have to go now ” ai 
first he dallied a moment, but then he left. ’ u 

And that night, when I was alone I began to think about manv 
things - how long Nagat had been homeless in effect - familv. 
less - she too had been on the edge of a very fine razor. ^ 

lnIia /eally b<;en needing somebody, not for me but for Nagat 
1° be tT< ° ae ablc 10 handle lhin«s if 1 (>ff my razor 
True, my friends, many good friends were in London at the 

stdl Jou" know"0' lht7 T-rC VtTy de.f,cndablc friends, but 

Of you ow„y btaX take care oMhlnp?™”' ^ ^ ™™°m 

free hke 1 felt sort of lightheaded, care- 

now here S cteof take" °ff mC’ S°me°nC ^ 

Niacame^rnS'l said tm0rning- fhen Sidieg an 
today. Why should wp 1 want?d t0 g? out. I am feeling we 
nine when they came hnf6? °Ut *°,r a bit- 14 was only half Pa 
go. The docS ™c' ml ”1 i!lready d«««d *"d ™dy i 
wanted to go out todav Mv k h.u r r.ounds and 1 told them 
out. Peart was not oa L,is he.rc and 1 want 10 < 
minutes later he happened byandreui>artlC"lar day’ but a ,e 
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Skileg 

.,rc dressed. You are going out?” 
■<yoU an- 

, said. "YO”" 
paused, hut then said, "Okay" and moved nn. 

Sidieg' sa’d' ‘*^ru you SUrt you want t0 g° out?" 
, i,i “Yes, I am sure. I-ct us go and have lunch mu n,,„ 

Sodie cinema, then I will come back here tonight in time for 

dlaly9*9, , 
However, as we were about to leave one of the nurses came 

running up l° sidicf?’ 
"Mr Belcil. Mr. Belcil. Professor Peart said you should come 
have your blood test tomorrow." 

°And without thinking Sidieg said, “Okay" - then immediately 
niwcd what he was saying. So he turned to me and said, 

"i nnk here, Omer, I can see in your face there is no way to 
ynlfl it so I might as well tell you. I told Nagat about this last 

but 1 haven’t told it to you yet. But now that you have 
found out anyway, I will tell you. But first let us walk. I would 
prefer that 1 tell you when we walk.” 

So we walked. 
And as were were walking, he spoke, "First of all 1 don't 

want vou to think we buried our heads under the sand at home. 
We have been talking for some time, and we have come to 
some decisions. And now that I am here 1 will tell you us. 
You arc just a patient and you have no say in things, I mean 
in regard to the sort of treatment that Is best or you rhea 
are really only two things that you have to dec'dc- (A..- D 
you accept the judgment and honesty and ethics ^ 
Peart and his group or (2) you don t accept them. 

"II you accept them you must then *c^ddlbae\,™ydo any5- 
you my kidney is best for you, that they w «ld^Jjjcl||e wou)d 
thing that is bad for you * or me. The cth c9 t0 „ive it to 
never entail them taking health from one person to giv 
another person. Right?” , k ,hev 

Without waiting for any reply he went ®"’don.Neither. Which 
would ever do a thing like that, aad..Lgy frotn me is a very > 
means that if they felt that taking a ktaney don't trust 
harmful procedure, they wouldn t u° • . . under their 
their judgment then there is no point m even b 
care. 

(1) 
c 
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ro 
u 
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"So I will tell you. Yesterday, the moment I arrived - wh, 
was about five - the first thing I did was to phone the h0Splt* 
and ask for Peart. Right over the telephone I told him that 
am here to donate a kidney for my biothet. And over the phon 
he said that, ‘Onier is already on the cadaver list. He has han 
two abortive chances in the last few days, in fact. I told him 
‘Even if he has another chance today - give him my kidney! 
And Peart said 'Okay, shall we have a meeting ’ And I said'm' 
need for a meeting. I am decided on this. And he started to sav 
something and I said 'Don’t worry about Omer. He simply has 
no say in this.” j 

‘‘I mean that, Omer. You have no say. You cannot say ‘no* 
you can’t say ‘yes’. It is simply not your decision to make Sa 
you just don’t think about it. Okay? Here is the cinema. Let i,? 
go inside.” Us 

I was really shattered. For the first time in all of this 
experience, in Sudan and London, I was faced, full front, with 
the specific problem of: (a) Shall I accept his offer? (b) if \ 
don’t, how can I stop him? 

I remember it was a foreign film. Omar Sharif with Barbra - 
or something - Streisand. It was very good - but I must say 
after the film, walking out into the night, I don’t know, every¬ 
thing inside me seemed to go upside down. Like the clouds 
were under my feet, instead of above my head. I remember the 
evening air hitting my face as we left the cinema - cool and 
moist. Refreshing. I mean ... I was ... I just felt great, you 
til1 °tWV *uVjn now 1 can t record specific kind of happiness 
that I had at that particular moment. But I must say that 
above all I felt just great. And whether or not I was to have a 
ransplant, you know, the immediate scientific problem of 

/lunLI8,3 1V® <!onor .and 20 on’ these were . . . well, these 
a v-fliipWhaH J-Ust, ?ot lmP°rtant. What was important was that 
onl of thP dmS been J,ven *° me* A reward. I was receiving 
cefviSg one of giftS of ^ life’ To me 1 was re‘ 
Snf one o ,mP°rtant gifts of my life. To me I was 
hospftfl SLut it ff nn8V. * \we11’1 wanted t0 tel1 the whole 
earth should 1^ abffSSf / wastha? p^d.* Everybody °n 

gotog^o"fv/or''diehwh'If8 abolJu my chances* whether I am 
problems. ’ &t 3re the odds- the probabilities, the 
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but 

_ slmpW the fact that my brother SidicB wanted to 

11 *Sidney- f dld not have t0 nsk him. He just wanted to. 

nlC 1 , vou should have seen Nagat’s face. She never spoke, but 
Ant lcj sec it in her face, you know, how great she felt, how 

you c° s affccted by the moment. 

sllC 'Vft it the family? Here was living prooi that this was a 

grC tiv That was it. That was it. Family. My family. A 
gxacty’e a pride for Nagat, a pride for my family. I was 

0ride {orhv this. We went back to the hospital and I had the 
so tafnnight to think about things. 

u t 10 o’clock, I remember one of the girls, one of the 
At a'3°'irne and she sat and gave me a cigarette. She had 

nurses, ? a0 and she knew of course - all the nurses knew - 
nothing to pother offered his kidney. And she tried to sort of 
that Beleu ^ up j wanted to think out loud, to speak aloud 
open the became my sounding board, as it were, to help me 

ihroueh ** »rob,cm' 
. cavinc to her, ‘‘The priority issue is this: Does 

I remem ^ of thig ag a patient outweigh the price of all 

the u3mfnr sidieg, the price of his spending the rest of his life 
ot. f's kidney’” But she said nothing. She knew somehow I 
X nofwant In answer, just someone listen while 1 posed to 

myself both sides of the problem. 

“Professor Peart would of 
He has seen so many cases - he has know . . ” But 
judging the results. So I should ta > ults is people, 
then 1 said, "It is not fust and tned.caUesm as 
Me. Sidieg. The feeling of it. For me as a nm 

Professor Peart cannot really *udf®L^n^this regard." The 
expert on this. I have better judgmen gbe woui,j nod 
nurse just watched me, continued sm • my reaction toward 
occasionally, but that is all. ‘ I mfant‘L inSortant too, let us 
the problem as a human being that is imp 
leave science out of it for the time being. . . 

. cirimp saving he is m Lon 
When the phone calls came from Sl ®8y his kidney, were 

don, and then later he is going to give » hoods together? 
there any sudden remembrances of your 
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Yes, that is what I am going to say. The human thing. ThGn 
I began to carve out for the nurse - for myself actually . th" 
whole life of Sidieg and me. all the minute incidences. 

"I remembered especially when I poked Sidieg with an ir0n 
You know he was teasing me, I was ironing my clothes and he 
was teasing me. I had a pot belly at that time. He used to call 
me pot belly. He really used to drive me mad. So I put the hoi 
iron on his pot belly one night - it was really very flat actually 
his belly, 1 mean. ’ 

•' He still has sort of a triangular mark on his belly.” 

1 began to remember all these incidences and then I began 
to weieh certain other things in my mind. Such as, “I have 
married. I have a child, completed my university education. 

“I wanted to become a doctor, I became a doctor. I wanted 
to become a surgeon, I became a surgeon. Whereas Sidieg, he 
had not even begun to start these things. 

“If I was him, and he me, and he was sick, of course I would 
give him my kidney. I would give it to him because . . . well, 
there really is no because ... it is simply he is my brother, if 
he needs it, I would give it to him. 

“However, If I give it to him, his mind would not be troubled 
because he knows that I am a doctor and I know what giving 
a kidney implies. 

“But Sidieg, he doesn’t know if he has two kidneys or one 
kidney. All he knows is that he is making a gift to me. And 
that is what makes it difficult for me to accept. 

"Because he is a man just giving by his emotions, not by 
anything else. He knows nothing about kidneys, he has no way 
of knowing anything really.” 

I said all this and more, but still the nurse said nothing. She 
just listened, interested but silent. I had obviously worked my¬ 
self into quite a state. Finally, the last thing that came to my 
mind, but I did not say, was: "I was more confident than ever 
now that there is somebody to live on after me. I mean, Sidieg 
is here. More than ever Sidieg is here to take care of my wife 
and family. 

"Sidieg is the man really that I am looking for.” I was surer 
of this than even in Sudan, on my deathbed. All the worries in 
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Sidieg 

„orM jor. ol went out o. my head tha, „ight ,M , ^ 

hC wu1 ed. 
very e9 neXt day, when Siddig came, I was a differe 

co *he J:«urcic the nieht before hart SO th dialysis the night before had Wll a Oro t 
gveh/ifing particularly well when he showed^ ulalysis' 

t w»s f6riom and the minute he came in Sister brSuJjf vatne 
1 _ the the same Sister vrm Vr°ught him 

been a 
n\an. 

great 

jm ana uie mmutc ume m Sister brouou ,arue 
f ;n the 1U' This is the same Sister you talked aw?U.ght a 
nuP°f teaand she generally doesn’t' bringTea m7 “ 

a i_Vtpinp from the eu- a guest W rest&P? 'che knew being from the Sudan,Sidieg1 mohlwst.but 

&££*• '•*sure she had h“id 
tea. a to do. 

10 k°° „ she gave him the tea and he sat down with hie . 
anyway* t t0 me and said, "I did not want to tell vnf ,va 

r?ront of_ Nagattmd aH, hut I wan. 

you 

on "“jov in iruu>- - -o -> * "om you to he; 
yeste The first day when you went into the plane, when 
now- /7ondon, remember I told you you are obliged to n°*- London, remember 1 told you you are obliged to come 
flew to \ well, I went out of the plane, my mother was weeo 
backJ,v father was weeping and everybody was, you know, we 
ing- 1 ery sad. Your illness had been a great shock to us 
were vci y» 

„. . when I drove back home I drove with one of the doctors, 
/tasked him, ‘Dr. Ahmed, I have heard about something 

transplantation. They can take organs from live people. 
I mean, If I were to go to London . . . ’ 

“But he said to me, ‘They cannot take organs from live 
people. I am sure they cannot.’ 

“In the next few days I asked two or three more doctors, 
come professors even, and none of them seemed to have the 
faintest idea that you could donate an organ from one live per¬ 
son to another. Most of them said that two kidneys had to be 
transplanted and ‘of course you cannot take both kidneys from 
somebody and give them to somebody else. 

“So forgive me, Omer, but 1 never thought this live donor 

thing was possible.” 

He wanted you to know that he had thought about giving y 
his kidney right from the beginning. ^ 

He wanted me to know that. Yes. He saidl tothat 
saying this Omer, is because I feel very soyJJJda half months. 
You have been left living like this for fou believe me"b 
H I knew that something could havebee ’ have been 
would have done it. But instead, for all this time you 
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Wng down every 

!.,am.nqu' ti" 1 W y.hev would feel pretty bad you have ae,°U 
like this they wou , y know anything. You must ally gone through th^ We m ^ ^ but we neyer k ®Ust 

SSSSitariit^vSSd this dialysis sort of thing. That you hjR 
hhPpn on that flSd all night, every night, with your body shaking 
been on that riu » want you to know one thing, p’ 

tdfyouS The earliest that you could stop this dialysis, the 

better I'll feel." 

Did he ever ask you why you hadn’t told him in the first place 
that live transplantation was possible? 

He said he knew I would never tell. 

It just fitted into place for him that you would never mention it. 

He knew that I would never mention it. He said, “I found out 
only yesterday your kidneys are out, in fact. I never thought 
anybody could live with two kidneys out. ” 

He began to be very emotional as he was saying these things. 
Very emotional. He was weeping as he was talking, speaking 
with his eyes, words and tears all jumbled together - he felt 
that this is his guilt that I have been on dialysis for four and a 

half months. 

He too had a sense of family . . . 

Exactly. Exactly. 

So now you knew why your family had not come forward. 

Exactly. Exactly. It was just simply misunderstanding at 
home. 

And your stubborness to let them know. 

That is right. And then he rose from where he was sitting and 
said, “I am going to Dr. Peart now. We have an appointment.” 

I said, “What about.” 

He said to me, “The mechanics of giving my kidney to you.” 

Then I quickly tried to stop him. I said, “Look Sidieg, I have 
alread had two chances for a cadaver transplant - three actually 
* and I can have another chance any day - so there is no need 
for you ... 

But he did not let me finish. He turned and walked out of the 
room. “It is time for me to go now,” he said. 
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t ater Peart t0'd ™e ab°Ut his COnversat,on with ciH- 
j have had many calls from m* h S dleg- 

“9^ donors. Your brother was simply the ™ °ple WantinB to 
be ever met. At our first meeting* at sfTS SU?cere 
1 ha in questions to him. I said, ‘'Sidieg you J? ^ 1 P°sed 
certa^ the pr0blems of getting marX V .?ot marr'ed, 
*hathody has only one kidney? Are the people" X Sudan if 
s°m nt this - or will you have dimCultyPmP[lt^re ™ady to 
accept u» » matching up with a 

beC M want her anyway, so this is no problem hmk \ 

aece.*marned U ^ eVen l6SS ^ P-hlem 

‘"..Then I told him about the other problems, the risks as it 
^ere—however slight of anesthesia, the operation itself, living 
Sh one kidney - and he said to me. ‘Professor Peart, walking in 
the streets I’ve got problems l am not a fatalist but there are 
rprtain important things in life which are similar to having to 
walk in the street. And you cannot just simply stay at home and 
avoid these important things. They are obligations. I am going 
to give my brother my kidney because he needs it. And l am 
ready to take my chances.’ 

“And then I said to Sidieg: 'What if this kidney does not 
function and we must take it out again. Would you feel bad?’ 
And Sidieg said, ‘of course I would feel bad. I want my brother 
to get well, but I will tell you this: I've got another brother who 
will come, and then another brother, and then another brother 
after that. Just think of us as all arranged in a row. I am just 

the first’ ’’ 

What criteria did they use? 

Pardon me? 

The brothers. To decide who should come first? 

It seems that when Osman went back home from■ 
all the brothers sort of sat down immediat y should not be 
things. They decided that my mother and |a scussed the 
involved nor should the girls. They nature ly * 
question of getting their blood analyzed to * QTje o[ 
the best match. They all had agreed that. I tissue type. 
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n , hpfnre thev could go any further, it seems Sidieg just sort 
But h f u., nrmirentlv told them that he diH„.. 

of 
care 

Jt‘oobk'STuen inTand5 He apparently told them that he didn't 
‘rthTwas .he best matching. The best matchmg could g0 

second third, then fourth. He would go first. 

You know. Cliff, thinking about it now. - it was not very dem. 
J°llc o- sidieg of course - but st.ll it was his way - and very 

few people have that way. It is the sort of thing that can only 
be done in certain families, and only by certain men. 

What Sidieg said - "My role shall be such and such, I win 
take the first responsibility - that is all. It is very unusual. 

can give vou inumerable examples in the literature in fact, to 
show you fust how unusual this is. All I can say is that Sidieg's 
wav had a great deal of courage in it. 

Then Peart said Sidieg explained to him: "I am not saying 
the«e things to brag or to say I did anything wonderful. I am 
saying this to you. Professor Peart, only to show you that I am 
not ignorant of what I am doing. I am eager to do it, in fact I 
know that probably Omer does not want me to do this because 
he thinks I do not know what I am doing. But I tell you - and 
I want you to tell him - That I do know. In fact, all the brothers 
know. And we are in agreement on this.” 

After Sidieg discussed the matter with Peart he came back 
to my room and said, “Okay, Omer, we are going to go ahead 
now." 

I said, “No.” 

You said “No”? 

I said “No.” 

Just like that? 

Yes. 

Why? 

I felt Sidieg was not giving me a chance to speak my mind. 
He was just getting on top of me you know. I cannot stand to 
have a decision rushed on me like that. Certainly not a decision 
as important as the one he was making. I wanted time to 
evaluate. I didn't want to swallow it - right off the bat - without 
even digesting it first myself. 
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bclore ,hert *as ta 
» p’s 

d CB f that pleasure came from (l) the fact that C 
yes- b0ftJ.at Professor Peart will know what sort nM'eg-h: 
le, (« (3) that all the attention thehosnS°V* 

me, all this nice treatment, the VlpPiid2f-have 
b£° g*e tort of person who deserves this. ward so on, 

has 
1 

I of the kind of family you are from? 

^ ,ice of the kind of family I am from. 1 was proud I am 
Became ^ that was all I wanted out of it. ^ 

StiU 1 not life- Pride to Sidieg. Pride in my family. Nothing 
Certainly not life itself from Sidieg’s kidney. 5 

m°re this pride was worth more to you than your life? 

t iust was not that mad for life, you know, not in that 
YeSVf was as simple as that. I had no intention of grabbing 

way- «'■ ”? that manner, by accepting Sidieg’s offer, 
onto me 

But I thought you wanted the offer? 

„ , Rut remember I told you I wanted to reject it also. In 
r Yf t tried to rationally discuss the matter with Sidieg. I said: 

Sidieg. I don’t want your kidney. 

But he immediately walked out of the room. 
Nagat came in. She said, “Sidieg is very upset. He wants to 

eo see Professor Peart right away. 
t caid “Naeat vou have seen patients living with cadaver 

kidneys.’how well they do. If I can toe toe dgnce.01 
good cadaver transplant, why should I take biaiegs. 
Sidieg may be endangering his life. 

She just looked at me and djdn t say 'donor. Not at 
couldn’t accept the fact of Sidieg being ^ set i was. She 
that particular moment. She could see how upset 
knew there was no point in saying any o- 

Then Professor Peart came into the room, 
severe. that j have 

He said, “You know Omer, you have *9^®* oWi and if i ^ 
been in this kidney world for Qmte som ^ kidney you nius. be* 
you patients can do quite well with 0f the pop1*"1 
keve me. You and I both know that w/o 

03 Z. 
(j to 

t/> U 

a 
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are born with one kidney - and that a half a kidney or a quarts 
kidney is more than enough to live on. So if I tell you that ther*. 

be any detrimental effects happening on the brean^ 
h of Sidiegs life - any live donor s life - y0u njjjj 

need not 
and length of Sidiegs 
believe that also. 

“And I want you to be perfectly clear about one other thin? 
There are very few things in this life that one can be trulv 
proud of. Your brother has a chance to do something like thi* 
and you should not deprive him of it. In case there is anv 
doubt I agree with how he feels. I would feel exactly the wav 
too. I can assure you that he knows what he is doing. He has 
been around, he is a man who has made decisions for himself 
and he knows exactly what he is up to. He feels he has got I 
brother that deserves his coming here and offering his kidney, i 
happen to agree with him. 

I told him, “Yes, I feel proud about him also. But I don’t 
want it.” 

And then he said, “You should be rational and scientific 
about it. Look at the figures - the figures are conclusive that 
a live donor is better than a cadaver donor. If this were not 
the case, rest assured I wouldn’t press the issue. But the 
figures are too good to neglect.” 

He stopped for a moment and looked at me somberly, directly. 
“Now I will make a point which I have not made to you before. 
We have had a great deal of difficulty in finding you a cadaver 
transplant - worse in fact than we have let on to you. And there 
is no reason to suspect that it will get any better.” 

Was he stretching the truth a little? 

No. Not much. When you stop to think about it, I had had only 
one kidney delivered in 5 months 

And then he said: “I just cannot for the life of me see how 
you can prevent your brother from doing this - you, a man who 
has said time and time again you would give your kidney to 
one of your brothers if he needed it.” 

I said, “Yes, I would.” 

“Then how can you feel so selfish? How can you stop Sidieg 
from doing the same?” 

What did you answer? 
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, know, I did not know what 

Xnted to think about it. I felt . . , it**s*er about. I simply 

** L for others, not to have others do thin?VbUgaUon to do 

£ slid that about being selfish, this troubled ^ ' S0 when 

It did? 

Yes. 

why why? 

XSSw?*know ^' a"'i 1 » 
“t w saW.„“We are going to go aheag „„„ ^ ^ 

anyway 
This is the investigation that always occurs before a donor 

gives a kidney to be transplant... and then he walked out 

What did you say to that? 

Nothing. 

Then what did you think? 

Well, I suppose I thought I have come this far I will play the 
game a little more by ear, that is all . . . wait' I did say some¬ 
thing. 

I said, “Professor Peart, does this mean you are now taking 
mefromthe list of cadaver transplantation.” 

i 

He said, “No I am not crossing you off.” I replied, “Then if 
I have a chance for a cadaver kidney I want to have it right 
away - unless you don’t want to give me a cadaver kidney, then 
I will reconsider.” 

He said, “No, I am not going to deny you that chance at all, 
but I still would like you to explain to me how you can want 
a cadaver transplant when you have got this o{ 
who wants to give you his kidney. This is a. s g respon. 
honour you have where you try to assume e y y QmeT 
sibilities all the time. You just cannot continue g , 
I am sorry that I have to be this blunt wih ^ 
are not being scientific or rational . • • 0 y 
that matter.” 

What did you think of that? 
CO 

CO 
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l thought that they are really pushing me hard. I Was nearly 
on the verge of saying to him. “^ou are not in my shoes, it js 
not only something scientific. There are othet ^'ruenstons to it> 
you know. It is not just taking a kidney, we aie talking about 
concepts of living, whole human relationships. 

“It is more than just science, more than just figures, more 
than just one plus one equals two. 

NTot Doctor, but man again? 

Yes And I wanted him to know that I was something 0f a 
man as well. I said, “Have you got anybody in your writings 
in the literature, who writes about his feelings? Do you have 
anything on how a recipient feels about receiving a live kidney? 

“Check the literature and not just your figures. To receive a 
kidney from someone you love is a difficult thing to decide. I 
am telling you Professor Peart that accepting a kidney is not 
just an easy thing. You of all people should realize it.” 

He said, “I do.” We paused for a moment. Neither of us 
speaking. 

Tell me then, what was it? Was it simply that you felt you 
might be lessening Sidieg’s chances to live? 

At that time I felt there are two things about it. On the one 
hand, If you think about it a bit logically, it is the fact that you 
are being done a favour which you can never repay. Do you see 
what I mean? That is a very important thing. It is a very hard 
feeling. To be done a favour that you can never repay. And then 
it is your brother you are taking from. It is hard enough to 
take life from somebody, a cadaver kidney, a man you have 
never met - but from a brother it is even harder to accept. And 
also if it is a brother who thinks so much of you that he would 
give his kidney, you generally have the same feeling about him. 
And you will really be concerned what will happen to him. 

Sure, you say that the chances of death are very minor - but 
it is important to realize that the minor part is greatly magni¬ 
fied when it is your brother. I was very disturbed - Peart stood 
there before me, listening. I could see only complications for 
Sidieg - that was all I could see. 

In reality of course the chances of serious complications 
occurring is less than 1%. But I remember thinking: perhaps 
for a father to donate a kidney, okay, somehow he originally 
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,;fp he is in a sense entitled „• 

gave$tt|ifi 6ive *ou birth as it 
iW1* proper- ' ““Mlwr lhit. 
seein a brother, a brother who is you sam 

8ut |jfe span ahead of him,marriage , traveUe£ Who has 
a l°ngnortant, you know - accidents, that is a Pv Jv Pf 'travel 
is h^P kidney transplants. If a patient with one kirinmpurtant 
thing'" that kidney is smashed, he has had it so L as an 
acciden’-’ blems when it comes to brothers w here are 
many P more recklessly. And a younger brother beside^' 
much. ''m you have shared many of your best m?6?' 0ne 
with wl\0^ even more hesitant. It makes you resiS U 
"ierlws very serious decision. Do you undertand whau UaS 

* One other thing: you said before, in discussing Sara - 

^“ K^epay S? “8 “ * 
could never repay 

Yes. Exactly. So that is how it stood with Sidieg and me at 

that time. 
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The Operation Itself, And After 

. nVway. the investigations that were supposed to be done, were 
*fle To mau, sure that S d ,8 ls su,table. The tests were 
Stially a blood test to see that his blood is fairly compat¬ 
ible with mine, the renal function test to see if his kidneys are 
'^fte good, and the arteriogram which is a test to see whether 
bic kidneys have got a single artery and a single vein - this will 
wermine whether later on the operation will be an easy one 

or'a hard one. 

t should make clear that in some people there are more than 
. set of veins and arteries going to and from the kidneys. So 
the arteriogram they inject a dye into the veins and arteries 
H take a picture of them. If they discover two sets of veins 

anj arteries to be hooked up, this means they will have to plan 
a" set aside more time for the operation itself. 

Now the arteriogram is a very uncomfortable investigation to 
0 through. It is one of those essential but difficult tests that 

Ire not comfortable, even for the doctor. And for the patient 
complications can sometimes occur, it is a quite hazardous pro¬ 
cedure - and that is why that day I was very worried about 
something happening to Sidieg. 

When Nagat came to visit that morning I immediately sent 
her to check on Sidieg, who by this time was being prepared for 
the arteriogram. I had just finished dialysis and had to stay 
in my room. Nagat returned and said everything is going okay. 
But still I was worried. 

Nagat and I were still waiting in my room while Sidieg was 
upstairs to have the picture taken. Suddenly a girl came rushing 
into my room and told me they wanted me right away in X-ray. 
I thought something must have happened to Sidieg so I dashed 
out of my bed - forgetting again about my dialysis. I stood up, 
my blood pressure did not adjust fast enough, and winded up 
on the floor. However, this time I got up. Everything was all 
right. 

And Sidieg? _c 
1 went straight to his room and I found out that all they 

wanted me for was that the girl in the x-ray room was having 
a little trouble telling Sidieg to go pass water. 

She was a little shy girl and she had told him could you 
please go and spend a penny’ - in England this is the coW 
quial expression for going to pass urine - and Sidieg start,.d 

CO 
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looking in his pockets for a penny everybody started to laugh 
He got mad and told them to go and call me, maybe I had a 
penny. However, by the time I got there, he was getting on qUjt 
well, passing water properly, he had figured it out for himself . 
in fact he was now laughing about it. 

In short, the examination was over and he was 100%. 

When he was going through the examination did you have anv 
desire that he failed it? So the transplant couldn’t occur? 

No. 

You now were committed to receiving it and therefore hoping 
that his exam would be positive? b 

Um ... no, I don’t think ... I don’t know . . . really 1 . 
I just never thought this investigation would make a difference 
either way. Let me put it this way - my decision whether to 
accept his kidney or not had nothing to do with the examination. 
I thought it was just one of those things that they do. 

I knew there was some danger in it, of course, and for that 
reason I didn’t want him to go through with it - but to fail it, 
I never really thought of that. I was just hoping that Sidieg 
would come out of it okay. Healthy, no complications. That was 
my main thinking. 

Anyway, a couple of days later - on the 21st of April - Sidieg 
came to me and said, “Okay, we are now going to have the 
transplant. The day after tomorrow - at about 2 in the after¬ 
noon.” 

And I have to admit that I cannot remember any of that day. 
I am just sort of blank about that whole day completely. 

What do you mean? 

I can’t remember what sort of discussion went between us, 
whether we discussed it at all. Last night, in fact, I was trying 
to recall it but I just cannot. All that I remember is that we 
agreed to do it. 

You did agree? 

Yes. 

But you cannot remember it? 

No. 
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t understand. How can you not remember? 

1 d<,n.Lrc must have been some discussion hut t ■ 
V/eU th he specifics of what actually went on au tUs1 ^ave a 

blank °ns0metimc that day 1 sa.d in my own mind: 

js asnd have it- • shall g0 

01169 don’t remember when you decided that „ 

But you decide, what the main considerations we^ ?Hy 

’^,«,wy0»-ulsoWnnk- 

Pol sorry- 
lt is very strange. But that is the way it is ah i 

1 kn.°c^hat on that day 1 became oriented to the fact of'havine 
kn°w i honing for the best for me, for Sidieg. Especially that 

* ana will happen to Sidieg. 1 do remember thinking that the 
nothing tion in all of this was still in the fact of Sidiegs 
real sau* the knowledge that he wanted his kidney to give 
coming * JV j mUSt admit that although the will to live in me 
me life- D . n very strong on that day, I cannot remember how 

FaclSy decided to accept Sidieg’s kidney. 

v that same day Sidieg entered the hospital. He phoned 
Any^aL immediately to educate him to a few things that he 

m®' \ir‘vnect 1 told him, “Look here, Sidieg, you must remem- 
wvou have been depending on two good kidneys for many 
be y°nr,w so when one kidney is removed you should not 
years now, s ^ QUick\y. It is not like me. 1 have 

expect to f JLv Uidnevs for a long time, 1 would not have 
been without any . . but probably you should be 

interested or worried . . . What is the 
blank out on that day 

1 iust can’t understand how you can bla 
of all days. 

I know, it is strange, but true. Shall we go 

Fine. 

too 

cu 
c 

a have just 
The following day he phoned me and sal ‘ven days after the 

told that I cannot visit you until six ‘barrier nursing 
operation.” I said, “Yes, I will be under „ 
isolated to prevent me from getting atiy S 
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"Okay. So I guess I will see you six or seven days from nou,.. 
he said. w . 

“But you can call me before that. We can talk over the r>hn 
after only 3 or 4 days, it is just that I cannot see anybodv 
He said, "Okay”, then started to hang up, then said, “Oh k 
the way, if I die, goodbye.” Just like that - “If I die, goodbye X 
Then I heard the phone click. 

You know. I really never contemplated the idea of Sidiee> 
dying. Never really, fully. I was just thinking that at the ea 
of the operation I would say: Sidieg. This is what you have don 
for me. Given me life.” I just never thought that I could evne 
wake up from the operation and he would not be alive so q,6r 
I could say that. “If I die, goodbye.” That was the last wora 
he said. rd 

Nagat came to visit soon after that. I told her right away not 
to worry about me. And not to wait around the hospital during 
the operation. There was no need. It would only exhaust her 
and they would not allow her to see me anyway. I wanted her 
to go home, to rest, not to worry. 

And on the following day, the 23rd, we went into the operating 
room. Sidieg and I, together, April 23rd, 1969. At the same time 
- about half past one in the afternoon. 

Now usually each patient is put in a different operating room 
and they start generally with the donor. They take his kidney 
out first and then, once it is out, the other surgical team would 
be starting on the recipient. 

So, approximately one half hour after they started on Sidieg 
decided to put me through anesthesia. And when they did 

that I knew everything must have been working well with Sidieg. 
n fact, this was the last thought I had before going to sleep 

Everything is going well with Sidieg. 

Hnwpwr i> 3t abou SIX -1,n the evening. I was back in the ward. 
be^n to kLw ,n0 untl1 an hour later- at about seven, that I 
was look atShP hlfrV* 8°"?g on> And the first thing that I did was look at the bucket under the bed. There was a tube there 

urte^T^ dir6Ctly t0 my bladder “Wouldthere be urine? That was my immediate thought. 

Mind you, I had had 
while now, and of course my own kidneys removed for quite a 

i was on dialysis for some time before 
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Therefore for almost five months I i,,j 
that- not a single drop of urine in ? not Passed any 
'vamal manner. Your bladder just does not 11^°^ cal1 a 
normal this time beCause dialysis has taken 0v6r to Action 

U „„er you don’t really think about ;t 
H°vfe ince you have been born, you havA you know. even 

th°ughh your 0Wn bladder. But now, suddenlvA? passinS urine 
^fn bed, after five months of wai^^ ® F* wm. 
ly\ngJn chances at cadaver transplants, my £f/y!ng’ three 
Itussed -ity for all these months, my daupbiA alone ln a 
strange ^ bucket under the bed and there iA,ay’ 1 looked 
down Ane6you know, and it means life to vou anaSf ' yellow- 

actually functioning quite well, right from the start. 

That yellow clear liquid is under the bed. It is a silly thine - 
it is a glorious thing. 

I can tell you, you might have had a lot of enjoyable ex¬ 
periences, Cliff• but passing urine - especially those first two 
hr three days, it was a real enjoyment. Whenever I had the 
need to pass urine, I would just fly to the water closet. When 
you have not done this for 6 or 7 months, and then you suddenly 
can, well let me just say it is something you cannot understand 
unless you have been deprived of a simple bodily thing like this 
for a long time. 

Did you enjoy the fact that you were passing water through 
Sidieg’s kidney? 

Yes, yes. Of course I did. 

I was thinking about this yesterday, in fact. I had a letter 
from my father and it seems one of the people I know there in 
the Sudan, he is truly one of the wise men there, he has died. 
I began to think about the whole thing, this concept 
again, all the experience I had in this regard. And y_ - 
there is no doubt I have lived a unique sort of life these last 
two years since the transplant. Living with my brot y- 
And this uniqueness, I don’t know how to put i , > ■ 
pleases me. I would always like to remember because 
if Sidieg's kidney, that I am actually a different person because 
Of it. 

But It did take a while for the dUtlnctlou tu be^st, before 
you appropriated the kidney, as it were, made It y 
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Yes. It took a while. 

Tell me something, do kidney^ “• dis,i“'««n 
between your kidney and Sidieg s kidney. 

wen I don’tk 

fiSSttSXfittFL to be thinking ot his kS!*'* 

my kidney. 

So anyway, after the operation not only did I feel psychoW, 
ically buoyant but also I felt physically well. In a way much 
more than I ever expected. 

How do you mean? 

You know, when I was under dialysis I always felt good. Able 
to walk, to go to the shops, to have coffee and tea and to joke 
with the people who visited me. Yet there was always some sort 
of a muddle in my own head. I didn’t realize it, but it was there. 
The kidney disease had been operating in me for a long time. 
I never knew of course that I was ill. Not until about a year 
ago when I talked to John Dickinson. Up to then I thought I 
was well. I may have been a bit grouchy, a bit weak, but I 
thought that was what being well meant. 

However, after I had the transplant I began to really know 
what it is like to be fully well. For the first time in a long time 
life became clear to me again 

As my blood pressure came down to normal levels again, I 
began to recollect that I had never had this feeling for the last 
10 or 12 years, I had never really operated in a fully clear 
manner - not since the time I was a boy in secondary school. 

I remembered back to the days when I used to sleep and I 
used to get up from sleep feeling I had had a real rest. In the 
last ten years I had never had this feeling. 

Where the last ten years I used to sleep for all hours and get 
up and still be groggy, weak and unstable, now, after the trans¬ 
plant, I realized fully what it was like to be well again - in your 
eating, in your walking, in your understanding, in your mental 
activity. An alertness that had only been a ten year memory 
was now a reality again. I was well in the fullest sense. 

So this was the real radical change. To be born anew, both 
mentally and physically. 
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worried those first few days that 
yjete Relapse, the kidney might fail? here Wight be a 

foul'up; * just carried away by the excitement of tv, 
jjo. I *aS just carried away by being well. 0f the Wiole 

thing’ 1 ere never worried? 
V°u _ver really worried. Even up until nr,,,, u . 
Mo. I wa.S0 sit down and specifically analyze the feelinS6 ^-y- 

if 1 werC A still have - concerning my transplant 1 woS >Ch 
r nad ' and, t iust never think of the black side’ of have 

to ***& alWayS been'' thiS 'S Ufe’ a neW We’live it thebSt 
c0flCeP!l » 

1 

you can- 

post mortem man' 
post mortem man again. 

think about Sidifig Did you thinK a njQ 
,. ct thing after I looked at the bottle on the floor and 

The fhnt I have had the operation. I rang the bell and the 
realized tn and l said; “where is my brother? Is he in this 

the 
this 

nurse came a ^ door t0 me? Where is he?” And she said, "He 
hall? Is _ . niavt rinnr is in the Undo Wing next door 

I asked- “How is he? What happened to him? Could I talk 
tohtaw the phone?” She said, “No, you cannot.” 

I said: “Then can you talk to him for me?” She said, "Yes, 

sure I can. 

k“Tkhend80s!afd6 ifw^ir^ I had STARTS 
uas?deddeT?o teUhmheehe is weil without r^y^eddng^ 
fully. So 1 asked her more specific things. . Is he^ up a 
about? What is happening? How did the opera togcome- And 
and on. Then I asked, “Can you allow 
she replied quickly: “No. Your wife canno , 

So in fact I spent the first speci- 
Sidieg was actually well or not. Whethe dhan(i general 
fically seen him or was just reporting 

in!!rmati0n- n ,h excited and worried. f That night I did not sleep. I was both exc ^ about my 
did not really get to sleep at all. I * d t happened to 
transplant in detail, and I wanted to know 
Sidieg. 
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So the next morning the doctors came around at about h 
past 10 or 11. I asked one of them, Dr. Hume, the senior * 
istrar in the hospital, “Would you do me a favour?” He 3' 
“What?” 

I said, “Can I smoke a cigarette?” 

He said, “No, you cannot smoke a cigarette.” 

“Okay, then, can I talk to Sidieg?” 

He laughed and said, “You are dealing with me.’ 

I replied, “Exactly. So can you at least assure me what • 
happening,” and he said, “Okay, I promise. I’ll go and find 01S 
for myself and then report back everything to you directly.*’ 

He went - and soon he phoned me. 

He said, “Sidieg has a bit of abdominal distention - swelling - 
normal after an operation of this kind. Other than that he is 
all right. Your wife is with him now.” 

However, during that night, again as during the night before 
I did not sleep. Sort of half-sleeping and waking up again' 
actively tossing and turning back and forth through the whole 
night. I still was not satisfied. 

What day was this? 

The second day after the operation. 

The next morning they let Nagat come and look through the 
glass. She came at about 9 or half past nine. The first thing I 
tried to ask her was, “How is Sidieg?” She tried to explain to 
me through the glass but soon got frustrated. So she just opened 
the door and came in - which immediately created a fight with 
Sister. Nagat was not masked properly, Nagat did not have 
permission . . . but Nagat was also not to be denied. She came 
in and we talked. 

She said, “Sidieg seemed quite well, but I am worried because 
he was vomiting and they had put a nasal tube in him” That 
was all I found out. Sister was ready for her second effort by 
now and pulled Nagat right out the door. 

I insisted that I talk to Sidieg by phone. They said okay. I 
called him immediately. “Look, what is happening?” I said. 
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tfe an^ nose’ lb^tVsmokng’ 1 have got a 
le fis fine.’’ No smoking, vomiting a tub?Ut °*he™ise 
eve^erything is fine' tube Up his «ose. 

hut eV . en I said, “Look, they took y0Ur , ■ 
, hto explain everything to him ? but hfwdney” " 1 

tn ask. “How is mv Im^.., .he began to ir 
And,tnto'explain evcijuung to him - but be'wutie.y'' ' 1 

fS' water’okay?”’ ATS*® &SWBS 
make me easy- Ab« ** 

Ab°“tkneW that you would be worried? 

yes. 
he always dealt with you in that manner? Joking, kidding 

N0 „Aen we were boys we were always scuffling and quar- 
N°> *1 fact we were always fighting. 6 H ar 

relingi 11 
But now, when he knew you would be worried he just joked? 

H** 
around- 

No, When 

Yes. 
That is his way, now that he has grown up. 

His way of dealing now with almost everything actually. He will 
just not get angry. He just doesn’t take anything seriously if 
he can help it. 

I remember a short time after the operation, I decided to be 
the joker for once, so I called and tried to change my voice, 
make it much lower. I said, “How are you?” in my low voice. 
He caught on immediately, “Oh come on now, you take my 
kidney and now you think you can deceive me with your voice.’ 

That is Sidieg's way. He is happiest when he is having fun. 
He does serious things, but he prefers not to talk about them in 
a serious way. 

Anyway, soon after that he came to see me. Suddenly, un- 
expectedly, unannounced, I was confronted by the person of 
Srdieg right in my room. He came in very early before Nagatc 
even came, about 10 o’clock in the morning. 

How did he get in? 
You know, as I told you, Sidieg was in Poland for some Ume 

• ‘ • well, I think he developed a kind of worldly manner from 

tn O 
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M his traveling. Because he just easily seduced Sister to iet 
him in. And no? only Sister. But it seems everyone else in the 

hospital as well. 

Sidiec has been pushed in a wheelchair by his nurse all the 
way from his hospital wing right up to my door. You know 
Sidieg was staying in a completely diffeient wing of the h0s* 
pital, separated by the street, with only an undeiway corridor 
connecting them and the nurse had pushed him all the way 
from his hospital ward to my door. And all the other nurses 
along the way. instead of preventing him they were standing in 
a row trying'to get a look at this man who was a live donor - 
the first brother to brother kidney transplant in London, by the 
way up to that time - they were too excited to stop him They 
were just sort of trying to catch a glimpse of him, to see what 
sort of man this Sidieg Beleil was. It must have been like a 
Roman general returning after a conquest. Only his chariot was 
a wheelchair. 

Meanwhile I had just been trying to figure it out how I could 
get to him - and so when he came through the door I jumped 
out of bed to greet him. And again I forgot that I was tied 
down by the bottles and catheters, a urethral catheter, a drape 
over me, bottles hanging, two catheters from above to drain 
the wound, so many tubes surrounding me - that when I jumped 
up to greet him the catheter draining the wound in my abdomen 
fell out of its place. Luckily the nurse grabbed me in time. So 
the only damage was to that wound. 

It was repairable? 

No, actually it gave me a bit of trouble for some time. That 
catheter was supposed to remain in my abdomen for another 
24 hours - actually one more day - and so it was pulled out 
24 hours prematurely. It created a bit of serum collection in 
that area for a short time, but it healed later on. There was no 
problem. 

So anyway I jumped up when I saw him. But he said, “Oh 
relax. Lie back down again.” Then he said to Sister, “You 
know other people are always affecting him like this. I now 
understand why they do not let anybody see him. 

"However, Sister, don’t you worry. I will take good care of 
■nd see he does not get excited again. As for infection, I 

..jir give him any bug which I haven’t already given him> 
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r mean it there ** a bug in me he must a* 
leld? my kidney. So please rest assured as fVe BBtten it 

rMong ^hility - are concerned, I will take careol w”.bu8s - a'0,n^ciVabi'ity 
ot,a inking with Sister, calming her down - a* i, 

nosed to be in here of course - but he wast ^ Was 

' <w"k you ca" “• m,“ him 
J5J let him stay. 

Then he said to me, ‘‘Is my kidney putting out urine today?” 

, llPhed and said “It is behaving quite well”. And then 
1 aU« that he had some trouble with his stomach after .t 

t°'d m® tlHe knew I knew this from Nagat - and he alw knSj 
°.pen would never believe anybody just saying he is all right. 1 
that Ij jiaVe to sec for myself. So that is why he came over. 

“And to prove that I am all light , he said, “1 will smoke a 
• mtte ” So he did just that, he knew 1 was not allowed to 

smoke, he was rubbing it in, and Sister said nothing again. 

c0 we chatted, specifically about when shall we phone the 
c .dan He was figuring on tomorrow. 1 said fine. Then he said, 

*1 ook' there is one point I have not mentioned to you up fill 
now1 I haven’t told mother or father that 1 was coming for a 
transplant. They think I am just visiting. They are both having 
their own problems right now, especially father, so I decided 
to hold back on the information a little. With the two of us being 
operated on at once it would have made them very troubled. 

“However,” he said, “I was thinking that we should call 
them right away, tell them ‘it is oyer and we are well 
although I’m sure they’ll only half believe it until y - 

It seems for the whole Beleil family, only seeing is believing. 

I suppose, only seeing a person’s face can ever 
* close family. Anything short of that is rarely ' 

Sidieg said to me: “I will now tell y°a an2j^ern ^jodays or 
have not told you before. While I was in th friends come 
so before I came here, we had one of y°ur d f{ condolances 

the house, Yousif Mirghani, he camf hon our father heard 
th1CauSe he iust heard y°u had died. And w iU “How- 
evA hf went into shock, immediately. He ^ him noW, 
iuJ’Shoueh he is fine now 1 think that yittle shaken 
?Lh£e that- ^ will be a disaster. He is still 

m *he whole experience. ” t/i <J 
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So I said to Sidieg, “I will write a letter first. It should r 
them in about 10 days. Then in 10 days we can call them andeacl> 
shall be able to talk more sense - they will understand th'Ve 
better over the phone if I first put most of the details -lllgs 
letter.” ,n a 

So Sidieg left and I started on the letter right there and fu 
But before I could actually get anything down on paper to ”ei,< 
came. a§at 

I asked her, right off, “Nagat, tell me, how did you feel 
the operation? Were you worried? Did you think we wniii^b°ut 
through?” Nagat answered me directly. I could see ch pu*I 
very tired. Very exhausted. As if the operation experien. S'** 
taken more out of her than anyone else involved ce had 

She said: Omer I will tell you this honestly. Through 
t, I became very muddled as to where I am, who I hi 11 of 

I can tell you genuinely, sincerely, for all these hourc*- °ng to' 
operation I have been just doing things automatically.” Ce the 

, ,.Shfe the" expressed to me how she had been worrit v 
"hat was happening to me, but at the same timicKIJ1udJabout 
equally worried about what was happening to Sidiee wlw11 
same concern, same worry for both of us qhn £\With the 
was my husband, who was mv broker in-law 

Sr--™ you first, then go to Sidieg? nVl tnS^ d I come and look at 
to you. t>* Sidieg first and then come 

To tell vou the truth t 
choice on any given day. More nttL trX,Very hard to m£*ke the 
myself sometimes jusMooking an n0t 1 wou,d Just find 
first, then coming to you - Sldie8> seeing how he feels 
and then going to Sidieg afte? that.r ‘meS l0°king at you first- 

that I am W and I also know 
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what sS ^eels’ She said- “This was'ho^lTu gir1’ she 
tells wh t.dn,t knQW a dif{erence between Sid!? 4' ^any of the 
timew I were to sit back and count the timgTand you- And 
if n°Wand then the times I went to you first nrnl u,ent J0 him 
fits1-1an° Ilrst> Probably they are 
ab°ut eq , 

What was your response? 

1 ^wlnted'in the girl I warned to°m\r°ry tho thif8t 1 have 
alWfI really respect in a human being in fact- k -if^6 thJngs 
%fsorrToi Peri°" -b0 Je°af UkS 
Merest in moments of great stress. I cannot explain mvself 

$U?££r* * ™,d “ • • • - yell 

probably not as well as you can. 

Let us say that she just was not interested in a very primary 
selfish way about Who is my husband and who is my brother- 
in-law?” 

She just responded as a human being to other human beings. 

No superficial priorities then, no social demands. 

Yes. That is it. Although we are married there is no formula *" 
demanding a special kind of selfishness. In otherwords, “Who 
is the most sick person, that is who needs me. That is where I 
should go.” I’m sure she was thinking, “Both of them are great 
to me because they are great to each other - and therefore I 
have no right to be selfish in the sense of deciding who should be 
first: husband or brother-in-law. I shall visit who needs me — 
most.” 

An honest response. 

That’s it. Honesty. 

Obviously she had a tremendous respect for Sidieg. 

Yes, of course. He had given me life. 

I get the feeling that, in a certain way, she felt that both of 
you combined in that act, not that he gave a kidney to you or 
you took a kidney from him. It was a combined act. 

Yes. That is it. In those exact terms. That is what she was 
sayuiB- We were combined. Together. 

u 
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1 s.id to her: ”T.II me. Nagat. did you have any hint that 
Sidit’v Mould l*f coming?" And she said, that on the first day 

<.hr heard people talking about the transplant she had a hunch 
that Sidieg would be the one. 

She said, “I can’t say why - but over the years I felt you have 
influenced and been influenced by Sidieg’s life more than any¬ 

body else." 
I was surprised by this in a way. But when she mentioned 

thing' which I had not thought about before, I be£an to under¬ 
stand somewhat. Things about the closeness between me and 
Sidieg. She said. •'Since we have been maried, who had come 
to spend time with us most? Who has slept in our house the 
most? Let us count the number of times and you find that 
Sidieg comes first.” 

But to me really, you know, 1 never thought about it. It 
seemed so natural. First of all, I was living and working in 
Khartoum as a doctor at the same time that Sidieg was a 
student at the police college. It seemed to me natural being in 
the same tow n, we tended to see more of one another - and while 
it is true I did involve myself in his life, still it had not struck 
me that Sidieg would be the one to come first - certainly not 
because of these reasons. It just didn’t strike me that way, you 
know, not as it did Nagat. 

But really, wasn’t Nagat implying something more - that the 
relationship between you and Sidieg was more than just the 
coincidence of being in the same city? 

I don’t understand. 

Perhaps even if you had been miles apart - even if you had 
done nothing for him about Poland, school, etcetera - still Sidieg 
would be the one to come forward first? 

. . . I don’t know. 

Maybe there is a bond between you - more than ‘where you 
live, who visits whom, and how many times’ - it is more basic 
than the facts, a more fundamental relationship. 

I remember she did say at one point, “He is more connected 
to you ... 

Connected? How? 
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1 

rooming 
our 

um ... 1 will tell you how. Remember that 

Well and I arrivC<1 m Khartoum whe" 1 was sick alt^' 
ff£igat Egypt • • ’ 

,riP " , Realty* 1 mean I am talking about somethin . 

N°’ sayinK ,S ,Sn 1 ‘S'* TC SpCdal kind 01 rJuir 
1 you two, something that hinds you together , 

Vcrs««rr 'ivcs, Ma,w 1 " s, 

",C'C YoU wait this time. Yes. Yes I think lhat ma>be 

N°* w-nfi • • you kn0W’ pr0bably ,n everV larmly - evel! 
^family, especially - there is some sort of . . . well * 
|afge n brothers or two sisters who form a special small group 
find two^ within the larger group, within the whole family. 

flS j this is probably the case with me and Sidieg. Why, i 
And Lilly sat down to figure out why. I don’t know, probably 

never rea /the fact we have been so close age-wise, and have 
because the experiences together, of growing up, and 
gonC t was a village sort of chap again, and Sidieg was younger 
then 1 wa Jn a strange way, I suppose Sidieg was a village 
tban tnn Yes That is perhaps it. There is a certain kind of 
chap t«»* * and pride in him. In being independent. 
SI abilfty to choose something and then just do it- irre- 
Sidieg s a y_ ces The quality of self sacrifice. I am going 

to hell with the consequences to a srea, 
‘"hen I suppose he too is a village boy. Maybe that. «. 

We are like each other. And maybe 
much together when we were young *, had 
boys together. I had never thought of u hke tna ^ m 

not been raised together. I did not e always the one. I 
seven years old. But still, all our life. ,- . {ree open, blunt, 
had great faith in him. Sidieg is immfrd'^eant l suppose that 
direct - a village man, yes. Like mf- A °ga Nagat thought 
is the thing we share. Pehaps tba . vii\age boys. And 1 
he would come first of all. We are both viuag 
suppose Nagat just sort of sensed tna . 

Nagat never knew, however, that 'vb^n y0-> 
bad asked Sidieg to take care of her and Sara. 
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Permanence 

--s an right. Jat is y°“r i>riority now? 
- hack to the Sudan. To see Saro -r 

mJ°inother and father that I am well ag^J reassure m'J family, 

“k!vWaasS prossibyie0nindf!ct ZTlmiS t° ,he as 
was scheduled to return home in " ,“wIfw W»" Sidl,:g 

lessor Peart said he wouldn’t like this *W 'TCeks' B“l 

He said it is just wrong to leave this prematurely, to go to 
the Sudan, perhaps to pick up an infection, to get into an 
accident, and not be near St. Mary’s for treatment. He warned 
me that my going might be the surest way of losing my kidney. 

Your first thought was of the family? 

Yes. I wanted to go to my family. Mother, father, daughter. 
To prove to them I am all right. Work I did not think of. Not 
at that time. 

Later on. 

“Dear Father, I know how hard it is on you to be there and 
have your two sons in a strange country, being operated on 
together. I know it is a situation which you cannot handle, 
cannot manipulate. And this is one of the most difficult situa¬ 
tions in life - a situation which you have no control over. I 
know that if you could at least manipulate it - even if it comes 
out poorly at the end - it would give you some sense of satis¬ 
faction. But when things are far from you like this . . . 

But there is one thing, you must realize: whatever has 
appened here has been the product of how you have raised us. 
our righteousness and your philosophy of always 
jpeopie. So please be assured that I am quite well, Sidieg is 
hari ,as been with me all morning in fact, andi will be dis- 
n d /rom the hospital soon. We are planning to talk to you 

phone soon after you receive this letter. 

ihSbiv wr°te a bu ab°ut sidiee- T°,Le,lsrther lhat shc u d feel great that they have a son hkc Sidieg. 
Had r ‘ 

Jh ^t dlsannnintnH 
nt mrtnln 
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would never listen“ ^meanf the relationship between 

is^sisvsr~> h ht h 
, ciHiee appear to them as the naughty boy, the 

No longer 6loes Sidu8g w* - now he was the man who gave 
boy they could not underst ^ few months after this, when we 
his kidney to '0™far;nsidieg has become the man in the'family. got back to the Sudan Sidieg^ ^ her ^ ^ ,f Y 
My mother would ] he Js the man who has done such 
say: “That man, my hg wants tQ visit someone now 
a thing? f o d have asked me to take him, now h 
whereas before hewould^ ^ take me » sidieg is tl 

say Jn if„, saved his brother’s life. Omer is no longer th 
^J^one3 onaAsdI say, things have changed. 

nr, thP sixth dav I was quite well -so they decided to take 
th2 catheter out ofmy abdomen - the thing that I was depending 

on for my dialysis this whole time - and now it was coming out 
I remember thinking it was like an umbilical cord being severed 

from a new born baby. 

The thinking was that now I can maintain myself on Sidieg s 
kidney. I had not been using the catheter for almost a week 
now actually, I was putting out urine myself. Soi the catheter s 
actaal physical removal was supposed to be the^ end of in- 
surance, the end of ‘in case something goes wrong. 

I was on my own. 

Then on that same day I developed fever and chills, and on 
the next day the doctors diagnosed the chill and fever as a Sign 

of rejection, acute rejection. 

My rejection pattern lasted from the seventh to the tenth day. 
It was not a very big reaction, but it was a reaction - and they 
tried treating it with Prednisone and a shot of Actinomycin, 
drugs that treat rejection. I phoned Nagat. I had promised her 
earlier, when she came to see me, that I would no longer hold 
anything back from her. 

So on the day of my rejection I phoned her and said: “Well, 
look here, Nagat, I have got a bit of fever, a few chills * the 
doctors say it is a mild rejection - that is all, there is nothing 
to worry about. So don’t you bother yourself. I just want to tell 
you this because I had promised I would tell you everything 
that happened.” She said, “Okay”, and hung up. That was that. 
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., not that. To my amazement - you know I thn»Bh* 

But ^alk had assured her and so I had gone to sleen fhl 
that jgy.J®d to come to the hospital, even at that particular' late 
had.dTf was about one o clock in the morning when she came. 

came 
she went 

to the« t she had calmed herself that I was well 
back- ^lxt morning, however, I was still groggy. 

^ came. I said, “Look here, Sidieg, I am quite well, but 
Sldieg„ little rejection. Now you never know with rejection. 

I haVC, continue and the kidney would have to be taken out - 
It may c be nothing. But whatever happens I have lived my 
or it ma;vkn0W, and I am proud that you have given me your 
life, y°u j th’at you have done it and you are now well. I will 
kidney, a we jose it j just want you t0 he prepared for it, 
not feel d^, 
that is all. 

„ innked at me for a long moment, shaking his head.“You 
,Hf‘ vnu always imagine the bad things. 1 am quite sure 
that vou Sail do well.” And with that, and a wave of his hand 

he left. 
4 c ho was walking out, in my mind flashed what he had told 

nASDMrt “Don’t worry” he had said, "another brother will 

kidneys arranged in a row. Not brother , j 
laughed to myself. 

However, the rejection was successfully’treated’ a"d Every- 
11th day, the 12th day, the 15th day, nothing went g 
thing was going smoothly. 

The rejection was mild. 

Yes. The drugs seemed to take care of it. ^j|ath -tal . even 
Now from the day I was discharged frwn ^ gQ out on a 

the last week before, actually - I wa^ hangei I would go to 
Pass. And during that time, I began for Nagat, the 
th« shops, I would buy the best of dresses t when \ was 
of clothes for myself. If you rem^J?,t ’buy any new shirt, I 
dl, I was tVio cnrt nt man who wouldn y . . buv every 

CO U 
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And I really began to see London, the shops and the pe0ple 
and the park. I would buy shoes. I would buy clothes, I womd 
buy everything: I remember I bought a record player and i 
bousht a camera. A camera in fact was one of the first things 
that" I bought. I took pictures of everything, each and every 
episode of each and every day. I would go to the shops and take 
a picture from there. I would take pictures of the streets, the 
buildings, all my friends and acquaintances. I have got a oreat 
collection of pictures now. I have probably taken more pictures 
since that time than I had taken previously in my whole life. 

Why, do you think? 

I don’t know. It is probably to prove something, to document 
that I am well again, going around in London, to the parks and 
so on. Life is now something I must observe, record, grasp 
Before I was ill, I never bothered to record anything. I never 
bothered really to document things. But now, what I am doing 
it is a great thing. To record things. I have got a camera ali 
the time, even now, wherever I go I take a picture. I record 
everything, I write it down, photograph it. 

Permanence has a fascination. 

A fascination. That is right. In fact, I remembered last night 
I remembered I want to tell you this today: before we finish our 
conversations we must take a picture. We have not had a 
picture taken together yet. 

You’ll have this story. 

Beldls bwea S^l00' T° ,s,ee as weI1 as read’ Remember u 
we’ I have been cnrf fs.we*! as read or talk . . . where wer 
left to rightb f stePPm§ ab°ut, haven’t I, jumping fron 

if is good. What about Naeat? 
Nagat since the operation. 8 ’ 
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teU'ng ® D of what had happened. I had a fSS?8.1 did’ everY 
si^eien H 1 never made U dear for ter. &l exPlaaah°n 

f0f ' ’ «ted to tell her about the time I o0t 
1 'va qara, why I did that, other episodes a^8ry her for 

hive never explained. That was the plan, as I sabT 1 

hfl ,aVer as we walked together, side bv side t 
HoW*c so happy. No dialysis to come back l ? See 

she.£‘l was on my feet So somehow, I withdrew fro^tem*11 
gvery-hing. "«• P-CM 

l just did not feel that this was the right time to tell her. 
Perhaps someday bit by bit, as the occasion arises I would tell 
her, as our life went a ong together. But not now, not at this 
time. I just didn’t think that it would serve any purpose. 

But the original purpose was to let her know that you had 
been always in control, that you had had a reason for every¬ 
thing. 

Exactly. It was almost as if she had been through everything 
- she would know everything now instinctively. We had grown 
that close. 

Finally I want to mention, on the 19th day after the trans¬ 
plant, we went out to have dinner together. This was a partic¬ 
ularly special day to us because we really hadn’t been husband 
and wife for six months now. You know, people on peritoneal 
dialysis, you have a catheter in your abdomen, you see, and 
you cannot . . . well, anyway, it had been six months and we 
were very excited. Just the mere fact of being together again as 
husband and wife. I mean it is something that hasn't happened 
for some time and well . . . before Nagat was doing the task 
bf a saint, but now she began to function as a woman. And me, 

* ntean, it made a difference in me too. I must say that 
did. It was a very important day for us. 
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Sara Arrives, Sidieg Leav«s 

„c on a Friday morning, May 2Vh 
11 WH?e day of my transplant - that W exa(% one 

from thf*0m the Sudan with Osman’s wife \ W?s scheduKnth 
0rHvte.„rc Osman and Nagat’s sister kt Saph'a. and hi to 
d^hte fourteen days before - just ’ Nlnaat’ bad 
f,ond°n i.jniself had had to depart for hnn^6^ *n fact w ’n 
Slf« hb£letter from Fa.Ser sayij "V* CVSg"* 
rathfr sbCIld Sidieg,” and Sidieg, after reading ,is «%iySL} 

g&j&tr18ucss 1 - 
Wh° PU‘ *" « * ,» Khar. 

n.» that duy I was discharged from the hosnltni . 
und I went to the airport. nospltal m* Osman 

It Is difficult for me to go buck and describe really how t f 
when I "tot Sara. I remember it was morning WcwSJ !i elt 
and. vou know you stand there waiting until *they cSS “R 
(he plane. Finally the plane stopped rolling dom the rmm! 
and the passengers came out. uinway 

1 thought probably that Sara lmd forgotten me. Hut it was 
not the case. She came running straight away townrd me and 
jumped Into my arms. That was one of my weak days, 1 lust 
couldn’t hold back my emotions. 1 was holding her and 
pressing her to me, just standing there und . . . well. , it was 
just one of my weak days. 

I was so overwhelmed I didn't even greet the others. 
Naturally, vou know, you should first go and say hello to 
Osman s wife, their daughters, hello to everybody before you 
?nyJa0 t0 your own ^ is simply a custom we observe 
n hellos and goodbyes. However, that time I was so over* 

.mui c by Sara that I didn’t even say hello to anybody else 
u«tll a half hour later. 

this was because, as I said earlier, children, when 
felt «i you are S°ing away, they form a continuation of life. 1 
<>. always that Sum u/ac >ha nnp thinn I have left in this life, 

esnpriair ine period of my illness, aunng 
WeU thiy When a day came when 1 would be particularly u 

mind was?6 thinR that would pass immef 3w is she8goii Was Sara: “What is going to happen to her Is she gou 
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her ™arr'n* v. s hko that. And now that she had ^0.fo' 

.. M“",sl ^ •» 5 
have ever been'bofore in my life. "UOb'V 

She was dressed in a rod sweater and red trousers. And u 
hair VMS back in pigtails, and whenever she moved thev u b°r 
bounce on her shoulders. And she moved a lot. Giggling( ha^|d 
talking faster almost than I could listen. Ppyi 

I remember her eyes, rhey aic black, but that day »u 
seemed the blackest of all. like deep pools, dark and yet Ip 
with all kinds of ideas and thoughts and questions swimmi 
in them like fish swimming for food. But really she did not a? 
any questions. She was unaware of her questions. We were t 
gether again. There was no need for them. Happy, that • 
really all I can say. Happy and beautiful. ls 

You had been worried about her being spoiled. 

Oh. I had been worried that people had been too good to he 
you know. You could tell from the letters that they were Tlv’ 
was one of the things that urged me to bring her to London 
this fact. n’ 

As I told you, she had been staying with Nagat’s sister and 
I'm sure they had been thinking like anyone else - a normal 
reaction: "Well, here is a girl whose mother and father are both 
away, her father is very ill, critically ill, we must be extra¬ 
ordinarily nice to her ... ” And I was afraid, you know, that 
they were too nice, they might spoil her with extra goodness 
too much kindness ’ 

I didn t want this. I wanted her to be brought up in the 
ordinary way, not to be extra nice or extra bad, extra kind or 
extra harsh. Just the normal way. 

inI»h^ChLinent.i0n-u luis before ' they were letting Sara sleep 
So I wam«i a'*ougb they would not let their own child do it. 
have more wmrol h immediate,y- You know> so I could 

Pigtails. Had she changed? w/s 2 ' red tr°USerS 

whelmed withering hw’that' <?Ut ^ly’ 1 Was just S° seeing ner that day I just didn’t care i 
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.Ini’ »> her in , Wny’ 1 »•« loo bu.v h„, 
if glad to hcr "P "I my arms agata d'"e hcr’ Wklnj lo 

'"obvioa* y°u »cre"'* "my 
r was not disappointed 

No ' 
Although- perhaps, I will say this: she is a Wf 

don’1 y°u think? Y°U havent noticed? b Spoiled now, 

mandlng.'And I think this was’parUy^ue" to'th^f but Very 
la? not able to function as her father for that period o^m* 1 

invwaV, Sara also carried with her a letter imm , , 
ItAsafd: ‘‘Thank God, now for the first time I am ?u£ 
are well. I was not sure with the telephone calls or the tek- 
frams you sent But when you wrote you wanted your daughter 
with you, and that you will soon be resuming your education 
now for the first time I am quite sure you are well. There is 
no need therefore for you to rush yourself into coming home 
if you feel you want to come to Sudan soon, of course it would 
only be pure happiness to us. However, if coming back would 
jeopardize your program in any way, do not come at all.” 

We left the airport, Sara and I went to the apartment we were 
renting. Nagat was waiting for us and for the first time in a 
long time, we are together. The three of us alone. We didn’t 
realize how long it had been, how much we had missed one 
another, until we were actually there. The first night to be 
together, to sleep together. 

For the last six months, I had never even slept in the same 
room with Nagat or Sara. Not since Egypt: Even when I was 
ill in the Sudan, Nagat was staying at her family’s home and I 
was at my home. Sara, of course, was always with her mother. 
So this is the first time that the three of us are together again. 

We were staying in Lilian Benson Hall, Room 27. 

I can only compare that first night together£r?‘ 
ight of Nagat’s and my marriage. As * toid yf°rct niSt there 
le Sudan is quite different from here. On the fi g . 
; usually the ceremony. In the bride s house. You pu S 
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J- 

It isn’t until the third day Tl'« 
you would speak alone. That day, > ro, js 
really the first day of introduction. 

I remember that particular day betweei" ^“tand1 me. \yu 

the bed a!!?.61, ?■no,'Twas lying on the bed actually! No. SUting 
not lying I was doing all the talking. She just wouldn’t talk! 
I ta ked about so many things, different things, a jumble 0 
words and ideas and thoughts. But I wanted her to talk also! 
I would ask her a question but she wouldn t answer. 

This was the first day, of course. It is regal dec! as a bad thing 
if the girl talks on the first day. A sign of bad upbringing, l 
lack of demureness. So Nagat didn’t talk. But we did stay up 
until morning. 

I can only picture the first night in Benson Hall with Nagat 
and Sara the 23rd day of May, as similar to that. 

So anyway, Sara slept while Nagat and I talked. I remember 
thinking how long I had waited for the day when I could wake 
up in the middle of the night and find Sara uncovered. And I 
used to imagine how I would cover her. 

And that night, I was able to do just that. She tossed and 
threw off her covers several times actually, and each time I 
would go over and place the blanket over her. To me, this was 
the greatest thing. To simply go over and take the bed covers 
and pull them up to her skin, her body all curled in a kind of 
foetal position, keeping warm, knees tucked up to the chest. 

Each time, as I covered her, I would stand above her for 
awhile, just looking at her face, her hair, her closed eyes. I was 
of course sad that we had been apart so long, but at the same 
time I was so very very happy that we were together again. 

Did Sara know that you had been ill? 

She knew that I had been ill, but only in a vague sort of way. 
Tms !s one of the current discussions between Nagat and me, 
by the way. Nagat does not want Sara to know my situation. 
I don t know, I am not quite clear whether this is right or 
S-Sara *n,?w.s ^at * was 'and now I am well. But I 
W°T hadk Qnrh* a kHt0 h<Lr an£tel1 her how 1 was i*1 “ specifically I had such and such a disease, and your uncle Sidieg came 
and ave me a kidney ...” 
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_ther day in fact’ * ™as the phone 
°ta ;„«7 on my neck. I said: s™). e 

V/flS 

t' 

- and 
p*. ‘unde biuufB " — then suddenly i°h^ °th and tafjj 

^just that 
fins vcr£ tirnc, you shouldn’t talk to Lr l°n 1 thi«k tha lat 
19 the fljj compelled to tell Sara everything °t1 thi!s nov/^ Vet 
li“5tSs with her. I wanted her early .1“ m, 2 

nrlCflC®® iunro tn knnw a* n the x 

ff we.as 
were, 

sn .uor Nagai miwurei i am wronn suon 
r^f would like Sara to know clearly, tally, what tte*extn 

jence was. 

I -iK-SSfiSS.^wa" “nM1Sara et,s -* h 
Yes. I suppose living with someone clse’s kidney, you are on 

the precipice in a sense. 

Children’s minds are delicate things. Perhaps it would 
frighten her. 

So that is why up to now we have not told her. The desire to 
tell her is still as strong as ever in me, I’m sure it will not be 
long before I do let her know all that has happened. 

So now we go back again to that night of the 23rd. 

Nagat and I were just sitting there talking, 1 don’t know, 
talking about different things. The question of my transplant 
never arose except in passing, I talked about Sidieg, 1 talked 
about Sidieg, it is now six or seven days since he had gone. And 
she said, “Oh,” then after a short pause, “I will always remem¬ 
ber him as a man who did his job.” 

And that is all. She went on talking of something else. 
You know that night I had a feeling - I cannot Pinpoiath ^ 

describe actually, but that time - and ever since then-wnw 

ahf the ®ubiect of Sidieg comes up, what he did ^ not 
{i . ays with a strange sound in her voice * as feelines than 
5SS"? se*tence. As if there is more to ha^^ 

355**1 don,t know'pe p T s 

She hesitates when she comments? 
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TWO LIVES 

No. It is not a hesitation. She directly comments. But the 
tone of her voice. There is a kind of disappointment in it. As if in 
some way she was disappointed that Sidieg gave me his kidney. 
That all my love and devotion in this matter goes to him. It is as 
if I don’t know really, but it is as if she is sort of jealous in a way 

no, not jealous actually, but ... do you understand what 
I mean? 

When we talk of Sidieg and the transplantation she says: “Well 
he is a man who did his job” - and sometimes: ... a job you 
have prevented me from doing.” 

Those are her words? 

Yes. 

Obviously she really wanted to do it herself. 

Yes. It is almost as if, since there was a sharing of bodies, 
it should have been Nagat, the wife, who should have been in¬ 
volved. 

“Til always remember Sidieg as a man who did his job ... a 
job you prevented me from doing.” That is what she says. 

Another thing happened that night - actually we did not dis¬ 
cuss it- it was just something that was constantly on my mind: 
the problem of having more children. We were sitting there late 
at night alone, with Sara bundled up between us, her eyes fast 
asleep, and going through my mind was: “Should we have more 
children or not?” 

Naturally I wanted to know two things before I decided: (a) 
that the drugs that I had taken to prevent rejection, were they 
mutagenic, are they likely to cause malformed children or not, 
and (b) although I am now well, what are my long-term chances 
of my staying well? The critical period for transplant patients 
is the first six months. After that, perhaps we could talk reason¬ 
ably about this issue. But now, if I had another child immed¬ 
iately, would I not just be creating more problems - namely, 
leaving two children behind instead of one if I died? 

However I knew that if you are going to practice being a 
husband, you must eventually discuss this with your wife. I 
mean, there is the matter of birth control or not. 

But , I thought, “is it fair to suddenly introduce Nagat to 
the black side of things again? Now. Tonight. When she is so 
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i r happy- 61 
rioUsWJ enjoy this moment. 

sSar** 
;jded for the first three months actually to remain 

tog <W‘time Pvy “ * hi it by the - /.cipndar as it were. Ynn . . Dy ine 

°lt »*"*, 
SVter. 

„ r dec* 
So 1 :nr7 that time i v 

<^airar as *• ?■*>■* «aTh" z *: 
Sptive pills or anything. Just use the knowledge ™ 

con „f the cycle. Play it by the safe period, as it were 
haV6 

inately we were all living in a big apartment comnlpy 
eFr0siste? was there, Sara. It was easy to evade the issue 

HShe never brought the matter up? 

No. 
Your evasion then, it was successful? She never felt you were 

negligen^ 

I was never negligent. 

I would just be creating an evasion for only four or five days, 
during the most fertile period of the cycle. 

She never discussed the matter of children with you? 

No. But I could see in the first few days she really wants to 
get pregnant quickly. She said something about wanting to 
prove to the people back home that we are well, normal, that 
the renal transplantation would not affect our marriage. 

As a matter of fact, as I told you, somebody at home had 
already pronounced me dead - and at another time the word 
had been passed that I had had a stroke. So Nagat would like, 
when we get to the Sudan, to get pregnant quickly and thereby 
answer all questions as to my health. To have a baby in S 
is the best proof of health ■ a man is a man again, a woman, a 
woman - everything is okay. 

However I was not sure. I am well, but still, 
were to happen to me, Nagat would be alone with • 
one a baby. I just would not like that. And asltold you the 
w ical period for transplant patients is the first sk months, 
child^ Wan^e(l to wait that period out before try g 

u 
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, ~..ct now believe that Nagat’s offer to 
Obviously you must n® j cer! 0ffer - it was no fly-bv 

you her kidney was^ />nneifiered_ well-thought-through off. 
no flv-hv.J'Ye 

Yes. 

So- if vou had a relapse today, tomorrow, and Sidieg’s kidnev 
would hayve to be removed, would you accept Nagat’s kidney g 

its place? 

Wn Mn t would not. I simply would not. 

In spite of all that you and she went through? 

In spite of all that we went through. Do not think this is an 
answer from the top of my head. I have thought about thi<? 
quite a bit. For a long period of time. Quite specifically. And t 
have decided that if that were to happen, I would go on a 
machine until I die. 

A machine? 

Yes. You may say it is a stupid decision that I could wait for 
a cadaver kidney. Or that I have other brothers who are more 
than willing to give me their kidney. But I would not accent 
them. v 

Of course I would still feel pride if my brothers - or Nagat - 
came forward again with an offer. I would. But this time I 
would never accept it. That is all. 

But why not? What is the price that suddenly you are un¬ 
willing to pay? 

Price? 

I mean, you accepted it the last time. 

Yes. Because I felt that Sidieg wanted me to . . . 

/ifry®ver,m.*n^ S'dieg- I mean, for your own sake. For the sake 
of your being alive. Didn’t you accept it for that reason? 

Iire.eS ^ course- I was quite happy being alive. I wanted to 

But that does not change whal 
glad I accepted it last time, I woi 

But why not? 

just said: although I am 
not accept it this time. 
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n j-eal rationale for it, actually t • 

h*v.! I suppose I just feel I have had mI JuSt *ould 
,ept jtj.g i suppose, but that is how I fee]y Tc\a_nce. Thi 

ufls 
Cfl3 

;c'ien 
ince- 

r _ * fiance rrv 

understand- 

I J°" ‘ pS y<- were nght Whe" yo" » tee is , pr. 
P , is it then - What is the price yen are m»i||ir! 

ind what it IS. The point is that t 8 to 1 

il again 

‘mind what it is. The point is than do i'”8 ‘° Pay? 

<10 pay it usuiu- 1 ,h,nk have paid eno«"if',s 
yapfeeiitieeharityyistha.I.VTha.theya,,^ 

D° 
cbar,ty 

perhaps- 
d ^ price of charity .... 

“ nrice of charity is very high. Very high indeed. I SUnno« 
JfeisPthe main point. I accepted it from Sidieg, the brother 
‘Sest to me. And he could never offer again. So that is that. 

C you wouldn’t accept it, not even from Nagat? 

M As much as I love her, I feel it would be wrong. 1 feel 
w what I might gain in living from taking one more person’s 
y-anpv I would lose in self-respect. I accepted it from Sidieg 

en that was difficult as you know - but that was all. Sidieg 
Z, must remember, was more than just my donor. He was 
also the man I chose to entrust my wife when I was about to 

die. 
Perhaps this is the thing Nagat senses? 

What do you mean? 

That there is something special in y.0lJJdwHias pre- 
Sidieg - a brotherly, man-to-man rdatoomtap * ‘ J. ^ 
cedence over your man-to-woman, husband to-wue 
with her? 

If it is so, it is only in this thing. ^over Nagat*11 
taking a kidney, has anyone precedenc 

I’m sure she knows it. That this is the only thing in w i 
does not come first with me. many dif- 

So anyway that night we talked and ta e ^ the darkrp« 
ferent things. Until the morning really- A 

- - to 
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left, and the sun rose and we 
We were just too happy and 
normal again. 

found we still were not sleepy, 
glad that things were back to 

Early in the morning I told Nagat I wanted to send Sidieg a 
a picture of us immediately - and to write on the back exactly 
how I felt about the three of us being together again. We took 
the picture that day in Hyde Park, Nagat, Sara and I - it was a 
lovely day, perfect for how I was feeling • and as soon as it 
was developed we sent it to him. On the back I wrote: “Sidieg: 
I just wanted you to see what you have done. That the three of 
us can be together again, Nagat, Sara and I. This is directly 
the result of your efforts. Words cannot express how I feel. 
We are happy together at last.” 

I simply wanted Sidieg to have a picture, so he can see, can 
know what he has done. To always remember. As I told you 
before, Sidieg is the sort of man who would forget he even had 
the operation. 

Does he forget? Or is he the kind of man who just shuts up 
about it? 

He shuts up. 

Has he ever referred to it in a nostalgic or emotional way 
since then? 

No. Not at all. Not even at the airport, the day he was leaving. 

What happened then? 

Well, we all took Sidieg to the airport. As I said, it was a 
week before Sara arrived. Osman, Nagat, Nimat and I went 
with him. You know, at first, while we were waiting for the 
plane, I was normal. 

I was normal, he was normal - until the flight was announced 
to get on board. He said: "Okay. Bye-bye.” and I said "Okay. 
Say hello to Father and hello to Mom and to all our brothers 
and sisters there. Tell them I shall be coming back.” He sold, 
"When?” I said, "I cannot tell you exactly, but I hope soon. I 
think probably in July or August." 

And he said, "Okay.” He went toward the plane, then up the 
stairs and then suddenly, subconsciously I don’t know why * 
when the others said: "Shall we go by the window to watch him 
off?” - I suddenly, without telling anybody what I am going to 
do, I went to the passageway. 
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l s»id iut said, "look, i think I have"»7T R°yal Dutrh 
.Mines ■ } t on ahead of me.” The man 8Vsee 4 brother 

fie Kzed that I had no ticket. He said," Waft’ v°kay"- until 
JJe rejhg. Only passengers can go past here.- Y°U are not a 

P0SS .. ..I’m sorry, but I must do what vn„ 
I sa,d’ T went straight on by him. * say 1 cannot do.” 
a the*1 1 

An° m ud with Sidieg just before he . 
1 caUghhim-P,,You know Sidieg, l did not wamVhe plane- 1 

saline others. Because I did not know h™ , ~Sy lhis in 
front of to j would weep right in front ofeoing t0 react, Wither ^ T flm proud q{ °Mo then,t or not. But 1 

««“ PfSn wen. I am up and about for good. So i promise I'am 
that \VT nut all my energy, all the knowledge in LT,, T 

6oing mV life worthwhiJC t.VhVe- 1 Wi!' Wor* harder than evS 
mankttai?> important goals The second thing is: rest assured" 
» happens to me, I will have been happy with the life I 
ffve lived. I think I am the happtest person in the world to have 
had this chance.” 

The final thing was I asked him if he were serious about getting 
married. He said: "I don’t know. I don’t know what 1 will do." 

Had he been planning on getting married? 

Yes. 

I thought he had Just told Peart that he was never going to 

get married. 

He had changed his mind, obviously. In fact, it was on the 
seventh or eighth day after the transplant - when we called 
home that I got my first inkling that he might be thinking ot 
getting married. 

There was a girl at our house. Her name Is Mardlu. She is a 
school teacher. I remember that Sidieg was a bit exei 
her on the phone, but at the time I thought he ^asu uts bvlously 
about the operation, that wc were both well and so. Bu y 
It was more. 

It seems she had donated to Sldicg’s trip and . 

How do you mean? "J 

Joll, In the Sudan, people from an ur,c“’ rhans'cvcry^>n 
u °n often get together every month und perh p 

tn the airline man there - a 

■ I saidJ 2^'r!f 1 Jave to eo !jAoya! »utch 

cu 
u 

E 
03 
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to Sio or rn or ««.*•» Se„n„ti,hevS-‘y& 
to one of the P^Ple . aa™ that month that total goes 
puts into the pot aga ]t js sort 0f a ioan from differed 
somebody else in the g Pp in advance which month thev 

^M^ thS m anhe money, so they can plan ahead Z 
Tt were To he p them over an especially expensive time - such 
LVfor Sidfef the cost of his flight and living arrangements. 

Anvwav she was involved in this. She was one of the contrib¬ 
utors who gave him money to come over. 

After the phone call I asked him about her but he said it 
was nothing. But I had the opposite feeling, that there was 
definitely something - and that perhaps he was going to marry 

her soon in the future. 

But he said, “No, I don’t think so. I don’t know what I will 
do.’’ Actually, however, - and this I discovered later on - he 
had already decided on marrying her. He was just delaying the 
marriage ceremony until I was well enough to come home to 
the Sudan. So he did not tell me. 

He knew that if I knew he was getting married I would 
probably walk across the ocean to get there. 

What was his final reaction to your outflow of emotion and 
gratitude at the airport? 

He said, “Be well and come to us. That is what we want. 

Be well and come to us.” 

The plane started up and he said, “Okay. Bye-bye” and he 
ran to the plane. And that is the last we have spoken about the 
kidney transplant. He has never written to me either. Never 
again. Not since that first letter saying he is coming to London. 
Not that he is impolite, it is just that he is a lazy fellow about 
writing. J 
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,her week Osman and his familv n,, 
net an° s to study at San Luis Obispo, and S to the 

Affd Statasn Hall to another location where wPl Ved from 

sgterSJSa p,ace called V™am 

C \Td* E1 Karib S,ased «. Then 

they 10 a normal family life again with Naeat e 
l*as*fa new car. We visited many places fsh^iSara- 

A b0Ught. this time began to acquire a new meaning iVfy 
fatlife at tni3thing more. I began to spend more a.a 8an 
i! «°^eNagat and We would 8„P,„ Cfe 
time ^^the theatres, the parks. To see more television. Things 
cinema- tn 6 
like that. 

short time this enjoyment began to dwindle. I 
bui -" if edging more and more toward work, less and less 

found ®"?rIire time as it were. In fact, soon after my transplant 
•ward leisu n 

v** " *ooflin " He said •«. «»* — -o "~j> — * 
heavy a*ai\* reading would get heavy once 1 started 
knew all a & soon as \ had life, 1 would be thinking again 

ffS function in that life. 

When you are beginning to get seduced by work again, did 

you feel guilty? 

How do you mean? 

That you should be spending more oi your toe tkc 
family instead of work? 

No. To me, work was a normal ^^S^^ytifetn two. As 
again. I felt since I am well, 1 sho,jJ.dddto do something worth- 
1 told Sidieg at the airport, I wanted to d0 L best life pos- 
vrtiile. And I wanted Nagat and Sara to have the 
>ble. Two things. But I wanted a balance. ^ ^ 

However, it was not easy. The work'Jp^tifwork, she v.'ouk 
Sara, in the first few days after I st , e\evator crying, 
run after me from the apartment toward me 

Daddy, Daddy, you must stay with g0» And m 
firll^V Please stay with us. I don t wan y_ her and Nnr. 
tL®t few days I would go back and stay 
ne apartment. 
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Then after that, I would try to put Sara in the back room 
with something to play when I wanted to slip out, but gradually 
I had to enforce the fact that I must go to work now - head 0n 
and she must accept it. She did finally, but in the beginnin' 
during that particular time, it was a very difficult thine* t 
enforce. 6 10 

So^ anyway I began to move out again more and more toward 

In the period between June and late August when I u, 
scheduled to go to the Sudan, I started work with Prnfpc 
Peart and with John Moorehead of the Royal Free Hosnitai°r 
the area of renal transplantation and treating medical hatf«Un 
with terminal renal disease. I had decided finally that I 2 
go into the field of kidney disease and transplantation Mv 
was to start the first renal transplantation center in theSudan 

The work with Professor Peart was full-timp <u 
also time for working In two citato- trUSg patiem/ Wa! 
putting in some hours with Dr. Moorhead All and 
essentially in the field of renal diseSe and h^eSensZ "'aS 

Your rehabilitation was complete? 

sixYmSonmep^S„"a°sTofoveerSV« SUH anvth^ * ST" ,he 
Therelore my condition ^ 

baUTwS8meetamToMyfri.e':J‘'UP' £"d every ,lme 1 went 
whom were still waiting fnr 10 ^lemin8 Ward, some of 
and enjoy their company a** i^arf wP antA 1 would visit them 
working as a doctorP<!tni nn before. And although I was 
a patient again. An old friend tw>Se- parl|}cu,ar days I would be 
everyone else. d fnend- Having his routine check-up like 

Was Terry still there? 
Yes, he was. 

How was he doing? 

he ha?81 8nd he is n*w working- ii?hS hosPltal very soon 
thehhfi SOnle d,fficulty finding a ioh SSk8i?jto,the fir8t few days 
do?n» «Pi*°* Professor Peart 8he mn^th i“S ong hairI hot with 
doing quite well now. In far* ki Jmanaged to do so and he is 
ome refate to his time in St. Mary’s^*'3*1 ed 8 *XM)*t °* P06018, 
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“PROFESSOR OF KINDNESS” 

A great man, 
To write a verse, 
of him, 
Professor Peart, 
the great— 
to save humanity, 
or fate. 

also: 

“A POEM TO JANE, A NURSE” 

Jane, so you want a poem 
a verse, maybe ten. 
I will write one rhyme 
God given the one time. 
So strong, so pure, 
You walk, 
You talk, 
So sure. 
No anger, no tears 
God kills all your fears. 
So smart, 
so near, 
Heaven girl so sweet. 
Your hair so smooth 
Beauty it proves 
Your skin so mild 
Gentleness of a child. 
Jane, I have written of you 
My verse, my thoughts quite true. 
To end this rhyme, 
Would take the world and time, 
jane and nurse, good-bye. 
Worship you I try. 

And finally: 
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“TERRY’S TORTURE” 

My head in pain 
Stomach so sore, 
Feel I am going insane, 
Blood pressure so poor. 
Gave me some blood 
Two pints at least 
and more if they could. 
My tube now leaking, 
Doctors we are seeking, 
Stitched all right, 
‘Terry good night.” 

You decided to go into kidney work? 

Yes. 

Did you feel that perhaps you owed a debt to renal studies 
for saving your life? 

This may have been a factor, but more important was the fact 
that I had actually seen the benefits that could come out of 
this area of medicine. My thinking was: I have lived with dis¬ 
eased kidneys, I have experienced peritoneal dialysis, I have 
lived with patients who have lived on a dialysis machine, 1 
know the whole process of waiting for a transplant, and I know 
exactly how a patient feels - and finally I have a transplant 
myself. These are aspects of renal disease I am sure few other 
doctors have had the good fortune of experiencing first hand. I 
mean, of course, as relating to the treatment of future patients. 

What about emotional reasons? 

The emotional side, this was Professor Peart’s concern also. 
A few days after I decided, I said to him: “What do you think, 
Professor?” Although I made up my mind already, I still 
wanted his opinion. His immediate feeling was: I should stay 
away from kidney work. 

Oh? Why? 

Because I would be constantly made aware of the complica¬ 
tions that could occur in the life of a post transplant patient. 

You know, he was thinking of me as a patient. That was his 
main concern. As a man who must live with a transplant. And 
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quite well, then after''one yeTr ^’Y P^Sr 
*gU deteriorates. I am managing tY'S kidn*y funcUon 
sSng *at I would necessarily be LA* patiei“ He S 
thJnts-“what are the chances of having th?enn8 at th°se m0. 
S"«? And if if does happen, *hat am8, thm? happen 

nut he said to me: “Well, Omer, I have Vnm,, 
J?r and one half months now, and I must admit I? ‘or about 
55 you are the k nd of man who wouWYveMh JY01 think 
th„H even if you did, you would never let it MS llke thal * 
work. So, if you have decided on kidney work I SjSd £ y°Ur 

ftW.W a POSi“on ln my ><" 

And you did? 

Yes. 

Did you ever feel that moving Into renal work would be less 
fullfilling intellectually than neurosurgery? You remember 
earlier you said neurosurgery was at the top ol medical 
knowledge. 

Gee, I don’t know how to answer that. 

Perhaps I didn’t phrase U properly. 

No. 

I do remember the first discussion Peart and 1 had on the 
specifics of my going into nephrology. He had asked me what 
area of renal work fascinated me the most. And I said: Pro¬ 
fessor Peart, we know how to join the artery to the artery and 
the vein to the vein and the ureter to the bladder. But what 
we don’t know yet is why the nerves do not 8r«w satisfactor y 
in a transplanted kidney - or why they do not 8™ kid 
times. And if this is the case, does the tran^ted^idney 
make itself aware of its own existence th the tran*- 
ample, what happens if there is a kidney stone, 
planted kidney feel the pain? 

So in a sense you were trying to mix neurology 
disease? 

Yes. Trying to dress the new interest with the old studie 
»t were. 

CO U 
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A New Field 

Even now my research interest in transplantation lies mainly 
in (a) neuropathy, the neurological changes that occur with a 
renal transplantation, and (b) the phenomenon of rejection- 
how does the body come to know there is something new in it 
how does it call forth its antibodies, and so forth. 

There are so many things actually. How do the messages get 
from the kidney to the other parts of the body - and what part 
does the brain and nervous system play in transmitting that 
knowledge. 

Let us face it, the brain is the governor of the whole body, so 
we will have to come to grips with the brain at the end 
Eventually I believe in fact that we will begin recording death 
as the moment the brain stops functioning and not the heart or 
any other vital organ. We can put pacemakers on the heart 
give a patient a new kidney, but the brain remains as the true 
vessel of our individuality, the center of our existence as human 
beings. When it stops functioning, then I believe we will have 
to decide a man is dead - dead in the human being sense of the 
word - not the anatomical or physiological sense alone. 

But you still wanted something to do with patients? 

Yes. Because I felt that is where my knowledge is perhaps 
the most unique. Where I can perhaps offer something that 
patients can benefit from directly. 

For example, today I was in conference, discussing with the 
other doctors a problem case I handled this last weekend. It 
was with one of my patients called Bessy Loyia. She is a 
twenty-seven year old lady who is on hemodialysis. A bad 
patient. You will tell her to drink 500 cc. of water a day and she 
will turn around and drink a quart a day. Which of course leads 
her to being a constant problem of fluid overload. 

And that is how she came to the hospital Sunday, overloaded, 
her lungs full of water. She was dying. She phoned me about 11 
in the morning. I told her I would be right over to see her. I 
phoned the hospital and said: “There is a patient coming. She 
is terminally ill. Don’t let her come through the ordinary admit¬ 
tance procedures. She might have to wait for hours. Let her 
enter immediately through the emergency door.” 

But somehow this did not happen. By the time I got there, and 
found out he was not only not in the ward room being taken 
care of but also still waiting in the reception room, I had to 
admit her myself. 
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•„ns already half past two. i , 

on her. This was not completed unUiSf 0rdered blood 
*u,d!jening. I decided to dialyze her, so i i'f 5ast sevei» in 
tl* T told her to go get someone to the i ^honed lhe B'fl on 
duty- *h machine. This was done and wtys,ls room quickly 

*b°ut 10 in ,he cve"m*" i-a asi 

** remand “« !- * 

nSzht before, and the other girls will be doing mort al £ 
next day to compensate for her, and on and on - in brief u 
cost a lot of time, trouble and money. ' wm 

t realized this, of course. I could have used a quicker and less 
exoensive method. Just stick a needle in her arm and bleed 
nessv - and by losing blood she would have lost water. But it 
feemed to me not the best way to do it - to lose such a precious 
?hin£ blood, to get the water out of her system. Especially when 
there was another way. 

I mean, if the patient has no other way, if there is no chance 
for machine dialysis - I might do it. But as long as the possi 
bility for machine dialysis exists, I prefer doing it by machine. 

However everybody was jumping around that day, complaining 
whv should they do this, the whole program is being mugged 
up-yscrewed up I think is the way they put it - because of this one 
patient. And she is such an uncooperative patient at that. 

So today at the weekly doctor’s conference, the question arose 

over what to do with Bessy Loyia. 

One of the doctors was saying that n0^0^atter'what 
only dialyze her the usual three times a h fiuid 
happens. His point was that it was up to her to keep 
intake at proper levels. . . 

He seemed to me to be signing her d®atb ,de case she ever 
vance punishing her excessively - * *. jn a sense - he 
strayed from the mark again. I felt Pern v 
was playing God. duty and B<*sy - 

I said to the group: “Look here, if ae her j agree she is a 
Loyia comes in overloaded I will d ^ -s is jUSt not a demo 
bad patient. However, 1 am sorry, b decide to be f«g 
cratic majority rule sort of thing- 
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about her treatment. I must tell you now I will go against the 
mainritv wishes if I nm on duty - unless you would all like to 
admit that what we are contemplating here is deciding to sign 
a subtle euthenasia or death ticket for her - ma]onty rule or 
no majority rule. 

I cannot do this. I don’t care if she is a bad patient. If she 
needs dialysis to live, I will give it to her. It may seem to you 
that she is merely indulging herself in extra fluids all the time, 
but I can tell time after time when I would fight unreasonably 
with mv wife over an extra apple - a little salt. And you think 
of me now as a reasonable man. I was a doctor and should have 
known better. But I still did it. And Bessy Loyia is not a doctor. 

I must tell you that there come moments when you are ill, 
and you think: “Well, what else can happen. So long as I am in 
the water, I might as well swim all the way.” It is a foolish, 
indulgent attitude — but it is there. 

I told the doctors I don’t think it is fair. You should either not 
take a patient in the program in the first place - or, if you do 
take them give them the best treatment that you have - human 
as well as machine. Understand that a patient has a mental as 
well as a physical side to their illness. 

Anyway 1 don’t want to go on into a detailed analysis of it - 
but in a nutshell, people - my colleagues and patients - will bend 
now to listen to me with greater interest because I have been 
through the process myself. It is just that they know I will be 
telling the truth, exactly how I feel. I have faced death.. I am 
in a position now to face anything. There is nothing in the 
politics of medicine that interests me any longer. Certainly not 
to the disregard of the patient. And when it comes to a patient, 
I try very hard to achieve what I believe is the key element in 
being a doctor: honesty. The ability - and desire. - to be honest 
and above board with everyone: doctors and patients and most 
of all with myself. 

So anyway, because perhaps I can relate to kidney patients a 
little better - I have been through it, they tend to listen to me 
a little more - I decided I should go into renal work. 

The medical studies I was sure that I could pick up if I 
applied myself diligently - so once again I began rushing for 
time. To learn all there was to learn about kidney work in as 
short a time as possible. 

ki A New Field 

Tfce Pl« «' “ neurosurgkil ,» „„ 

^ there is nothing specifically that occurred in the timo 
tfoVTune when I started my renal studies to August w^Te 

fro*1 banning to go to the Sudan except that Nagat was realty 
Were.pd to our going backhome. She was getting scared of the 
0pP° idea. She thought that if anything happens to my kidney 
whole ‘oe le win not know how to manage it. V/e should remain 
there» ? ^ where I would be in safe hands. 

inL° ,.cruSSed it and I admitted to her the difficulty that 
We r something happened, but still 1 felt the risk was 

could occu e j had t0 g0 home. 1 asked her to please under- 
one I t™1" badly I wanted to see my mother, my father, Sidieg, 
stand bow . feeling of obligation. To let them know first 

It wda^nce and for all, that I am all right. 

haD Naeat said, ‘‘Well if you have made up your mind 
In the ena 1 ° there ;s n0 use discussing it. You will do it 

to do this, i * ,, So we planned specifically to go back 

;°Se Sudan in 
10 , ,uq* nreceeded our leaving were days of great 

And thC fnrymehandPNagat too. Great happiness. We wrote the 
eagerness f°r Wroteback that now that I am coming home 
Sudan - and Surieg^wr^ ^ ^ me. he is getting married as 

happy too. 
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Mecca 

w>ached Sudan about half oast five • 
We rs we arrived I realized truly tangibles,?* mornin8- As 

s°°.nheen so excited, so eager to come tomeThi^’ why 1 
had * touched down at the Khartoum airport' iw'T61* the 

^ Sudan, with mi^4P in my 

JSSrW SEE: « *5 *■£ 

ac I descended from the airplane, you could see the look on 
their faces, my fat^er’ ™y slsters' my mother, Nagat’s mother SS father. All of them. They were just not believing their eyes. 
?Lev had heard I had my kidneys out, and that 1 had Sidieg’s 
Jidnev - but to them this was just fiction. They would come and 
KIv hello - all the time holding on as if you were about to fall 

if they ever let go. 

The first one to greet me was Sidieg. He of course had seen 
me after the transDlant so he was not very excited. But my 
mother she was weeping. And my father also. So was Nagat’s 
mother and father. They would stare at me, then suddenly reach 
out and try to correct me as if I were a fragile thing. I em¬ 
braced them, held them tight, to let them know that everything 
is all right. But still they were unsure. 

I spent that whole day and night, in fact, without resting or 
sleeping, moving things and lifting everything myself . 

Knowing what their reaction would be. 

Of course. Hoping I could finally convince them that I am all 

right. 

That evening, at Amin El Karib’s house in Khartoum where 

we were staying overnight until the next day w P ^ ^ 
to go home to Wad Medani, I sat .. woul(j not gtt 
family to tell them something aboj£A1,I can live a 
too excited. I told them 1 dm a normal man agam. ^ ^ 
normal life. But you could see in their fac , probably 
to ask “How is the kidney lying? 
drop out? Do you actually pass watiA?«.it°their minds at ease. 
2“*tions, answered them for them. Toput^ trying to put 
Meanwhile Nagat was explaining to the women, trym* 
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.heir questions .o res, usurer* 1“ 

-whiTdid you s“v?" I asked. She said "I would just smile and 
sav No But I am very happy though.’ And this would only 
mTkp them*ask further - all around the subject - Are you plan- 
Zo i h”; m« children soon?' 'Maybe you are pregnant 
already’ but I would just continue to say, ‘No. But I am happy* 
to aH of their hinting questions. I don’t think it satisfied them.” 

And that night, after we had gone to sleep I woke up suddenly 
to find my mother standing over me, peering down at my face. 
I said “What is the matter, Mother, do you think that perhaps 
I sleep differently now?” And she laughed, we both laughed. But 
I think her laughter contained more than just a little bit of 
wonder in it. 

And finally my father - he had not asked a question all day, 
neither at the airport, nor in the car, nor when he slaughtered 
a lamb at Karib’s house and had a feast, he did not say a word. 
Until that night, about two in the morning, when all the people 
were leaving, then he pulled me aside and said, “Now you can 
tell me everything that has happened in your own words! ” 

This is what he had been waiting for all day - to get the story 
first hand, from me alone, with no one else around. 

However, it did not work out that way. People kept coming 
and going - and it was not until the next evening, at our home 
in Wad Medani, actually, that we had our chance to be alone. 

As I told you once before, my father always gets up at 3 to 
3:30 in the morning to pray, every morning of his life, and that 
morning he was no different. About a half hour or so later he 
came to my room and woke me up. He said: “I’m sorry, my 
son, I didn’t want to wake you up. I wanted you to sleep and 
have rest. But I just couldn’t wait. Talk. Just talk. I want to 
hear everything.” 

So I got out of bed and we went outside. As we walked to¬ 
gether, side by side, out into the early morning air, I remember 
thinking how it had been at almost the exact same hour, eight 
months before, that I had told my father I was dying and he had 
reacted by going to get medicinal herbs and praying at the 
mosque. 

nJ! ?eptember in the Sudan, a very beautiful time. 
J.,! lt "*• not cold. Just very good weather in the 
Sudan at that particular time. 
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-i. two chairs outside. My mother prepared tea for i.e 
V/e ta°d us. And we sat and talked. We were touching, 1 was 

she Motional. The sun was just beginning to rise, to color the 
very e^°hter blue, with traces of pale orange on the horizon 1 
sky a very happy to be home again with the family in Sudan, 
was so H'S seeing them, wbs kind of si rounding off my 
Being tn ^ finale, an ending to the past, preparing me to go 

e*P.!uhnthe future. 
On ^ «« 1.1. fVto Tx/Vinlp cfrnirv/ inct oc T 4-/OJ _ 

with the 
00 to tell them the whole story, just as I have told you. 

j began r i Came to points such as “I had a good chance 
But wheneJ kidney and then it failed,” my father would begin 
for a cadave (,^e just didn-t know. If we had known, we 
to weep anQjnne something.” And then when 1 came to oartic- 
would have au , and when they cut out my bad kidneys” 
ulars such as id' raise her hands and shake her head not 
my m0th,£ Itory to continue - and so to tell you the truth be- 
wanting the sw j and my motheT’s shaking of her head, 

tween my fat ^eeri able to finish the story with them. Even up 
I have never 

to now. “How long are you going to 
Finally myjather ask for a long time of 

pilgrimage together. t0 g0. But he explained 
me I thought perhaps he did not &uring the last eight 
“I have said, to myself s a y 0rrver comes back to me, 
months, 1 have promised God, th t here we are. 

we »«> »" a ° arrangements for our 
So while we were straightening And really it was as i 

nUmaos Ridiee’s marriage occur • think 1 was as 

1 myseii wcic « ,.{e bet0re. i -— - - . 
happy as I had ever heen in y . -n the morning, the g 
danced. I stayed up until thre the next dancing ^ 
up two hours later, at five °rcl£* ^d nights, and ^ wei^ °n 
The ceremony lasts for four days * was really a R 
and on and on. Sidieg was so happy. 
ceremony. _ wife Mardia w^t g 
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failure - to inform my colleagues of what I was planning to a 
once I got home after my studies ended. a° 

And then my father and I went to Mecca - the end of tn 
odyssey - the final note in my transplantation experience 
return to life. F nce and 

You take a flight from Khartoum to Jedda, which is a nort i 
Saudi Arabia, the nearest airport to Mecca. It is onlv a ■uJJ 
hour flight. From Jedda you take a car to Mecca - and 
you reach there, the holy city for all Muslims, you are alreaH0 
wearing a special sort of dress. It is what we call a hagi d?e« 
Actually only two large white towels, one wrapped aroundvmf- 

S'ar'™ free.r ar0Und 'he °f y0Ur b0d" 2 0? 

p*" ft' if'" ft 

even the United Stafpc ., rtoum, London or 

“here A 

cept°of pi]grfmagei^oaMecca^hadUt ,Musl‘m’ «nd to him the con- 
sacrifice !o the fact Sf th? ili always meant hardship. Great 

uriousness of the hotel . ?• °UrutnP ' and now th® lux- 
almost as if he muid iw u^rS se* ^im a^ac^ somewhat. It was 
had endured no hardshirMn^6 C°uUld be in Mecca since we 
we must1 compensate^ for^thp ™Tgf here; -So he decided that 
(ions b, our staying awake as fon| as we'can!” a°d accomm°da- 

inWfhA°old sIeePLvery little and then we would be once again 

our JkffEJKtf wh^S ,* ^ ^ 
maybe months of traveling acres? the weeks and 
grimage means sacrificeLJSE? “ desert by caravan- P»- 
all”, he explained “One div^n!!*06 mea“s thanksgiving. “After 
We came here for prayer?* we wS^Drat^f01 sIee,p' c°rrect? v j'er. oo we will pray. Sleep only when we 
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absolutely must.” That was his final ct,ta 
his peace with his sense of tradition We S bJnt^ made 
sleep up to God. e wouia be offering our 

That was truly a time of great excitPm.«f a . 
had been to Mecca before, but in the f”r my father- He 
you, this is the greatest repaymem a fa& ‘f your son takes 
only a good son who would spend hk Miif ,Can fece,ve- u is 
to Mecca. All the expenditures were on me the^lan^tickets^he 
hotel bill. He just felt great. He was rea™ onth^otSe“world. 

Then we went to the Kaaba. I was really dazed vou know Not 
necessarily by the physical side of things - although thaT too - 
but more by the spiritual presence of all that is 6there * o\ all 
that it means. As you walk in prayer, there is a special book 
which you read from. You recite the prayers of Islam, thanking 
God for all he has done, for all he has given us, life, family, 
wife, children, work. And then you review the history of Moham¬ 
med and his friends who suffered much hardship to establish 
their faith, how they were killed in order to establish their goal. 
This teaches you how to suffer, how to carry difficulties, burdens - 
and to still be able to go on. 

Really I was just overwhelmed. A huge place, high ceilinged, 
vast, with people dressed in their hagis just walking around 
praying, or else seated on the side, talking. There are places for 
that too. Inside. Right within the Mosque. It is a very huge 
Mosque and it is regarded that sitting and talking in the 
presence of the Kaaba is as holy as if you were formally reading 
the prayers. You are in God’s house. Whatever you do there 
can only be holy. 

And during all of this, time seemed to have stood still - during 
the whole pilgrimage actually. The intensity of the experience, 
the focus of spiritual things, it gives you a sense of eternity, an 
existence that is not bounded by time. It gives a 
think, to contemplate, to review an experience, what it means 
to him, what the truth of his life has been. 

And of course what everyone isJ*11?118 '7ot^ath* 
prayer or conversation - is death. The *n®v‘*ab after S/he:' 
How everyone is destined to die. And what happ reviewed 
a man dies, how he will get up again oneJay and be rev.eweu 
for all he had done in his life - the good aa^Jh ... b - 
that did good, will go to Paradise, and those who did bai, w® 
go to hell. 

g | u m 
<s> O 
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And it brought back to me the vividness of my own struggle 
with life and death, the early talks with John Dickinson when 
we first discovered my kidney condition, my decision to die the 
sad times shopping in London with Nagat and Sara, the Horis 
Hotel in Cairo - and especially that night when I first told mv 

father I was dying. How he looked at me, how his faith haH 
tottered for a bit, how then, after he had gone to our small 
village mosque to pray, how he had returned with a new 
strength, a new courage. His words of that night still echoed in 
my ears as if they were coming to me from the formal shantine 
and praying of the old men right there in the Kaaba, - “Mv 
son. I do not know science,” he had said to me DUttine hie 
on my ches, “Bn. I know God. And I thfSc I haTb«n a 

coming together here with my father, in God’s houfe Father fid 
~on sharing a pilgrimage to Mecca together. 

As I watched him praying with such intensity such belief 
mrnd kept going back to that night - over and over again - -hpn 

° „m?r7 of a" the of his gettfngnphehfre.hosnS 
to pray. I had never really understood this as a boy A bov haq 

faith TM,°L?eat?’, and therefore can have "0 deep sense of 
of Sem.lt not.untl* y°n get older, until you are forced to think 

begin toSn'derstand^and^can^egiif to^efieve rea^ty’ ** 

t 
T “t .t0.me* * saic^» Sit down, please Father.** He did so 

a SUS rS^rbeneva^8 ^ That 1 a” 

ba ™ »"»«<■ as if 

Fathk?r°WrSCLInWas a yM“e m“. you had your 
sciaaca Md'cod y»" 0>at I believed that 
troubled how I would argue antTVabw6' ^ ,ytu were aIs0 
said. rgue and reJec* some of the things you 
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Mecca 

But today, tnis moment, with • 
11 my l'fe- 1 gwant y°u to know that3! m the Kaah* , 

f lilow that life is more than ‘you aJ*® a beKS*f°r 
1 this cannot be the comDletP *e ^0rn’ You w m 
that “ai. j {ully belieye t»te story, it fs°uK you die’ - 

it all‘ And 1 b6lieve in Him.” ,S a ^^human pj1^^ 

He listened to me, his eyes glistened hi, , 
happiness- ’ face filled with 

He sighed many times, as if a great . 
his chest, his shoulders, his heart. You know hmU*?n Ufted off 
you have children who have become non-fieS?'-m Sudan. « 
your sin as a father. So I am sure that my fl,wm God> k is 
feat through my transplant experience God hlSX Waf feeUflg 
me by giving me life, but him also. HU s0n WS ° repaid 
sincere believer in God again. Was now a good 

The whole trial that I have gone through wa« re.ii. 
way to bring me back into the fold, to eradicated k?^3 
from my father’s shoulders, That is what itm suJf hf^ 
thinking at that time. And I remember him saying st^ifLul 
through all of this, while I talked and while he listened while 
behind us and around us, the men in the K*»h» were praying 
and chanting to God and Mohammed, reading their books, 
saying their prayers, reviewing and thinking on the life of our 
prophet, my father said: ‘‘Humdu Li Alla. Humdu Li Alla.” 
Thanks be to God. Thanks be to God. 

And what did you say? 

What? 

What did you say? I mean, in a sense, your story is over now, 
isn’t it? You said it yourself, in Wad Medani; you are reviewing 
your past, putting it In its place, ending your experience with 
death in your mind so you can go on into the future - what <ud 
you feel in the Kaaba? Like your father, that God had created 
this whole trial to make you a deep believer in Him again. 

No. Well, yes ... but also something else. I thought jwotimgs 
actually: (1) that I had found again a deep bdief £§!&£* 
as my father saw him, in the formal sense - God ofjbe Kmja. 
of Mecca, in the planned and ritualized Payers of ' 
but also (2) I had found God in the people who tad liw mi 
two livesV with me. In Nagat, Sara, Sidie*my«*»*** 
family, Osman, Tijani, John Dickinson, Professor Peart . . 
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God was in everyone, the family, the friends, the nurses, the 
colleagues. Terry, Bryn, Ken, Jane, Philip, Joan, Mi. Hill. 

He was in the dead, and in those still alive. They were God, 
too, somehow. I found the meaning of God in them. Do y0u 
understand what 1 mean? 

I think so. 

No matter how long I live, my life will be lightened by the 
memory of what they did and what they meant to me. In that 
sense they became for me a manifestation of God. 

Like that time in Fleming Ward, when for three months, 
eight very ill people did not compete but joined together to 
conquer death and fear - I discovered in thinking of that time 
that God was not just a super power, and that is all - but he 
was also the force which had helped so many hands to reach 
right down into my grave, without fear of selfishness, and save 
my life, to give me a second chance as it were. 

“Father”, I said, “I believe science and God are compatible. 
That science teaches us about God, it enables us to better do 
his work. We know God through science - as well as faith. And 
Father, I have found that God is even more for me, people. The 
people that joined with me in challenging and defeating death. 
They gave me such a clear light to God. They may not all have 
been great men and women, but they were men and women who 
found it in their hearts to act greatly." 

As my father walked away from me, still repeating “Humdu 
Li Alla, Humdu Li Alla”, thanking God for my life, the late day 
sun was casting its shadows on the massive pillors and ceilings 
of the Kaaba, I ran through my mind all the people who had 
been with me in both my lives; from my Grandmother in Dungala 
to my mother and father, my sisters and brothers, to Nagat, to 
all the patients, doctors and friends, to everyone - even that 
strange man, that killer of five people who had faced his death 

hpfnrTf1 ?kA, S<LfStr*a^ely quiet and accepting, so many years 
before mvS'° blnV ai?d them - and I said, as they went 

jny mind s eye, I said over and over again, to each of 

"h^u Li ASTstaiSSu 
ftMd?' be to God. Thanks be to people. Do you under- 
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Epilogue 

omer and I met a couple more times „llW 
mting of the Mecca experience. We 8jub8eV‘«nt to his 

rvt,»tion»- But really ,he Z * '« ■— ««- 

Omer »ereed* We both agreed. Old thw 
nthing "ew was brou8ht to the fore u/hSL \ "Plated, 

"force was that made him have to tell his sTory Uhad h °rl*1"*1 

fled PI**"1 »“'■ R"",ered *»*»< by “'1*' 

We spent the following months editing the tapes and preparing 
the manuscript into its present form. P P g 

Somewhere about the middle of our conversations, we had 
decided it was best to leave things just as they were, to present 

the story in its present conversational form, undiluted by nar¬ 
rative moulding and length re-write, fresh as it poured out of 
Omer s memory, *ivid and personal, into our talks. 

On June 23, 1971, Omer and Nagat gave birth to their second 

child, a girl, whom they named Selma. This came exactly one 
year, one month and twelve days after Sidieg and Mardia 

Beleil gave birth to their first child, a son, Mohammed, born 

May 11, 1970. 

Everyone is well, fathers, mothers, children. Healthy, alive and 

well. Two kidneys seem to be more than enough for both 

families. 

Sara Beleil is presently in school in Los Angeles, getting 

prettier, brighter - and becoming more and more like her father, 

much to Omer’s great delight - and occasionally, even he would 

have to admit, to his bemused chagrin. 

A year of residency at Harbor General Hospitd has^c** 
completed and Omer has now moved on to UC . 

Center where, under a fellowship grant, he con ues 
in renal transplantation. He has published numerous 

during the year, conducted experiments, an P* . . 

•everal kidney transplants, both live and ca ver. 
co U 
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that his own experience as a kidney patient would contribute to 
Ws understanding and work with other renal patients has been 
successfully borne out by the remarks of many of these patients. 

winaiiv he has been offered a grant by the United States 
Government to continue working at UCLA, but he will return 
home on December 3rd of this year, to his people, to Sudan, 
tnooea a renal transplantation center there, to fulfill the prom¬ 
ise he made to himself and Sidieg that day at the airport. 

Omer and I have had the good fortune of becoming close 
friends during the time spent together. He has remained the 
same man in friendship as he was in the story. The tapes, the 
book the man, are the same. No change from storyteller to 
friend has occurred. No alteration of personality. No surprises, 
no disappointments. 

As he told me the other day, the longest a man with a trans¬ 
planted kidney has lived up to now is 16 years. Also this fact 
does not faze him; all it does is make him rush a little more 
for time, so he can accomplish what he calls “something truly 
worthwhile” before he must die one last time. 

I know that whatever his role - and however long he is allowed 
to play it out - doctor, father, husband, understanding friend, 
brusque colleague or arrogant village man - and whether for 
six months, six years, sixteen months or sixteen years - he will 
alway be and say exactly what he is and feels. For that, I join 
with his father in saying: “Humdu Li Alla.” Thank God. 

November 25, 1971 
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II 

; 

Dr. Omer Beleil - graduate of the 

University of Khartoum, Fellow of 
the Royal College of Surgeons of 
England, post doctoral Fellow of the 
University of California at Los Ang¬ 
eles and author of numerous articles 
in his field of kidney transplantation 
-was serving a fellowship in renal 
disease and transplantation at the 
Veterans Administration, Wardswo- 
rth, Los Angeles and the University 
of California during the period when 
this book was written. 

He is now a lecturer in the Depart¬ 
ment of Surgery, University of Kha¬ 
rtoum and is also engaged in establi¬ 

shing a renal transplantation unit in 
Khartoum Civil Hospital. Dr Beleil 
is married and the father of two chil¬ 
dren. 

L 

Cliff Osmond is a profession 
actor and writer living in Pacil 
Palisades, California. 

It was while preparing for 1 
in Theatre Histo 

at UCLA that he first met Dr. B 
Kll. 

Mr. Osmond is married and tl 
father of two children. 
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